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ABSTRACT
Myoelectric control is filled with potential to significantly change human-robot inter-
action. Humans desire compliant robots to safely interact in dynamic environments
associated with daily activities. As surface electromyography non-invasively mea-
sures limb motion intent and correlates with joint stiffness during co-contractions,
it has been identified as a candidate for naturally controlling such robots. How-
ever, state-of-the-art myoelectric interfaces have struggled to achieve both enhanced
functionality and long-term reliability. As demands in myoelectric interfaces trend
toward simultaneous and proportional control of compliant robots, robust processing
of multi-muscle coordinations, or synergies, plays a larger role in the success of the
control scheme. This dissertation presents a framework enhancing the utility of myo-
electric interfaces by exploiting motor skill learning and flexible muscle synergies for
reliable long-term simultaneous and proportional control of multifunctional compli-
ant robots. The interface is learned as a new motor skill specific to the controller,
providing long-term performance enhancements without requiring any retraining or
recalibration of the system. Moreover, the framework offers control of both motion
and stiffness simultaneously for intuitive and compliant human-robot interaction. The
framework is validated through a series of experiments characterizing motor learning
properties and demonstrating control capabilities not seen previously in the litera-
ture. The results validate the approach as a viable option to remove the trade-off
between functionality and reliability that have hindered state-of-the-art myoelectric
interfaces. Thus, this research contributes to the expansion and enhancement of my-
oelectric controlled applications beyond commonly perceived anthropomorphic and
“intuitive control” constraints and into more advanced robotic systems designed for
everyday tasks.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Myoelectric interfaces first gained attention as a potential control mechanism as
early as the 1940s (Gillis, 1948). With control inputs representing nearby motor unit
action potentials (MUAPs) through surface electromyography (sEMG), myoelectric
control research has been primarily driven by the potential to create prostheses and
orthoses which intuitively respond to users’ intentions (Asghari Oskoei and Hu, 2007;
Atkins et al., 1996). However, the desire for natural and intuitive interaction with
electronic devices extends far beyond prostheses and orthoses. Many daily activities
require variable impedance, and humans desire the same functionality when inter-
acting with robots (Blank et al., 2014). Impedance control allows robots to safely
interact with uncertain environments, enhancing both utility and viability (Kronan-
der and Billard, 2014). As such, compliant human-robot interaction is an essential
component for integrating robots into everyday life.
1.1 Myoelectric Interface Potential
Throughout the last half-century, design interaction strategies have evolved to-
ward more natural and intuitive controls by removing mediums between humans and
devices under operation (Rogers et al., 2011). This push has made sEMG an ideal
candidate for controlling variable impedance (Ajoudani et al., 2014, 2013, 2012; Ha
et al., 2011; Hocaoglu and Patoglu, 2012; Jiang et al., 2012a; Tsuj et al., 2000). As
robotics research trends toward compliant manipulation and multimodal feedback
(Aukes et al., 2012; Blank et al., 2014; Linda and Manic, 2011; Peterlik et al., 2011;
Quigley et al., 2011), myoelectric controls show promise for select applications in
robot teleoperation (Artemiadis and Kyriakopoulos, 2006, 2010a; Artemiadis et al.,
2010; Artemiadis and Kyriakopoulos, 2010b, 2011; Vogel et al., 2013, 2011) and other
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human-machine interfaces (Erkilinc and Sahin, 2011; Felzer and Freisleben, 2002;
Moon et al., 2005; Sahin and Sahin, 2012; Saponas et al., 2008; Wolpaw et al., 2002)
in addition to advancing prosthetic and orthotic controls. However, despite a constant
research focus and increasing desire for enhanced myoelectric control applications, re-
search advances have struggled to translate to clinical and commercial applications
(Asghari Oskoei and Hu, 2007; Farina et al., 2014; Scheme and Englehart, 2011; Singh
et al., 2012).
For example, the first myoelectric prostheses were introduced in the 60s (Finley
and Wirta, 1967; Scott, 1967) and 70s (Graupe and Cline, 1975; Lyman et al., 1976),
and widely available prostheses today generally use the same direct control approach:
using two independent muscles or weak and strong contractions of a single muscle to
control a single degree-of-freedom (DoF), in conjunction with switching techniques
such as co-contraction, a mechanical switch or force-sensitive resistors to control mul-
tiple joints (Roche et al., 2014; Schultz and Kuiken, 2011). Although users desire
simultaneous, multifunctional control of prostheses, they often reject myoelectric pros-
theses in favor of more robust, single DoF body powered ones (Roche et al., 2014;
Schultz and Kuiken, 2011). The lack of reliable simultaneous control schemes is one
of the major reasons for a gap between research and commercial applications (Jiang
et al., 2012b; Roche et al., 2014). Similarly, advanced applications of exoskeletons,
teleoperation, and human-machine interfaces all require reliable simultaneous control
of multiple DoFs, and have struggled to provide commercial applications (Singh et al.,
2012).
1.2 Reliability versus Functionality Trade-off
Simultaneous myoelectric control, in which multiple DoFs can be operated con-
currently with sEMG input, requires identification of complex interactions between
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multiple muscles, commonly referred to as muscle synergies (d’Avella et al., 2006;
Ivanenko et al., 2006; Krishnamoorthy et al., 2003; Lee, 1984; Ting and Macpherson,
2005). Specific to myoelectric control, muscle synergies are defined by these complex
muscle activation patterns, which are executed by users as high-level control inputs,
regardless of any neurological origin (Ajiboye and Weir, 2009; Choi and Kim, 2011;
Jiang et al., 2009, 2014a; Muceli et al., 2010a; Nazarpour et al., 2012; Steele et al.,
2013). Linear combinations of synergies are capable of describing complex force and
motion patterns in reduced dimensions (Berger and d’Avella, 2014; Berniker et al.,
2009; de Rugy et al., 2013; Muceli et al., 2014). Robust representations of synergies
within a multifunctional control scheme contribute to reliable processing and robust
control outputs consistent with a user’s intent. However, muscle synergies have only
recently been recognized as influential components in control schemes (Berniker et al.,
2009; Burkholder and van Antwerp, 2013; de Rugy et al., 2013; Steele et al., 2013),
and few techniques explicitly utilize them in the scheme (Ajiboye and Weir, 2009;
Berger and d’Avella, 2014; Choi and Kim, 2011; Jiang et al., 2009; Muceli et al.,
2014; Nazarpour et al., 2012).
Many myoelectric control systems have been proposed over the last half century
(Asghari Oskoei and Hu, 2007; Farina et al., 2014; Lalitharatne et al., 2013), par-
ticularly for prostheses (Fougner et al., 2012; Parker et al., 2006; Peerdeman et al.,
2011; Schultz and Kuiken, 2011), and exoskeletons (Singh et al., 2012). Those provid-
ing simultaneous control have demonstrated enhanced performance during real-time
control (Jiang et al., 2014b; Young et al., 2014). Additionally, proportional myoelec-
tric control provides user-friendly control for refined interaction (Fougner et al., 2012;
Sears and Shaperman, 1991). However, due to complexities associated with sEMG
recording (Ahmad et al., 2012; Staudenmann et al., 2010), wide inter- and intra-user
variability in detectable muscle synergies (Hug, 2011; Scheme and Englehart, 2011),
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and general non-linear properties of sEMG signals (Zajac, 1989), most proposed con-
trol schemes have struggled to provide robust and reliable systems capable of com-
mercial and clinical use. The noise, variability, and transient changes associated with
sEMG inputs have forced most myoelectric control schemes to balance a trade-off be-
tween functionality (i.e. proportional and simultaneous control) (Atzori et al., 2014;
Smith et al., 2014) and reliability (i.e. consistent long-term control without frequent
retraining) (Liu et al., 2014; Zhang and Huang, 2015). Reliable systems are proposed
at the expense of less functionality, while more functional systems typically sacrifice
reliability.
1.3 Objective
The objective of this research is to enhance the utility of myoelectric in-
terfaces by exploiting motor skill learning and muscle synergies to provide
a framework for reliable long-term simultaneous and proportional control
of 3+ DoF compliant robots. The work supports a shift in closed-loop myo-
electric control applications away from the efficiency limitations of intuitive control,
and towards motor learning-based control schemes that can efficiently, simultane-
ously and proportionally control multiple DoFs through refinement of unique muscle
synergies. Rather than training a decoder to a specific motor system as in conven-
tional myoelectric control schemes (see Fig. 1.1(a)), the proposed approach involves
training a motor system to develop new muscle synergies associated with system dy-
namics of a specific mapping function (see Fig. 1.1(b)), similar to learning a new
motor skill (Fitts and Posner, 1967). The mapping function is designed to control
both motion and stiffness simultaneously, providing a natural interface for compliant
human-robot interaction. Moreover, the linear mapping function allows subjects to
develop new muscle synergies specific to the mapping and enhance performance over
4
time through motor learning without requiring any retraining or recalibration. The
session-independent simultaneous and proportional control of motion and stiffness
offered by the proposed framework removes the trade-off between functionality and
reliability that have hindered state-of-the-art myoelectric interfaces.
(a) Traditional pattern recognition myoelectric control.
(b) Proposed motor learning myoelectric control.
Figure 1.1: General models of myoelectric interface interaction. (a) A decoder is
trained to map sEMG signals to human arm dynamics (y). Once trained, the decoder
estimates arm dynamics (y′) and maps them to the outputs (z) of an interface. (b)
The brain learns a model of the plant to be controlled (system dynamics identification)
by comparing motor commands and output (z) of the interface. New synergies are
developed through controller design based on the system identified, which are then
utilized while adjusting motor commands as high-level control inputs.
5
The rest of this thesis describes the proposed framework and the methods used to
verify its characteristics and capabilities. Chapter 2 provides an overview of sEMG
processing, myoelectric control schemes, and their relationships to motor learning and
impedance control to establish the significance of this research. Chapter 3 describes
preliminary experiments motivating the final framework. Chapters 4-6 introduce
the general framework and demonstrate the control capabilities and motor learning
properties offered by it. Chapter 7 summarizes the complete framework with specific
design implications. Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the findings and impact of this
research.
6
Chapter 2
BACKGROUND
Myoelectric control schemes involve the conversion of raw sEMG signals to robust
control outputs for interaction with a given interface, providing a natural connection
between electromechanical systems and humans (Wolpaw et al., 2002). These con-
trols have historically been driven by the desire to advance prostheses, resulting in
conventional controls designed toward mimicking human motions. Despite decades
of research, the transition from sEMG signals to reliable control outputs remains a
challenge for multifunctional myoelectric interfaces.
2.1 Muscle Synergies in Myoelectric Control
Muscle synergies are studied extensively in neurophysiology as a potential basis
for neural control. Multiple studies support the hypothesis that the human motor
system directly initiates movement through flexible combinations of muscle synergies
(Cheung et al., 2012; Ivanenko et al., 2005; Ting and McKay, 2007; Torres-Oviedo
et al., 2006; Torres-Oviedo and Ting, 2007; Tresch et al., 1999). Other studies inter-
pret these patterns as task and biomechanical constraints rather than direct synergies
(Burkholder and van Antwerp, 2013; Kutch et al., 2008; Valero-Cuevas et al., 2009).
There is an ongoing debate between the two theories (Tresch and Jarc, 2009), and
perceived muscle synergies cannot currently be proven or disproven to have a neural
origin (Kutch and Valero-Cuevas, 2012).
Regardless of exact neural origin, muscle synergies are considered the underlying
coordination principles used in myoelectric control. Muscle synergies play a crucial
role in these control schemes due to the inherent necessity to extract temporal activa-
tion patterns between multiple muscles. Direct synergy metrics specifically evaluate
sEMG activation patterns. Section 2.3.2 highlights time-invariant measures which
7
can be used as control inputs to myoelectric interfaces. d’Avella et al. (2006) use a
time-variant measure to describe task-specific synergies.
Indirect muscle synergy metrics are inferred by evaluating correlations between
myoelectric control outputs. Nazarpour et al. (2012) quantify synergies in terms
of inferred muscle correlation structure from variance in cursor position. A metric
called index of covariation (IOC) captures organized variance in directions bisecting
individual muscle activation directions. They evaluate evolution of these synergies
over time with a regression model to suggest their flexibility when interacting with
myoelectric interfaces.
Although synergies contribute to precise control of myoelectric interfaces (Nazar-
pour et al., 2012), they can also hinder performance due to pre-existing synergies
caused by biomechanical constraints (de Rugy et al., 2012). Ajiboye and Weir (2009)
found that muscle synergies are generally subject-specific, with common population-
wide synergies being sparse and dominated by individual muscles. As a result, many
myoelectric control schemes are also subject-specific to avoid intra-subject variability,
and sEMG processing is crucial for producing reliable interfaces.
2.2 Processing Surface Electromyography
sEMG directly encodes muscle activation timing, shape and intensity (Hug, 2011),
providing potential for natural and intuitive human-robot interaction. Despite ad-
vances in signal processing to eliminate electromagnetic noise from external sources,
the imperfect ability to consistently measure muscle activations with sEMG has been
well documented (Staudenmann et al., 2010). sEMG processing presents many chal-
lenges due to both intra and inter-user variability. Factors such as muscle depth and
thickness, innervation zones, quality of skin contact, skin impedance, timing and in-
tensity of muscle contractions, number and phase distribution of nearby MUAPs, and
8
cross-talk from nearby muscles all add variability to sEMG recordings (Ahmad et al.,
2012; Scheme and Englehart, 2011; Tkach et al., 2010). While controlling myoelectric
interfaces, dynamic variables such as fatigue (Artemiadis and Kyriakopoulos, 2010b),
electrode shift with respect to underlying muscle (Hargrove et al., 2006; Young et al.,
2014), posture changes (Fougner et al., 2011; Geng et al., 2012; Khushaba et al.,
2014; Scheme et al., 2010), and signal intensities (Nazarpour et al., 2005; Scheme and
Englehart, 2011) add more complexity to the input signal. When recording from mul-
tiple muscles, many of these complications are magnified. In addition to traditional
concerns for robustness due to transient changes (Scheme and Englehart, 2011; Tkach
et al., 2010), control schemes implementing simultaneous multifunctional control re-
quire extra consideration with respect to electrode placement, potential cross-talk,
amplitude cancellation (Hug, 2011), and the number and selection of muscles (Steele
et al., 2013). These complications contribute significantly to the trade-off between
functionality and reliability in most myoelectric control schemes, and are summarized
in Table 2.1
2.2.1 Electrode Placement
Electrode placement influences signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and amplitude due to
the spatial variability of muscle activity (Abellaneda et al., 2009; Cavanagh and Komi,
1979; Chanaud et al., 1991; Farina et al., 2014; Farina and Merletti, 2004; Farina
et al., 2004; Gallina et al., 2013b; Kendell et al., 2012; Norman and Komi, 1979;
Staudenmann et al., 2010; Van Diee¨n et al., 1991). When targeting specific muscles,
ideal placement is close to the muscle belly away from innervation zones (Gallina et al.,
2013a). However, external forces and changing postures shift electrodes relative to
underlying muscles during use (Scheme and Englehart, 2011). Consistent placement
between sessions, both absolutely within and relatively between subjects, makes these
9
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effects less significant (Staudenmann et al., 2010; Tkach et al., 2010). Large electrodes
and/or multiple recording sites per muscle may also reduce the effects and extract
robust signals without requiring ideal placement (Gallina et al., 2013b; Kendell et al.,
2012; Mesin et al., 2009; Rojas-Mart´ınez et al., 2013; Young et al., 2011).
2.2.2 Cross-Talk
Cross-talk contributes to exaggerated muscle synergies (see Section 2.1) and un-
necessary variability when performing tasks (Farina et al., 2014, 2002; Hug, 2011;
Staudenmann et al., 2010). Although the effects can be limited by properly local-
izing the electrode on the bulge of the intended muscle, using double differential
electrode configurations, and ensuring low skin-electrode impedance (Farina et al.,
2002; Kendell et al., 2012; Mesin et al., 2009), identifying cross-talk may add useful
information from small or deep muscles that cannot be recorded directly (Scheme
and Englehart, 2011). Independent component analysis (ICA) (Staudenmann et al.,
2007) and spatio-temporal filters (Dimitrov et al., 2003; Rau and Disselhorst-Klug,
1997; Stegeman et al., 2000; Zwarts and Stegeman, 2003) are capable of extracting
individual muscle activities from sEMG signals to separate cross-talk as well as any
interference from other electrophysiological signals (Willigenburg et al., 2012).
2.2.3 Amplitude Cancellation
Amplitude cancellation occurs due to accumulation of positive and negative phases
of MUAPs (Hug, 2011). This effect increases at higher activation levels, resulting in
underestimated sEMG activity by up to 50% at maximal contraction (Keenan et al.,
2006). Normalizing signals via maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) (Criswell and
Cram, 2011) reduces this effect, but typically causes overestimation at intermediate
activations (Keenan et al., 2005). However, amplitude cancellation has little effect
11
on onset detection, often preserving muscle activation timing and shape of sEMG
patterns to cause minimal impact on detected synergies (Hug, 2011; Jesunathadas
et al., 2012). Thus, careful use of muscle synergies can alleviate these challenges in
simultaneous control schemes.
2.2.4 Muscle Selection
Muscle selection also directly impacts simultaneous control via sEMG (de Rugy
et al., 2012; Nazarpour et al., 2012; Steele et al., 2013). Smaller sets of muscles of-
ten overestimate explained variance, forming incomplete decoders and synergy sets,
threatening precision controls (de Rugy et al., 2013; Neptune et al., 2009). Increasing
the number of muscles, selecting dominant muscles from a master set of muscle syner-
gies, or approximating dominant muscles with major muscles can each help maximize
precision (Steele et al., 2013).
2.2.5 High-Density Surface Electromyography
While many of the above complications can be eliminated with invasive measures
(Cipriani et al., 2014), they can be significantly reduced by recording a richer infor-
mation set through multiple sEMG sites to effectively characterize natural synergistic
muscle behavior (Scheme and Englehart, 2011). This information can generally be
described by linear combinations of muscle synergies which form complex mappings
between the synergy and its effect on a limb (de Rugy et al., 2013).
Advancements in recording technology have made high density surface electromyo-
graphy (HDsEMG) a realistic option for myoelectric controllers. HDsEMG provides
a more complete set of information regarding underlying muscle activity to allow
for robust processing and control schemes. HDsEMG has traditionally been used to
record from specific motor units (Drost et al., 2006). On a macro scale, HDsEMG
12
provides opportunities to describe 2D distributions of muscle activity as well as inten-
sity (Gallina et al., 2013b; Rojas-Mart´ınez et al., 2013), compensating for electrode
shift and cross-talk without placing so much emphasis on exact electrode placement
(Farina, 2006). It also provides redundancy in signals such that they can be subset
for more efficient calculations without losing control performance (Muceli and Farina,
2012; Muceli et al., 2014). Both Farina et al. (2010) and Assad et al. (2013) incor-
porated HDsEMG into a sleeve that can be worn by users, with preliminary results
also showing high classification accuracies, but neither have yet to undergo extensive
testing for real-time control schemes.
Yatsenko et al. (2007) used this concept to create a simultaneous multifunc-
tional control scheme using 22 electrodes uniformly positioned around the forearm.
Castellini et al. (2009b) also demonstrated the potential for fine control via equally
spaced electrodes around the forearm, but had concerns for overfitting that limit real-
time use over longer periods of time. Untargeted electrodes uniformly placed around
the forearm has become standard for pattern recognition-based (PR) myoelectric con-
trols in recent years (Castellini et al., 2009b; Jiang et al., 2012c; Lorrain et al., 2011;
Scheme and Englehart, 2013; Smith et al., 2011; Tkach et al., 2010; Young et al., 2014)
(see Section 2.4.2). HD extensions use electrode grids to extract 2D information from
the muscle activity (Hahne et al., 2012). Muceli and Farina (2012) used these grids
in a simultaneous 4-DoF control scheme trained with multi-layer perceptrons, but
only evaluated results offline. Tkach et al. (2014) used similar grids to train a linear
discriminant analysis (LDA) classifier on arm and hand motions for subjects with
amputations, concluding that the richer processing led to more robust control. Un-
fortunately, the increased number of signals bring enhanced concerns for overfitting,
limiting such PR controls during long-term use. Thus, whether using HDsEMG or
13
more sparse electrode placement, robust processing of incoming signals is essential to
provide descriptive and robust inputs to a control scheme depicting these mappings.
2.3 Feature Extraction
The stochastic signals recorded from raw sEMG require advanced processing, or
feature extraction, before they can be used for robust control of myoelectric interfaces.
Ideal feature extraction converts a set of incoming sEMG signals into distinguishable
and repeatable descriptors while discarding irrelevant information. The choice of fea-
tures is often more influential than the choice of control scheme for achieving efficient
performance with multifunctional controls (Englehart et al., 1999; Hargrove et al.,
2007). For example, features capturing low-intensity, low-frequency components of
composite sEMG may capture contributions from deep muscles, which offers more
functionality (or noise) compared to feature sets discarding this information (Scheme
and Englehart, 2011). Berniker et al. (2009) showed that linear controllers based
on muscle synergy inputs are capable of similar performance to higher-dimensional
non-linear controllers. Accordingly, feature evaluation focuses on clustering within
and discriminating between tasks (Delis et al., 2013; Zardoshti-Kermani et al., 1995).
Hudgins et al. (1993) established the first benchmark for highly discriminant con-
trol schemes using a set of features based on simple time domain statistics to dis-
tinguish transient patterns in a single sEMG channel. Since then, many extraction
techniques have been proposed to separate more complex, multi-channel systems in
which Hudgins’ features struggled (Du and Vuskovic, 2004). These techniques gener-
ally follow two approaches (see Table 2.2 and 2.3):
1. EMG features extract structural characteristics from a single sEMG channel to
describe the specific signal.
14
2. Synergy features extract information from multiple channels simultaneously to
provide cross-channel patterns and context about underlying muscle synergies.
2.3.1 EMG Features
EMG features extract structural characteristics from each channel individually.
These features are categorized into their respective domains of time, frequency and
time-frequency, each of which has extensively reviewed in the literature (Asghari
Oskoei and Hu, 2007; Reaz et al., 2006; Zecca et al., 2002). Each domain is detailed
here with respect to overall influence on simultaneous control schemes.
Time Domain
Time domain features are based on signal amplitude, proportional to the number
and rate of activation of nearby motor units (Asghari Oskoei and Hu, 2007). A few
time domain features, such as zero crossings and slope sign changes, give measures
closely related to the frequency domain features discussed below. Most others indicate
signal energy, activation level, duration of contraction and force output (Andrade
and Andrade, 2012). Due to the direct relationship to contraction and computational
simplicity, these features are the most common inputs for multifunctional controls.
PR control schemes (see Section 2.4.2) often employ variations of Hudgins’ original set
(Asghari Oskoei and Hu, 2008; Chan and Englehart, 2005; Kamavuako et al., 2014;
Khokhar et al., 2010; Meng et al., 2010; Park and Lee, 1998; Shenoy et al., 2008;
Simon et al., 2011a), while motor-learning schemes (see Section 2.5) compute the
linear envelope for each sEMG channel (Hug, 2011; Pistohl et al., 2013; Radhakrishnan
et al., 2008).
However, the features are sensitive to amplitude cancellation and noise from the
stochastic sEMG signals (Andrade and Andrade, 2012; Hug, 2011; Scheme and En-
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glehart, 2011). Changing contraction levels are managed by either retraining control
schemes (Tkach et al., 2010) or recalibrating MVC (Hug, 2011) each session. Noise
sensitivity is reduced by computing features over a segmented window of data (As-
ghari Oskoei and Hu, 2007) or after smoothing the signal with a filter (Hug, 2011). In
both cases, the variance is reduced at the expense of increasing bias and delay in the
system, altering the synergies detected and used in the control scheme. Smith et al.
(2011) suggested a window length of 150-250 ms, and Kamen and Gabriel (2010) rec-
ommended a low-pass filter retaining 95% of the total power of sEMG as a trade-off
between robust features and minimal delay.
Adaptive filters attempt to completely remove delay using varying time constants
(Meek and Fetherston, 1991) or Bayesian probabilities (Sanger, 2007) at the expense
of additional complexity. As an alternative to windowing and filtering, signal whiten-
ing and processing multi-channel signals can help reduce the variance of time domain
features without increasing the bias (Clancy et al., 2002; Farina and Merletti, 2000).
As such, autoregressive coefficients (Karlik et al., 2003), and multivariate autoregres-
sive models (Hu and Nenov, 2004) are often useful additions to time domain feature
sets (Chan and Englehart, 2005; Hargrove et al., 2007; Huang et al., 2005; Jiang et al.,
2012c; Lorrain et al., 2011; Young et al., 2014).
Due to the non-Gaussian properties commonly associated with sEMG signals,
especially at low contraction levels (Bilodeau et al., 1997; Nazarpour et al., 2005;
Zazula and Holobar, 2005), higher order statistics (Chen et al., 2010; Mizuno et al.,
2011; Nazarpour et al., 2007) and information theory measures such as entropy (Zhong
et al., 2011) have also been proposed. Although good separators for isometric contrac-
tions, they are less reliable in dynamic environments and their computational com-
plexity currently restricts any real time applications (Andrade and Andrade, 2012).
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Frequency Domain
Frequency domain features provide information about the rate and shape of MUAPs
(Artemiadis and Kyriakopoulos, 2010b; Du and Vuskovic, 2004; Hu et al., 2008;
Khushaba et al., 2014; Micera et al., 1999; Moslem et al., 2011; Palla and Ash Jr, 1981;
Peleg et al., 2002). Sliding windows incorporate time into the frequency descriptors to
describe non-stationary signals, but the commonly used Hamming window destroys
energy information at the beginning and end of each segment (Du and Vuskovic,
2004). The window size adds an additional trade-off between time and frequency
resolution in the resulting descriptors. Small windows will give better resolution in
time, meaning changes in frequency can be better associated with a specific time
interval, but are limited in distinguishing low frequency information. In contrast,
larger windows achieve better resolution in frequency at the expense of ambiguating
the precise moment a given frequency exists.
A comparison between frequency and time domain features by Du and Vuskovic
(2004) found that the increased computational costs of spectral features do not sig-
nificantly increase classifier performance over select time domain features. However,
Khushaba et al. (2014) recently proposed a set of frequency features describing robust
power spectrum characteristics which can be efficiently computed in the time domain.
This set shows promise for use in future myoelectric control schemes.
Time-Frequency Domain
Time-frequency features represent transient as well as steady state patterns from
dynamic contractions (Ahsan et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2009; Englehart et al., 2001,
1999; Hu et al., May; Krysztoforski et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2010; Lucas et al., 2008;
Sahin and Sahin, 2012; Yazici et al., 2009). Multiresolution analysis with wavelets
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transforms signals to a sparse high-dimensional domain, revealing characteristics that
most other extraction techniques miss (Asghari Oskoei and Hu, 2007). Synergistic
patterns between sEMG channels are also more likely to be significant than data
represented in the denser domains described above.
Time-frequency features significantly outperform other feature sets when sepa-
rating data from dynamic movements (Englehart et al., 2001; Karlsson et al., 2000;
Lorrain et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2011a). However, the high dimensional domain,
abstract features and computational complexity may exclude time-frequency features
as an option for some applications. Further, the choice of wavelet and partitioning
strategy has a dramatic effect on the resulting features. As a result, this domain is
rarely used in control schemes.
2.3.2 Synergy Features
Synergy features extract information from multiple sEMG channels simultane-
ously to depict time-invariant synergies representing underlying muscle coordination
principles while performing various tasks (Ting and Chvatal, 2010; Tresch et al.,
2006). Different sEMG patterns are then described by the underlying coordination
components through different numbers and composition of synergies (Clark et al.,
2010; Torres-Oviedo and Ting, 2007). By identifying relative activations between
synergistic muscles, synergy features are inherently robust to amplitude cancellation
and include both biomechanical constraints as well as patterns from different joints
in order to reduce control complexity (Muceli et al., 2010a). Linear combinations of
synergy features form complex outputs capable of performance similar to non-linear
models (Berniker et al., 2009; de Rugy et al., 2013). As more channels are used to
collect sEMG information, these features help separate robust synergies from variant
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muscle activity. Methods for extracting synergy features include feature projection
(Ting and Chvatal, 2010) and spatial filtering (Drost et al., 2006).
Feature Projection
Feature projection techniques transform a multi-channel input space into a lower-
dimensional subspace reflecting basic coordination principles between channels. These
methods portray the linear instantaneous mixtures of sEMG commonly associated
with muscle synergies (Muceli et al., 2014). Tresch et al. (2006) evaluate different
projection techniques in terms of representing robust synergies. Pure synergies are
most common, extracted by transforming raw or linear enveloped sEMG channels
(Ting and Chvatal, 2010), but abstract representations have also been formed by
projecting other feature sets to lower dimensions (Englehart et al., 2001), reducing the
feature space for more robust inputs to the control scheme. However, the projection
loses information, so synergies must be distinguished from irrelevant information (see
Section 2.2).
Non-Negative Matrix Factorization Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF)
is the most common and expressive technique for extracting time-invariant synergies
(Ting and Chvatal, 2010; Tresch et al., 2006). NMF prescribes a synergy subspace
restricting expressible data points to combinations of each non-orthogonal component
(Ting and Chvatal, 2010). It is commonly used as a descriptive measure of specific
time-invariant muscle synergies (Burkholder and van Antwerp, 2013; d’Avella and
Bizzi, 2005; de Rugy et al., 2013; Lee and Seung, 2001; Muceli et al., 2010a; Saltiel
et al., 2001; Steele et al., 2013) due to relaxed constraints on orthogonality and sta-
tistical independence between each component and relative robustness to noisy data
(Tresch et al., 2006). Ajiboye and Weir (2009) show that NMF can also be used as a
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predictive measure for motions and configurations. Using a set of eleven muscles, they
extracted eight common muscle synergies associated with subsets of 33 different hand
configurations to predict the entire set of hand configurations with 90% accuracy.
NMF has also been used to directly control 2-DoF and 3-DoF simultaneous propor-
tional controls via linear synergy combinations (Berger and d’Avella, 2014; Choi and
Kim, 2011; Jiang et al., 2009, 2014a; Muceli et al., 2014) (see Section 2.4.2).
Principal Component Analysis PCA describes the major orthonormal activa-
tion patterns without imposing restrictions within the space defined by these com-
ponents (Krishnamoorthy et al., 2003; Olree and Vaughan, 1995; Soechting and Lac-
quaniti, 1989; Ting and Chvatal, 2010). With orthogonality constraints between
components, PCA describes a synergy space better than specific synergy components
(Castellini and van der Smagt, 2013; Weiss and Flanders, 2004), which has shown use-
ful for simultaneous control schemes. Castellini and van der Smagt (2013) described
natural muscle synergies during human grasping using PCA. Artemiadis and Kyri-
akopoulos (2010a, 2009) used PCA as inputs to a myoelectric interface, transforming
seven, and nine (Artemiadis and Kyriakopoulos, 2010a) linear enveloped channels, re-
spectively, to two dimensional synergy planes to train a simultaneous control scheme
operating an anthropomorphic robot arm along a plane and in three dimensions re-
spectively. Muceli and Farina (2012) applied PCA to control a 4-DoF wrist/hand
with more comprehensive and lower dimensional synergy inputs. Yatsenko et al.
(2007) used a variation of PCA to detect orthonormalized principal bases for a set of
contractions. Gaussian noise-whitened inputs were projected onto the principal bases
to provide an orientation for simultaneous control outputs. Hargrove et al. (2009b)
extracted task-specific synergies with individual PCA from untargeted muscles sus-
ceptible to cross-talk resulting in significantly reduced classification errors.
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Before synergies were widely recognized in myoelectric control, Englehart et al.
(1999) compared performance of PCA on different sEMG feature sets (Hudgins’ time
domain feature set (HTD), short time Fourier transform, discrete wavelet transform
(DWT), and wavelet packet transform (WPT)) to discriminate between 2-DoF flex-
ion/extension of the elbow and supination/pronation of the forearm. Using multi-
layer perceptrons (MLP) for classification, PCA and WPT gave the best performance.
Applying PCA on HTD significantly improved performance over the original HTD,
demonstrating the advantages transforming single channel feature data into abstract
synergy spaces. Nielsen et al. (2011) perform a similar analysis with simultaneous con-
trol, reaching the same beneficial conclusion. Other control schemes create abstract
synergies applying PCA to DWT (Liu et al., 2010) and spectral features (Erkilinc
and Sahin, 2011) for more robust classifiers.
Independent Component Analysis ICA projects statistically independent mus-
cle synergies from multiple sEMG channels (Hart and Giszter, 2004; Kargo and Nitz,
2003; Tresch et al., 2006). It is particularly useful for identifying subject-independent
synergies dominated by a single muscle (Ajiboye and Weir, 2009) to eliminate cross-
talk (Staudenmann et al., 2007) and interference from other electro-physiological sig-
nals (Willigenburg et al., 2012). Naik et al. (2008) used ICA to separate muscle
activations from four sEMG signals and identify static synergies associated with six
hand gestures.
Linear Discriminant Analysis LDA projects data into task-specific synergies
which maximize between-task variance, whereas unsupervised projections may merge
tasks utilizing similar synergies. This effect is seen in Hargrove et al. (2009b) when
comparing supervised and unsupervised PCA. Chen et al. (2010) project five distinct
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sEMG feature sets to an abstract, task-specific synergy domain separating nine wrist
motions. Although this space can be used directly for simultaneous control inputs,
LDA is typically used in its classifier form to predict discrete outputs in a control
scheme (see Section 2.4.2).
Clustering Clustering methods depict muscle synergies as groups of related muscle
activations. Ajiboye and Weir (2005) used fuzzy C-means to cluster sEMG data into
common muscle activities. Each data point is assigned a degree of membership with
respect to its distance to each synergy. Rules based on membership correlation to
different output classes were generated to create a control scheme. Karlik et al. (2003)
used a similar approach with a fuzzy neural network to cluster muscle activities asso-
ciated with six upper limb motions. In both cases (and most clustering techniques),
the clusters are based on Euclidean distance and assume Gaussian distributions. As
more channels are included for inputs, the curse of dimensionality makes clustering
less robust as the distributions become less Gaussian.
Non-linear Projections Self organizing feature maps create non-linear projec-
tions of EMG features to obtain task-specific synergies (Chu et al., 2005; Gallant
et al., 1998; Kiso and Seki, 2010). Despite enhanced separation of tasks and classes,
non-linear projections are subject to data overfitting, which increases sensitivity to
transient changes in sEMG signals. Thus, they are not recommended for robust
control schemes involving long-term use.
Spatial Filtering
Spatial filtering is often used to decorrelate sEMG signals, similar to ICA (Drost et al.,
2004; Rau and Disselhorst-Klug, 1997; Stegeman et al., 2000; Zwarts and Stegeman,
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2003). Though not typically used to extract synergy information, (Huang et al.,
2013) incorporated this concept into spatio-spectral pattern features encapsulating
synergies. The method generates artificial channels with delayed signals and simul-
taneously filters in both the spatial and spectral domain to produce spectral features
representing muscle synergies at particular spatial locations. The features outper-
formed HTD, spectral, and spatial analysis methods in offline analysis. However, the
method incurs the same concerns that often prevent time-frequency domain features
from being implemented in real-time control schemes.
2.4 Conventional Myoelectric Controls
Conventional myoelectric control schemes balance reliable controls with function-
ality limitations. The most common control scheme in commercial applications in-
volves direct control, where two independent muscles or weak and strong contractions
of a single muscle control a single DoF (Roche et al., 2014; Schultz and Kuiken, 2011).
More advanced functionality has been proposed using finite state machines (FSM) or
PR controls.
2.4.1 Finite State Machines
FSMs (Asghari Oskoei and Hu, 2007), in which a sequence of input signals maps
to a set of pre-defined commands and transition states, have seen varied success
in myoelectric interfaces. Commercial prostheses generally apply FSMs with direct
control to allow sequential operation of multiple DoFs, with switching operations such
as co-contraction, a mechanical switch or force-sensitive resistors to switch the active
DoF (Roche et al., 2014; Schultz and Kuiken, 2011).
Carrozza et al. (2005) used a FSM to open and close a prosthetic hand using fore-
arm flexor and extensor muscles. Moon et al. (2005) operated a wheelchair based on
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sEMG signals from muscle groups of each shoulder. The activation levels of each group
translated to four total commands for turning, moving, and stopping the wheelchair,
based on the current state (see Fig. 2.1). Felzer and Freisleben (2002) also proposed
operated a hands free wheelchair using sEMG signals from the forehead. Input com-
mands are defined as single and double clicks, where each click transitions the state
of the wheelchair according to a predefined transition table, allowing the user to turn,
go forward, and stop.
Figure 2.1: Example FSM control scheme to operate a wheelchair. Image provided
courtesy of Moon et al. (2005)
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Nilas et al. (2004) created Morse code-like commands from sEMG signals of two
antagonistic muscles to represent dots and dashes. The sequence of inputs controlled
primitive movements on a robot. Cipriani et al. (2008) also used two antagonis-
tic muscles to concoct higher level commands. The activation level of each muscle
corresponded to a particular command dictating a reaching, shaping, and grasping
sequence on a prosthetic hand.
These methods have a small learning curve for successful performance in the
given applications. However, the intuitive-based commands are limited to simple
task-specific applications with minimal user interaction. Moreover, the lack of pro-
portional outputs and requirement to switch between states place upper limits on
control efficiency and performance when performing complex operations.
2.4.2 Pattern Recognition-Based Control
PR control schemes decode muscle activity into intuitive control outputs by train-
ing a model on a dataset associating sEMG inputs with desired outputs. The models
are trained via PR techniques to mimic intent based on specific input patterns, or
existing synergies, of a specific, supposed constant, motor system (see Fig. 1.1(a)).
When using sEMG features as input, the decoder depicts individual muscle syner-
gies relating to specific outputs. When using synergy features, the same decoder can
describe complex mappings between synergies and their effect on a limb (Berniker
et al., 2009; de Rugy et al., 2013). The reliability of the resulting control scheme
is dependent on both robust input features and a training set representative of the
full set of inputs used during interaction. The combined choice of input features and
decoder determines the functionality and reliability of the overall system (see Fig.
2.2). Most pattern recognition-based control schemes are designed for a specific user
to determine the ideal balance between functionality and reliability.
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Figure 2.2: Choices directly effecting the robustness, functionality, and reliability
of the myoelectric PR control scheme.
Classification schemes are developed for training sets with discrete outputs, and
have generally been studied for use with prostheses and kinematic outputs (Asghari
Oskoei and Hu, 2007; Rechy-Ramirez and Hu, 2011). With discrete outputs, classifica-
tion generally provides sequential control, in which only one control DoF can be active
at a time. However, many classification techniques have been modified to provide a
form of simultaneous control. The simplest modification is to add training labels de-
noting simultaneous activations of multiple DoFs (Davidge, 2005; Kamavuako et al.,
2014; Naik et al., 2010). Other adaptations involve slight modifications to traditional
classifiers (Baker et al., 2010; Boschmann et al., 2011; Young et al., 2012, 2013), with
additional post-processing to minimize classification errors (Amsuss et al., 2014) and
provide user-friendly proportional controls (Fougner et al., 2012) (see Section 2.4.3).
Regression schemes are used to identify system parameters from a given training
set of continuous outputs (Lennart, 1999). They are generally used for continuous
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proportional control of exoskeletons, compensating for potential user weaknesses dur-
ing walking and arm movements (Marchal-Crespo and Reinkensmeyer, 2009). How-
ever, the relationship between dynamic contractions and output force is not well-
understood (Morin, 1995), and complications from cross-talk and amplitude cancella-
tion prevent most biomechanically-inspired models from applying to complex muscle
interactions and multiple DoFs (Staudenmann et al., 2010). As a result, most regres-
sion models are designed to operate on a single degree of freedom. However, as with
classification, recent works have begun extending regression models to simultaneous
control of multiple DoFs (Hahne et al., 2014). The advantages and challenges of these
techniques are summarized in Table 2.4.
Linear Controllers
Given effective feature inputs, linear controllers such as LDA (Englehart et al., 2001),
logistic regression (Chen et al., 2010), linear time invariant (LTI) systems (Artemiadis
and Kyriakopoulos, 2010a), and NMF (Jiang et al., 2009), are capable of reliable
simultaneous control. Linear classifiers perform significantly worse when data is not
clearly separable, as in applications with more complex motions and/or less task
discrimination provided by feature extraction. Synergy features are often used in
linear control schemes in order to provide performance similar to non-linear techniques
without the threat of overfitting (Berniker et al., 2009). These linear models often
outperform other models during real-time control (Hahne et al., 2014; Jiang et al.,
2014b).
Linear Discriminant Analysis Due to its computational simplicity (Lorrain et al.,
2011), LDA is often used for real-time control. LDA extracts abstract, task-specific
synergies from the set of discretized training data to predict desired tasks. It has
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been extended to incorporate simultaneous control suitable for using Fitts’ law tests
(Scheme and Englehart, 2013). The easiest modification simply adds motion com-
binations to the training set as separate classes (Davidge, 2005; Kamavuako et al.,
2014), at the expense of less accuracy for individual motions (Young et al., 2014).
Using this same approach, more user-friendly predictions can be obtained by training
multiple binary classifiers as one-vs-one (Scheme et al., 2011) and one-vs-all (Hargrove
et al., 2010) for each class to minimize false positive predictions, avoiding unintended
motion. More complex approaches train multiple LDA models in a hierarchy (Young
et al., 2012) or in parallel (Baker et al., 2010; Young et al., 2013) to better distin-
guish between DoFs, but with more computational cost. Each modification achieves
simultaneous control at the expense of more complex training sets needed to create
the individual models.
Linear Time Invariant Models LTI models are used by Artemiadis and Kyri-
akopoulos (2010a, 2009) to relate synergy features to anthropomorphic joint move-
ments. The models take PCA synergy features as inputs to a model consisting of a
hidden state vector, outputting a two dimensional motion primitive subspace of four
dimensional shoulder and elbow joint movements. A maximum likelihood algorithm
determines the linear relationship between muscle synergies and motion synergies,
providing simultaneous control over a plane (Artemiadis and Kyriakopoulos, 2009)
and 3 dimensional space (Artemiadis and Kyriakopoulos, 2010a). In each case, the
parameters of the system are trained to a specific subject. The model accurately de-
picted a linear relationship between sEMG and control outputs because of the motion
primitives simplifying the output space.
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Non-Negative Matrix Factorization Similar to LDA, NMF is also used directly
in the control scheme to provide simultaneous control (Choi and Kim, 2011; Jiang
et al., 2014a). Jiang et al. (2009) introduced a semi-unsupervised method using
HDsEMG to extract synergies specifically from each output DoF corresponding to
positive and negative motion along that DoF. The extracted synergies are mapped
to outputs via a linear mixing matrix to provide simultaneous control. In a 2-DoF
control scheme, Muceli et al. (2014) compared this method with applying NMF on
both DoFs at once, noting that full simultaneous control can be obtained using three
synergies instead of the four obtained when applying separately on each DoF. They
demonstrated how these controls may be robust to different electrode number, shifts,
and configurations. (Jiang et al., 2014b) compared real-time performance to other
classifiers with better offline statistics, noting that the intuitive controls underlying
the NMF algorithm allows users to quickly adapt and achieve equal performance met-
rics. Berger and d’Avella (2014) used NMF and linear regression to relate synergies
with forces, verifying control via NMF as an effective strategy for motor coordination.
Although promising, these techniques have yet to demonstrate session-independence
for operation of more than 2-DoFs.
Non-linear Controllers
Non-linear controllers are capable of more complex representations between sEMG
and desired outputs and therefore not as reliant on robust synergy features as linear
controllers. However, there is high risk for overfitting models to training data, result-
ing in sensitivity to transient sEMG changes, and frequent retraining if not designed
carefully (e.g. Fukuda et al., 2003).
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Support Vector Machines Support vector machines (SVM) guarantee a globally
optimal separation of classes and achieve non-linear classification through the use of
kernel functions. To reduce the risk of overfitting, slack variables are introduced to
allow misclassification within the training set, with a penalty parameter to adjust
misclassification tolerance during training. However, SVM only provides an optimal
hyperplane separating two classes of data, and does not natively support dual asso-
ciation (e.g. simultaneous wrist flexion and grasping must be a disjoint class from
grasping). For multifunctional controls, multiple SVMs need to be trained between
all combinations of two classes (one-vs-one) (Erkilinc and Sahin, 2011), or each class
versus all others (one-vs-all) (Bitzer and van der Smagt, 2006). The most frequently
predicted class among all SVMs represents the final output.
Naik et al. (2010) effectively train seven SVMs to classify all combinations of
wrist and grouped finger flexions. This works well for a small number of motions, but
the number of SVMs grows exponentially with the number of classes and DoFs, and
quickly becomes impractical for real-time multifunctional applications. Alternatively,
Boschmann et al. (2011) process two SVMs simultaneously using disjoint electrode
subsets, and Bitzer and van der Smagt (2006) extend SVMs to produce probabilities
based on distance to each one-vs-all SVM hyperplane for potential simultaneous con-
trol. Regression SVMs are implemented by Vogel et al. (2011), using one model per
DoF for simultaneous control of a robot arm.
Artificial Neural Networks Artificial neural networks (ANN) include linear MLPs
as well as more advanced networks. In contrast to SVM, ANN is more flexible and
better suited for classifying simultaneous control. Complex non-linear mappings are
produced via hidden nodes with non-linear functions (e.g. the sigmoid function) at
each node. Unlike LDA and SVM, ANN supports dual association, and does not
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require separate classes to represent simultaneous motion. ANN outputs can also be
represented as proportional and/or continuous variables rather than strictly on/off
as in SVM. For example, Khokhar et al. (2010) use multi-class SVM using one-vs-
one for 19 classes representing contraction levels for 2-DoFs (wrist flexion/extension
and ulnar/radial deviation). Rather than training over 100 different SVM models
for proportional simultaneous control, a single ANN could simultaneously predict
contraction levels for each motion.
However, ANN does not guarantee a globally optimal solution. The algorithm can
resolve network weights which only represent a local minimum in the solution space.
Using non-linear conjugate gradient descent algorithms (Rasmussen and Nickisch,
2010) to minimize the cost function during training helps avoid some local minima, but
does not guarantee a globally optimal solution. ANNs are also prone to overfitting the
training data. Simpler models with a regularization parameter and limited number of
hidden nodes and layers in the network structure can reduce, but not eliminate this
risk.
Despite the lack of a global optimum solution, threat of overfitting, slow training
times, and general under-performance compared to SVMs (Naik et al., 2010), ANNs
have proven to be effective in many myoelectric control schemes (Choi and Kim, 2007;
Chong and Sundaraj, 2009; Kawai et al., 2004; Matsumoto et al., 2012; Sahin and
Sahin, 2012; Yazici et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2005).
Simultaneous control with ANN is somewhat trivial. Networks can be trained
with continuous outputs representing either force (Nielsen et al., 2011) or kinematics
(Muceli and Farina, 2012; Muceli et al., 2010b). Ameri et al. (2014) determined
that training on kinematic data is slightly less robust than force data due to lower
contraction levels. Jiang et al. (2012c) noted that a dedicated MLP for each DoF
produces better results than a single network trained on all DoFs. Vogel et al. (2013)
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allowed the user to select desired control inputs while watching automated outputs,
resulting in a control scheme capable of operation by subjects with Multiple Sclerosis.
Gopura and Kiguchi (2008) used a neuro-fuzzy approach to control a 3-DoF wrist
exoskeleton. Zhu et al. (2011) used a similar approach, but only controlling 1-DoF
elbow motion in an exoskeleton.
Other Non-linear Classifiers Other non-linear classification techniques include
random forests (Liarokapis et al., 2012), Gaussian mixture models (GMM) (Chen
et al., 2010) and K-nearest neighbors (Nazarpour et al., 2007), among others. Ran-
dom forests, due to the large number of tree-type classifiers they produce, are more
robust to overfitting than other non-linear classifiers. However, processing the large
number of trees in parallel makes it less appealing for real-time simultaneous control
on embedded systems. Other classifiers are generally subject to the same curse of
dimensionality and assumed Gaussian properties hindering clustering techniques in
feature extraction (see Section 2.3.2). Many adaptations of the above classifiers have
been proposed, particularly to integrate fuzzy classification, but have not yet made
significant progress with regards to simultaneous control schemes (Asghari Oskoei
and Hu, 2007; Rechy-Ramirez and Hu, 2011).
Other Non-linear Regression Models Other non-linear regression models typi-
cally only predict forces on a single DoF, using Hill-based muscle models (Artemiadis
and Kyriakopoulos, 2005; Ding et al., 2011), other biomechanical models (Fleischer
et al., 2005; Sartori et al., 2009), black-box approaches (Lloyd and Besier, 2003;
Rosen et al., 1999), combinations of Hammerstein and Weiner models (Abbasi-Asl
et al., 2011; Clancy et al., 2012; Kearney and Hunter, 1988; Zhang et al., 2011b),
or non-linear polynomial models (Clancy et al., 2012; Ullah and Kim, 2009). Cav-
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allaro et al. (2006) controlled multiple DoFs on an exoskeleton using genetic algo-
rithms and anatomical representations to optimize parameters of Hill models. Each
biomechanically-related model relies on sEMG signals relating directly to activation of
a single muscle, which severely limits applicability to complex systems and adaptabil-
ity to transient sEMG signal changes. These models are too susceptible to overfitting
to employ more than one DoF at a time. Clancy et al. (2012) evaluated parame-
ters that prevent overfitting, and concluded that longer training sets, higher SNR,
fewer modeling parameters, and system identification techniques robust to noise all
contributed to less overfitting. They proposed the use of multiple channels and a sig-
nal whitening processor to reduce the variability of sEMG and increase SNR, which
reduced overfitting when fitting model parameters via ridge regression. (Gijsberts
et al., 2014) employ another approach, using incremental training to routinely up-
date a ridge regression model with new data to limit sensitivity to transient changes.
Multimodal Models
Multimodal models incorporate sensors depicting the current state of the device be-
ing controlled for more robust predictions. Kumar et al. (2010) introduce Weiner-
Hammerstein components on sEMG and force sensors of an exoskeleton to predict
additional forces needed for output. Vaca Benitez et al. (2013) propose a multi-input-
single-output control scheme incorporating two sEMG channels, angular position and
force exerted into an exoskeleton to output motion inversely proportional to the pro-
duced force along the intended direction of movement. Such multimodal models are
likely to become more abundant because of their ability to provide more state infor-
mation about the device in operation. However, the additional information indicates
a greater number of parameters to estimate, so techniques for avoiding overfitting are
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essential for more complex control schemes which mimic fully dynamic, unconstrained
motion.
2.4.3 Open Challenges
As myoelectric control has historically been driven by the desire to advance pros-
theses, research focused on enhancing myoelectric control has mostly focused on im-
proving PR methods. Past concerns about the functionality of residual muscles from
persons with amputations have been reduced due to advances in Targeted Muscle
Reinnervation (TMR) surgery (Miller et al., 2008), in which nerves associated with
amputated muscles are redirected to residual muscle to form new functional connec-
tions. TMR provides an opportunity to detect contractions from a full assortment of
major muscles on subjects with amputations (TA et al., 2009). The subjects can con-
tract the reinnervated muscles by attempting to move their missing limb, providing
enhanced inputs for real-time control of prostheses that were not previously possible
(Li et al., 2010a). Hargrove et al. (2013) showed that patients having undergone
TMR surgery prefer the increased functionality offered by PR control schemes over
the traditional, currently available myoelectric prostheses, despite classification error
rates over 16%. Similarly, Young et al. (2014), exhibited the enhanced performance
these patients can achieve when operating with simultaneous controls. In addition,
Vogel et al. (2013) demonstrated that simultaneous sEMG control can even be used by
people suffering from spinal muscular atrophy, even though they do not have enough
strength to move their own limbs.
With the ability to extract proper muscle activity information for most potential
users, myoelectric control schemes have focused on generating intuitive controls. The
desire for intuitive control is often translated to a requirement for high system accu-
racy (i.e. realistic predictions of user kinematics) in attempt to obtain efficient and
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user-friendly control. However, despite trained decoders consistently reporting accu-
racies and correlations above 90% in offline analysis for more than a decade (Simon
et al., 2011a), they have not necessarily translated to enhancements in commercial
applications with real-time and robustness requirements (Peerdeman et al., 2011).
There remain many open challenges facing conventional myoelectric control schemes
with respect to removing the trade-off between reliability and functionality.
Training Set Dependence
All PR control schemes are dependent on a training set representing the full set of
expected inputs during use. The training sets are typically intensive to acquire, re-
quiring motions from each available task while measuring desired outputs. However,
particular tasks only use a small subset of the entire synergy library (Chiel et al.,
2009), which is often not sufficient to represent complex tasks with minimal dimen-
sionality (Muceli et al., 2010a). Moreover, muscle synergies associated with a specific
task are generally subject-specific, with only a sparse set of population-wide syner-
gies providing a low-level basis for control (Ajiboye and Weir, 2009). While training
strategies have been proposed to help new users create effective training sets and en-
hance decoder performance during actual use (Powell and Thakor, 2013; Simon et al.,
2012), these controls remain at risk for performance degradation over time, requir-
ing consistent retraining during long-term use. Subjects perceive these fluctuating
performance levels as non-linear error fluctuations (Artemiadis and Kyriakopoulos,
2010a; Jiang et al., 2012c; Muceli and Farina, 2012; Nielsen et al., 2011; Vogel et al.,
2013, 2011), leading to unnecessary frustrations.
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Session Independence
Related to the dependence on training sets, session independence is a common issue in
most PR control schemes due to changing transient properties of sEMG and contrasts
between dynamic operation and controlled training sets used to build the model. Skin
impedance, muscle fatigue, atrophy and/or growth, and specifically electrode shift,
posture changes, and signal intensity may all degrade the performance of a trained
control scheme.
Artemiadis and Kyriakopoulos (2010b) proposed a switching method to detect
fatigue and switch to a model trained on similar fatigued activations. The method
effectively eliminates degradation due to fatigue, but requires separate models for
each fatigue level.
Hargrove et al. (2006) showed the degrading effects of electrode shift on a classi-
fier, increasing error rates by over 30% through slight shifts in electrode placement.
Transversal shifts are especially impactful, as they result in measuring different motor
units (Young et al., 2011). However, including these shifts in the original training set
removes the degradation.
Similarly, posture changes can also degrade performance. In addition to biome-
chanical changes in muscle activations, posture changes may create slight electrode
shifts with respect to underlying muscles. Scheme et al. (2010) characterized the ad-
verse effects of changing postures on performance, and also concluded that the best
way to minimize the effects is to include all possible combinations in the training set.
Fougner et al. (2011) and Geng et al. (2012) proposed sensor fusion as one solution,
adding accelerometers and mechanomyogram signals, respectively, to make classifiers
more robust to posture changes, but the accuracy is still reliant on a representa-
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tive dataset. Khushaba et al. (2014) proposed a robust spectral feature set for limb
position invariance, but has not yet been applied to real-time control.
Signal intensities also degrade performance due to changes in sEMG structure at
higher contraction levels (Nazarpour et al., 2005), the increased presence of muscles
providing co-contraction, and potential alteration of synergies at higher contraction
levels. However, including all contraction levels in the training data has not minimized
degradation enough to establish a usable system (Scheme and Englehart, 2011).
In a real application, it is not practical to include all combinations of tasks, fatigue
levels, electrode shifts, postures, and activation levels in one training set for a fully
robust control scheme. Instead, methods have been proposed using adaptive control
schemes that periodically update the training set to avoid degradation. Nishikawa
et al. (1999) proposed one of the first adaptation methods, allowing users to manu-
ally correct bad performance. However, the interactions required from the user are
complex, and performing them multiple times can easily lead to frustration.
Unsupervised adaptation techniques provide themselves with feedback based on
predictions, and were proposed by Kato et al. (2006) and Chen et al. (2013). However,
these techniques are unable to correct their own mistakes, and have been shown less
effective at avoiding degradation compared to supervised techniques (Sensinger et al.,
2009).
Orabona et al. (2009) introduced a supervised adaptive model using SVM to
control a prosthetic hand. The model detects the closest of a set of pre-trained
SVM models based on sEMG inputs during periodic training, and adds new data to
the model to update it with new information. Gijsberts et al. (2014) proposed an
incremental updating technique using ridge regression and random Fourier features
to combat transient changes in sEMG over multiple sessions. Kiguchi and Quan
(2008) designed an adaptive neuro-fuzzy controller to train an exoskeleton, where
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force sensors on the tip of the exoskeleton were used to update the model at different
postures. Pilarski et al. (2011) utilized sparse reinforcement learning provided by the
user to effectively learn a control scheme that adapts to slight transient changes so
long as the user maintains periodic reinforcement. Each of these techniques offers
promise, but as of yet no method has completely eliminated gradual performance
degradation without requiring retraining.
Muceli et al. (2014) introduced a technique for registering muscle synergies across
different electrode number, shifts, and configurations. Although this method was not
designed for calibration over multiple sessions, it could potentially lead to a quick
registration method perceived as session-independence by the user.
User-Independence
Pre-trained PR control schemes have been proposed as a solution to the intensive
training phases that often lead to frustrations and rejection by users of myoelectric
controlled interfaces (Schultz and Kuiken, 2011). However, the well-documented inter-
user variability in sEMG signals has thus far prevented decoders from performing well
across users. Orabona et al. (2009) partially addressed the issue of user-independence
with pre-trained SVM models incorporated as a basis for adaptive modeling. Adapt-
ing to a pre-trained model showed similar performance to training a model from
scratch, but attempting control with only a pre-trained model gave poor classifi-
cation results. Nonetheless, the method provides an example of using pre-trained
classifiers to reduce the training burden on subjects. Castellini et al. (2009a) also
attempted to use pre-trained SVM models to avoid intensive training phases while
classifying different grip types. They tested cross-subject performance on classifiers
trained on data from other subjects and found that most subjects had a strong over-
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lap in models, but were unable to obtain consistent classification performance, with
average accuracy just above 50%.
Matsubara and Morimoto (2013) obtained more promising results by creating a
model of sEMG signals consisting of user-dependent features and motion-dependent
features. Training their model, they are able to separate user-dependent sEMG sig-
nals from population-wide signals associated with movements. They then trained a
multi-class SVM on motion-dependent data. When given novel data, the method ex-
tracted the subject independent features and registered the new data to the existing
model after observing one trained movement modeled in the SVM. This method has
produced classification accuracies near 75% for novel users.
Khushaba (2014) also proposed a promising technique for user-independent de-
coders. Robust spectral features (Khushaba et al., 2014) are transformed to a population-
wide model, termed “unified-style space,” using canonical correlation analysis between
all features from multiple subjects. Then, a new subject only needed to perform a
calibration to generate a new set of features which were projected to the unified-style
space. This method reported accuracies above 80% in offline analysis. Moreover, it
may be applicable to amputees because of the simple calibration process.
Each of these techniques for user-independence has only been attempted on se-
quential controls. For simultaneous controls, mixing matrices with NMF are the clos-
est to user-independence, as they only require an initial semi-supervised calibration
while extracting synergies (Muceli et al., 2014). After the calibration, performance is
very similar to motor learning-based controls (see Section 2.5), providing a degree of
user-independence.
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Post-Processing
Specific to classifier techniques, a post-processing step is often needed to interpret
velocities and forces as a complement to the discretized outputs signaling the active
DoFs. Proposed algorithms relate cumulative sEMG signal intensity to velocity/force
percentages associated with the predicted motion (Hargrove et al., 2009a; Lock et al.,
2005). This simple technique has proven more user-friendly than conventional on/off
direct control (Simon et al., 2011c). However, it magnifies any misclassifications,
making the control scheme less reliable.
Post-processing is also used to reduce the effect of misclassifications from the de-
coder. Given a training set representative of real-time use, one effective method is
to train class transition probabilities via hidden Markov models (HMMs) (Baspinar
et al., 2012). HMMs have been used for both feature extraction (El-Daydamony et al.,
2008) and classification (Chan and Englehart, 2005; Li et al., 2010b), and can also
prevent unnatural transitions between outputs (Meng et al., 2010). Amsuss et al.
(2014) developed a similar scheme to correct erroneous predictions using maximum
likelihood and global mean activation patterns. Although they can assist with simul-
taneous control HMMs do not provide solutions for proportional control.
Simon et al. (2011a) proposed a proportional control output method where the
output is proportional to the consecutive number of classification predictions. The
method successfully provided proportional controls while minimizing perceived effects
of misclassification. However, limiting the proportional outputs led to frustration
and unnecessarily high muscle contractions from some users who desired faster initial
speeds. Scheme et al. (2014) addressed this through automatic normalization of out-
puts during training. By telling subjects to ramp their motions during the training
set, the method is able to find a range of values associated with sEMG inputs for each
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classification output, providing a more natural proportional control at the expense of
enhanced misclassifications. This trade-off between proportional control and misclas-
sification effects is a subset of the struggle between functionality and reliability seen
in general myoelectric controls.
Benchmark Databases
Many of the PR control schemes presented above have reported high accuracies and
correlations on data obtained specifically for the associated control scheme. Despite
outstanding performance metrics in offline analysis, the large number of variables as-
sociated with the control scheme makes it difficult to compare methods against each
other. Moreover, most studies only validate new methods and/or create new models
with less than 10 subjects, making it difficult to prove its robustness to the general
population in realistic application scenarios. Atzori et al. (2012) recently introduced
the Ninapro database, an ongoing project incorporating kinematic and sEMG data
from multiple subjects, both healthy and amputees, performing 52 finger, hand and
wrist movements, to provide the first form of benchmark testing for PR schemes.
Perhaps more importantly, this database provides an opportunity to generate models
based on a diverse and representative data population, potentially aiding the develop-
ment of both session- and user-independent control schemes. As this database grows,
and similar databases incorporate data from upper arms and lower limbs, these con-
trol schemes will have a common platform to verify the validity of new techniques on
actual target users. Although this does not replace the need for real-time evaluation,
benchmark testing can aid the prototyping of new schemes and models for practical
commercial applications with a global validation standard.
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Real Time Control Metrics
Currently, most PR control schemes are evaluated in offline analysis. Despite re-
ported accuracies and correlations consistently above 90% (Scheme and Englehart,
2011), few methods are ever incorporated into a real-time control system. Moreover,
it has been shown that offline classification accuracy and regression correlation is not
representative of real-time performance (Jiang et al., 2012c, 2014b; Lock et al., 2005).
In contrast, alternative control schemes consistently report good performance metrics
during real-time control. However, the metrics are generally specific to the given task,
and are difficult to compare to other control methods implemented in real-time. Thus,
in addition to an enhanced focus for real-time implementation and testing of control
schemes, it is necessary to standardize metrics that can compare performance and
efficiencies across different schemes and approaches. The Assessment for Capacity of
Myoelectric Control define a set of observational performance metrics, measuring nat-
uralness, spontaneity and compensatory motions (Miller and Swanson, 2009). Other
works use Fitts’ law tests to objectify real-time performance (Kamavuako et al., 2014;
Scheme and Englehart, 2013; Wurth and Hargrove, 2013a) with respect to the dif-
ficulty of the task. However, Fitts’ law is only applicable to ballistic movements,
which are not common in most myoelectric interfaces. More quantitative measures
are proposed in other works, defining throughput, overshoot, average speed, and di-
rection ratio as useful indicators of real-time performance (Williams and Kirsch, 2008;
Wurth and Hargrove, 2013b). Simon et al. (2011b) defined a real-time target achieve-
ment control test, consisting of a set of metrics evaluating real-time performance
with respect to task completion and efficiency completing the tasks, exemplifying the
importance to standardize a common set of metrics for useful validations.
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Figure 2.3: Myoelectric control schemes offering simultaneous control based on syn-
ergy representations. Regression and classification schemes decode outputs based on
existing synergies, disregarding any adaptations due to feedback. On the other hand,
motor learning schemes incorporate feedback into the development of new muscle
synergies to generate robust controls.
2.5 Motor Learning in Human-Machine Interfaces
Motor learning-based myoelectric interfaces use closed-loop feedback to train hu-
man motor systems to interact efficiently with a mapping function transforming
sEMG-related inputs to control outputs. In contrast to PR controls, the constant
decoder is designed to encourage the motor system to adapt, using knowledge of the
inverse mapping to produce desired outputs (see Fig. 2.3).
2.5.1 Motor Learning Properties
This method is common in brain-machine interfaces (Carmena, 2013; McFarland
and Wolpaw, 2011; Orsborn and Carmena, 2013), which utilize brain plasticity to
encourage users to associate thoughts with controls (Kellis et al., 2011; Milla´n, 2013;
Zander and Kothe, 2011). Mussa-Ivaldi et al. (2011) proposed that the motor sys-
tem naturally learns a novel inverse map relating the effect of motor commands on
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task-relevant variables when interacting with motor controls. Learning a new motor
task typically involves a three stage learning process (cognitive→ associative→ au-
tonomous) initially described by Fitts and Posner (see Fig. 2.4) (Fitts and Posner,
1967). A cognitive burden is placed on subjects as they begin to learn a new motor
skill with sporadic performance. As users repeat the task, they enter an associative
stage with reduced conscious effort and increased performance. Through consistent
repetition over time, the cognitive burden is reduced to the point where tasks are
performed consistently and nearly autonomously with a sense of intuitiveness (Fitts
and Posner, 1967).
Figure 2.4: The three stages of motor learning as described by Fitts and Posner
(1967). Users initially explore the task-space to gather information, resulting in a
heavy cognitive burden. Then users learn the associations between basic actions to
achieve the desired tasks with slightly less cognitive effort. Finally, users master
the task-space and achieve tasks almost autonomously with minimal cognitive effort.
Table extracted from Huber (2012).
Mosier et al. (2005) revealed that feedback allows humans to remap functional con-
trol of finger movements to efficiently control hand configuration dependent motion of
a 2D cursor. Chase et al. (2009) compared user performance of brain-computer inter-
faces involving the motor cortex, showing significant differences between two unique
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decoding algorithms in open-loop control tasks, but less difference when feedback
was present. Liu and Scheidt (2008) showed that continuous visual feedback helps
subjects learn to generalize control to new tasks, indicating proper learning of the
inverse model. He´liot et al. (2010) modeled this learning process with a simulated
algorithm depicting the brain as an adaptive controller which modifies neural signals
and uses output error to develop a unique inverse model. Liu et al. (2011) revealed
that deciphered inverse models appear invariant to scaling changes within a mapping
function during the learning process, suggesting that motor learning control may be
more robust to factors such as amplitude cancellation and changes in MVC during
long-term use.
2.5.2 Adaptive Learning in Myoelectric Control
In contrast to most PR controls, mapping functions implemented in motor learning-
based control schemes are not necessarily constrained to predict a user’s intent. Rad-
hakrishnan et al. (2008) demonstrated learning effects on myoelectric controls for two
control schemes, classified as intuitive and non-intuitive, which map sEMG signal
amplitude from eight upper arm muscles to 2D cursor position. The intuitive decoder
mapped six of the eight muscles to a vector along the 2D plane that is most consistent
with the action on the limb when the muscle contracts. The non-intuitive decoder
mapped six of eight muscles randomly along equally spaced vectors in the 2D plane.
Subjects were able to learn the decoders in both experiments, with performance trends
best fit by exponential decay. This is consistent with findings in PR control schemes
that offline classification accuracy and regression correlation is not representative of
real-time performance (Jiang et al., 2012c; Lock et al., 2005). Jiang et al. (2014b)
also attributed this to the effect of user adaptation through feedback, concluding that
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control schemes with poor association to kinematics are equally capable of achieving
precise control as those with high system accuracies.
Pistohl et al. (2013) demonstrated motor learning in robot control by comparing
subject performance for two different myoelectrically controlled tasks, each intention-
ally made non-intuitive to emphasize a steep learning curve. The first task was a
standard cursor control task, similar to Radhakrishnan et al. (2008). The second
used a similar mapping function to operate individual fingers of a robotic hand. The
results showed similar performance trends when given visual feedback, indicating that
these control systems can be easily extended to other forms of robotic control.
Most motor learning-based control schemes currently involve two dimensional (2D)
cursor control on a computer monitor in order to evaluate learning in a controlled
environment. The cursor is typically controlled via position control, in which the
position on the screen is proportional to activation levels of a constrained upper limb
muscles in the direction of a corresponding mapping function (Chase et al., 2009;
de Rugy et al., 2012; Nazarpour et al., 2012; Radhakrishnan et al., 2008). de Rugy
et al. (2013) map the cursor in 3D using muscles from the forearm, upper arm,
and shoulder, demonstrating the potential for these schemes to achieve simultaneous
multifunctional control with more than 2 DoFs.
Clingman and Pidcoe (2014) proposed that these motor learning characteristics
can be applied to entertaining myoelectric training systems for more robust interac-
tion with prosthetic devices. They found that learning rates and performance may
be correlated with video game experience, which makes users particularly adept at
learning non-intuitive myoelectric controls. Davoodi and Loeb (2012) made a similar
proposition, using a myoelectric video game aimed at training amputees to control
an upper-limb prosthesis.
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2.5.3 Flexible Muscle Synergies
Nazarpour et al. (2012) analyzed motor learning through the context of mus-
cle synergies using tasks similar to Radhakrishnan et al. (2008). The defined tasks
required simultaneous control of a pair of muscles, and subjects were tested on combi-
nations of biomechanically independent and antagonistic muscles. Using IOC to infer
muscle coordination and examining user reactions to virtual perturbations in cursor
position, they demonstrated the ability of humans to learn flexible control through
the formation of dynamic, task-specific muscle synergies.
2.5.4 Open Challenges
Each of the above control schemes target specific, biomechanically independent
muscles for interaction with the interface. de Rugy et al. (2012) found that the
synergies are not as flexible in biomechanically dependent muscles of the forearm,
concluding that low-level synergy constraints prevent the fast adaptations seen in
Nazarpour et al. (2012), which may hinder motor learning and prevent users from
obtaining satisfactory performance while interacting with abstract myoelectric in-
terfaces. This emphasizes the need to carefully choose muscles and their required
interactions in desired mapping functions.
Currently, the most complex motor learning-based control scheme only utilizes 3-
DoFs (de Rugy et al., 2013), and it is unclear how well humans can learn more complex
mapping functions incorporating a greater degree of multifunction control. More
flexible control schemes may require use of muscles with biomechanical constraints,
and thus more careful planning of the mapping function would be needed to ensure the
full task-space can be reached (de Rugy et al., 2012). In addition, the control schemes
need to expand from the traditional cursor control and demonstrate robustness in
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more realistic applications, such as robotic control (Pistohl et al., 2013). More work
is needed to evaluate the limits to these controls as potential solutions for simultaneous
multifunction control.
2.6 Impedance Control
Many daily activities require variable impedance to interact efficiently in uncertain
environments. Blank et al. (2014) showed that humans desire the same functionality
in robots for a more natural interaction in dynamic environments. Impedance control
allows robots to interact safely in such environments environments, enhancing both
utility and viability for integration into everyday life (Kronander and Billard, 2014).
With robotics research trending toward compliant manipulation (Aukes et al.,
2012; Blank et al., 2014; Linda and Manic, 2011; Peterlik et al., 2011; Quigley et al.,
2011), sEMG has been identified as a candidate for naturally controlling these systems
(Ajoudani et al., 2014; Ha et al., 2011; Hocaoglu and Patoglu, 2012; Jiang et al., 2012a;
Tsuj et al., 2000). During co-contraction, surface signals detected by sEMG correlate
with the stiffness of corresponding joints. Tsuj et al. (2000) used this correlation
in one of the first myoelectric impedance controllers. A neural network was trained
to map the intensity of flexor and extensor forearm sEMG to the stiffness value of
a prosthetic hand as it opened and closed. Jiang et al. (2012a) built off this work
to grip uncertain objects with the appropriate force. Ajoudani et al. (2014, 2013,
2012) applied similar impedance control, with a technique termed tele-impedance, to
control a prosthetic hand aimed at generalizing grasping capabilities using kinematic
synergies. Ha et al. (2011) mapped the sEMG of quadriceps and hamstring muscles to
control stiffness and set-point angle for joint impedance of a prosthetic knee. Each of
these works have demonstrated the natural connection between sEMG and compliant
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controllers, as each controller was designed to vary uniform stiffness of a prosthetic
device based on sEMG.
Neurophysiology studies suggest that humans not only control the intensity of their
joint stiffness, but also the direction (Kadiallah et al., 2011; Patel et al., 2014). While
interacting in unstable environments, humans adapt their muscle activity to stabilize
motion relative to the direction of instability (Kadiallah et al., 2011). This suggests
that multi-directional impedance control would provide a more natural extension
to, and enhance capabilities of, human-robot interfaces. However, the struggle for
conventional myoelectric interfaces to provide reliable simultaneous control of motion
(see Section 2.4.3) has deterred the above myoelectric impedance controllers from
extending beyond a single DoF.
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Chapter 3
PRELIMINARY MOTIVATIONS
Preliminary studies investigated user-independent PR control schemes with mo-
tivation for increasing robustness of myoelectric interfaces. Using the concept of
spatio-temporal filtering, a novel multiresolution muscle synergy (MRMS) analysis
was proposed to transform the dense sEMG signals into a sparse domain of muscle
synergies at various resolutions, where significant patterns can easily be extracted.
The resulting sparse vector is used as input to an ANN trained to detect synergy
patterns associated with different motions across subjects to form a robust sEMG
decoder.
3.1 Multiresolution Muscle Synergy Extraction
MRMS analysis consists of a specialized 2D DWT that runs along the dimensions
of time and muscles. The 2D wavelet transform, as described by Mallat (2008) is
separable, meaning the transform can be applied to each dimension independently.
In the case of a 2D sEMG matrix involving time and space, decomposition along the
the first dimension represents information about signal structure, and decomposition
along the second represents muscle synergies. In accordance with the literature, with
sEMG sampled at 2KHz, 7 levels of decomposition are used along the time domain
to obtain detail coefficients roughly in the range of the majority of the energy of
sEMG signals (6-500 Hz) (Konrad, 2005). The Daubechies wavelet with 4 vanishing
moments (db4) is selected for the decomposition due to its good resolution in both
time and frequency. After decomposition, only the most recent set of coefficients at
each level are kept as features for the latest sample (see Fig. 3.1).
The retained coefficients give each data sample a relative history ranging from 2-
256 ms at resolutions ranging from 2-64 ms, with a denser proportion of information
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Figure 3.1: Example 1D 6 level DWT on a raw sEMG signal. The top plot shows
the original signal, and each consecutive plot below shows the detail coefficients,
Dn, resulting from the wavelet transform at level n. The shaded region represents
discarded coefficients when extracting features from the sample at 1000 ms.
provided at more recent time due to the nature of the level resolutions. This time
interval and density is also consistent with findings that indicate sEMG signals are
activated roughly 50-100 ms before motion (Criswell and Cram, 2011). Note that both
the first decomposition and end approximation coefficients are completely discarded
to remove noise and potential amplitude-dependent features, respectively.
After obtaining the relevant time-domain coefficients, the transform is applied
across the spatial dimension to encode muscle synergies at each resolution. The Haar
wavelet is selected due to its derivative-like behavior, and both approximation and
detail coefficients are kept to maximize the amount of information provided by the
muscle synergies at each resolution. This results in a sparse feature vector contain-
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Figure 3.2: Visualization of the MRMS feature extraction algorithm.
ing MRMS features which can be calculated in 4 − 7ms. Figure 3.2 visualizes the
extraction method.
3.2 User-Independent Decoder
3.2.1 Neural Network Classifier
A backpropagation neural network classifier was used to train on MRMS inputs.
The system was trained to be user-independent with sets of MRMS features from
multiple subjects and large regularization parameters (λ = 10). A one hidden-layer
network with 18 nodes helped prevent the neural network from overfitting to training
data, making it more likely to detect the sparse set of user-independent synergies
suggested by Ajiboye and Weir (2009). The network is trained using logit back-
propagation with regularized nonlinear conjugate gradient descent (Rasmussen and
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Table 3.1: Recorded Muscles and Primary Functions (Criswell and Cram, 2011).
Muscle Primary Function
Extensor Digitorum Wrist\Finger Extension
Extensor Carpi Ulnaris Wrist Extension, Ulnar Deviation
Flexor Carpi Ulnaris Wrist Flexion\Abduction, Ulnar Deviation
Flexor Carpi Radialis Wrist Flexion, Radial Deviation
Pronator Teres Forearm Pronation
Flexor Digitorum Superficialis Wrist\Finger Flexion
Nickisch, 2010) used to optimize the weights connecting each node. The overall design
allowed predictions within 10 ms of obtaining the signal, leaving room for additional
high-level controllers without presenting a noticeable delay to the user.
3.2.2 Multiresolution Muscle Synergy Evaluation
The MRMS features were evaluated using a pre-existing databaseB = {b1, . . . , bN},
N = 10 (7 males, 3 females, age 22 ± 3, 9 right-handed, 1 left-handed) associating
sEMG signals from six forearm muscles with five discrete hand motions (grasping,
wrist extension, wrist flexion, forearm pronation, and index finger pointing). The
muscles recorded by the EMG and their primary functions are given in Table 3.1.
During data collection, subjects were instructed to alternate between resting and
each of the five motions for 10 seconds per motion. sEMG electrodes (Trigno Wire-
less, Delsys Inc) recorded the EMG signals at 2 kHz during all motions. To evaluate
user-independent performance, leave-one-out validation was performed with B. For
each bi ∈ B, the neural network is first trained on the set {bj ∈ B, j 6= i} to include
data from all subjects except bi. Then the trained network is tested on data from
bi. The metrics used to evaluate classifier performance are discrete prediction accu-
racy and Area Under the Curve (AUC) measurements for each subject (Hanley and
McNeil, 1982).
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AUC measurements are a measure of overall classifier performance when the out-
put is probabilistic rather than deterministic, as in the case of the neural network. De-
tailed in (Hanley and McNeil, 1982), a Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) plot
depicts overall classifier performance over all possible thresholds. To generate a ROC
plot, a threshold is used to binarize the classifier output for each class. The threshold
iterates from 0 to 1 in n steps, and at each iteration, a point on the plot is calculated
as (1 − specificity, sensitivity), where specificity = tn
tn+fp
and sensitivity = tp
tp+fn
.
In words, specificity is the number of correct negative classifications, tn over the
total number of negative examples (tn+fp), and sensitivity is the number of cor-
rect positive classifications, tp over the total number of positive examples (tp+fn).
Thus, the ROC plot provides a visual reference how well the classifier can detect a
condition when it is present versus how well it can detect the absence of a condition
when it is not present. AUC is the area under the ROC plot, with 1 a perfect score,
0.5 equivalent to random guessing, 0.85 a moderate classifier, and 0.95 regarded as a
highly effective classifier.
3.2.3 Results
An example ROC plot from leave-one-out testing is shown in Fig. 3.3. This plot is
selected to demonstrate how the AUC measurement provides an informative measure
for classifier performance. In the plot, both grasping and extension come closest to
reaching perfect classification (i.e. always detecting the motion when it is present
and never predicting it when it is not, at a given threshold). Index pointing is the
lowest curve indicating a weaker performance with respect to other motions (i.e. does
not detect the motion as often and more regularly detects the motion when it is not
present). This is reflected in the AUC for each motion, as grasping and extension are
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Figure 3.3: Example ROC plot and visualization of AUC measurements during
leave-one-out validation.
nearly 1, and index pointing receives the lowest AUC at 0.886, which is a moderate
performance classifier.
Table 3.2 shows the results of leave-one-out validation on all 10 subjects. The
mean AUC over all subjects and all motions is 92.4± 8.9, verifying the effectiveness
of the decoder on data from unseen subjects. In 85% of the individual cases, the
resulting classifier would be considered better than moderately effective. To provide
a metric more commonly used in the literature, accuracy is measured by thresholding
the output of the classifier on a random threshold between 0.1 and 0.5 for each
subject and each motion. The mean accuracy is 81.9± 3.9, when evaluated on every
datapoint in the database. The high accuracy and low standard deviation show the
robustness of the MRMS features across subjects. To consider the effectiveness of the
classifier only in cases when motion was present, a normalized confusion matrix is
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Figure 3.4: Normalized confusion matrix for all subjects tested with leave-one-out
validation.
shown in Fig. 3.4. The confusion matrix indicates that flexion and index pointing are
confused with pronation for some subjects, but overall motions are detected between
65−95% with no confusion on the randomly selected threshold. These results, and the
real time capabilities of the extraction method, suggest that a higher level controller
and/or visual feedback could smooth and correct any discontinuities when used in
applications.
3.3 Discussion and Implications
The robust user-independence demonstrated through the use of MRMS has ex-
ceeded performance from all previous attempts in the literature (see Section 2.4.3),
and provides a practical real-time control scheme mimicking the hand and wrist mo-
tions of a new subject without requiring training (see Fig. 3.5(a)).
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To test the effects of adaptation during real-time control, this control scheme was
simplified using biomechanical properties and expected synergies of the six forearm
muscles to classify the same five distinct hand and wrist motions in a decision tree.
Thresholds within the decision tree are optimized via regularized non-linear conju-
gate gradient descent on training data from a group of subjects. The cost function
is designed to minimize misclassification error in favor of less motion predictions.
The average accuracy presented in offline analysis was significantly less than with
the MRMS method, but in real-time analysis using proportional outputs similar to
the ramp introduced by Simon et al. (2011a), all subjects quickly adapted to the
simplified control scheme to achieve performance rates similar to the more complex
MRMS method (see Fig. 3.5(b)). This quick adaptation verified the influence of
motor learning given the presence of visual feedback, and served as motivation for
the framework proposed in this thesis as a simple and reliable simultaneous control
scheme built on basic biomechanical principles to provide natural compliance control.
(a) MRMS (b) Simplified decision tree
Figure 3.5: Example real-time user-independent control using PR. Despite signif-
icant differences in offline analysis, subjects performed similarly in real-time using
both (a) the complex MRMS method (https://youtu.be/W6PznRXhDdw) and (b)
the simplified decision tree (https://youtu.be/k_QONpqv2O0). These results sup-
port the use of general biomechanical properties with motor learning to produce
reliable simultaneous control schemes without the need for complex trained decoders.
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Chapter 4
LEARNING EMBEDDED MYOELECTRIC CONTROL INTERFACES
Based on the current state-of-the-art, there is a pressing need for myoelectric inter-
faces to reach their potential by providing both enhanced functionality and reliability.
The proposed framework addresses this need through human-embedded myoelectric
controllers. The embedded controller removes complex feature extraction and decod-
ing methods through a linear mapping between sEMG inputs and control outputs.
The linear mapping natively provides simultaneous and proportional control over the
full number of control outputs for enhanced functionality, and a consistent control
interface without retraining for enhanced reliability. The user has freedom to increase
control efficiency simply by identifying the system dynamics relating neural activity
to the given task space. In this way, it is proposed that the user learns the control
scheme as a new motor skill with a standard three-stage learning process (see Section
2.5). The following Sections describe the embedded controller in more detail, and
introduce experiments designed to validate its functionality and reliability.
4.1 Generic Embedded Controller
Following the relative success seen in linear PR controllers, the embedded con-
troller provides a linear transformation from sEMG to control outputs. In contrast
to linear PR controllers, the decoder (i.e. embedded controller) is generic for a given
interface. That is, linear enveloped sEMG signals are mapped to control outputs
without requiring a training or calibration session to relate user-specific muscle syn-
ergies and kinematics. Rather, based on the findings in the preliminary studies (see
Section 3.3), the embedded controller is designed around basic biomechanical prop-
erties. This makes the controller a more functional, simultaneous extension of the
commonly implemented and reliable direct control approach.
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The embedded controller, W, is a specially designed mixing matrix. Given a set
of i sEMG recordings, Y(t), W produces a set of c < i control outputs, U(t) for a
given myoelectric interface. The basic transformation is given by:
U(t) = WY(t) (4.1)
A more flexible and user friendly mapping function considers an output gain, g, and
muscle activation threshold, σ:
U(t) = gW[(Y(t)− σ) ◦ u(Y(t)− σ)] (4.2)
where ◦ is an element-wise matrix multiplication operator, and u(∗) is the unit step
function. This refined embedded controller forms the basis for the proposed frame-
work in eliminating the trade-off between functionality and reliability. The following
chapters explore the motor learning characteristics provided by the controller.
4.2 Long-Term Performance Reliability
The proposed embedded controller presented in Section 4.1 is designed to incor-
porate both reliability and functionality. The reliability is subject to a user obtain-
ing consistent performance over time without requiring retraining or recalibration
between sessions. Previous studies have shown the consistent performance enhance-
ment trends associated with similar motor learning-based myoelectric control schemes
(Nazarpour et al., 2012; Pistohl et al., 2013; Radhakrishnan et al., 2008). However,
each of these studies only persisted for a single session. To confirm the reliability of
the embedded controller, experiments were designed to track performance trends over
multiple sessions while interacting with an arbitrary embedded controller.
Two experiments are designed for subjects to control myoelectric interfaces over
multiple days and multiple weeks, respectively. The experiments involve a conven-
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tional motor learning-based virtual interface with 2D cursor control (see Radhakrish-
nan et al., 2008), as well as a sample robot interface involving reach to grasp tasks.
Both interfaces use an arbitrary mapping W and a set of biomechanically independent
and antagonistic muscles to facilitate development of unique synergies and emphasize
retainment and generalization as subjects learn the novel system dynamics associated
with the embedded controller. It is hypothesized that subjects will increase control
efficiency over time, regardless of breaks between sessions, simply by identifying the
system dynamics relating neural activity to the task space. In this way, the subject is
expected to learn the control scheme as a new motor skill, with initial sporadic per-
formance and heavy cognitive burden, but eventual consistent performance achieved
nearly autonomously (Fitts and Posner, 1967).
4.2.1 Validation Method
Five healthy subjects (all male, 19-28 years old) participated in the primary exper-
iment consisting of a multi-day learning phase followed by a retention testing phase
one week later. Two additional healthy subjects (1 male age 24, 1 female age 27)
participated in a secondary three week-long experiment to evaluate learning and re-
tention in a sample robotic application. All subjects gave informed consent according
to procedures approved by the ASU IRB (Protocol: #1201007252).
4.2.2 Experimental Setup
Wireless surface EMG electrodes (Delsys Trigno Wireless, Delsys Inc) were placed
on four upper limb muscles of a human subject. Each subject chose a preferred
arm to use throughout the experiment. In accordance with Nazarpour et al. (2012)
and de Rugy et al. (2012), Biceps Brachii (BB), Triceps Brachii (TB), Flexor Carpi
Ulnaris (FCU), and Extensor Carpi Ulnaris (ECU) were chosen as biomechanically
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independent pairs of antagonistic muscles to enhance the potential for new flexible
control. Each subject’s arm was not constrained in this experiment, in contrast to
other relevant studies (de Rugy et al., 2012; Nazarpour et al., 2012; Pistohl et al.,
2013; Radhakrishnan et al., 2008). sEMG signals from each muscle are digitized at
2 kHz by a multi-function data acquisition card (DAQ) for input to the myoelectric
interface. The interface is a customized program written in C++ using OpenGL
API. The sEMG signals are converted to control variables that depict the velocity of
a virtual helicopter (see Fig. 4.1(a)) or end effector of a KUKA Light Weight Robot 4
arm (LWR 4) with an attached Touch Bionics iLIMB Ultra prosthetic hand (iLIMB)
(see Fig. 4.1(b)), with a refresh rate of 100 Hz.
4.2.3 Embedded Control
Both the helicopter and hand are moved using proportional control of its velocity.
The raw sEMG signals are pre-processed to compute the linear envelope (2nd order
Butterworth, cut-off frequency of 8Hz) for reliable inputs capturing signal energy
from each muscle. The decoder is implemented as the embedded controller described
in Section 4.1, with a randomized W transforming a 4 × 1 input vector Y(t) to a
2× 1 control output vector U(t) via (4.2). In a preliminary evaluation with separate
subjects, σ = 0.002mV and g = 2 provided a user-friendly environment with no
output at rest and appropriate sensitivity providing control without muscle fatigue.
The embedded controller transforms sEMG amplitudes to control variables corre-
sponding to the velocity of the helicopter and hand along the x and y directions in
screen space and end effector space, respectively. W is an arbitrary matrix created
as follows:
1. Random weights are generated for each element.
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(a) Experiment 1: Competitive Visual Interface
(b) Experiment 2: Robot Interface
Figure 4.1: Experiment setup including the sEMG system, the DAQ, and interface.
(a) Subjects compete by moving their virtual helicopter to the displayed helipad as
quickly as possible. (b) Subjects move the LWR 4 and attached iLIMB along the 2D
plane and touch the palm of the hand to the target object.
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2. Each row is shifted to have zero mean, preventing output at rest.
3. Each row is normalized by the maximum weight in the row, ensuring practical
gains for control
W contains redundancies such that only three muscles are needed to reach the entire
task space (see Fig. 4.2):
W =
 −0.5537 −0.5404 0.0941 1.0000
−0.5214 0.0142 1.0000 −0.4929
 (4.3)
In contrast to other studies using cursor position control (de Rugy et al., 2012;
Nazarpour et al., 2012; Pistohl et al., 2013; Radhakrishnan et al., 2008) the subject’s
arm was not constrained in this experiment, and the sEMG signals were not normal-
ized with respect to each muscle’s MVC. Subjects were free to move their arms into
any configuration while searching for an appropriate combination of activation levels
between muscles, and the total level of activation corresponds to the speed of the
helicopter. Liu et al. (2011) showed that deciphered inverse models appear invariant
to scaling changes within a decoder during the learning process. Therefore, it was
expected that subjects would quickly adjust activation levels to the desired outcome
in task-space despite potential sensitivity changes that come with small changes in
sensor placement each day.
4.2.4 Experimental Protocol
Experiment 1
This experiment presented a visual interface to subjects as they learn to control
a virtual helicopter towards target helipads in common center-to-reach-out tasks. A
single trial required a subject to move the helicopter to the given helipad using sEMG
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Figure 4.2: Visual representation of W converting unit input sEMG amplitudes to
unit-less control outputs as defined in (4.2). The four vectors represent the propor-
tional contribution of each muscle activation level to the control outputs. Redundancy
is caused by four muscles controlling two Cartesian velocities.
signals (see Fig. 4.1(a)). The trial ended once the helicopter covers the helipad. After
completing a trial, the helicopter resets to the center of the screen, and a new helipad
appears for the next trial after five seconds to prevent muscle fatigue. The experiment
was divided into a learning and testing phase, separated by one week.
Learning Phase In the learning phase, subjects performed the task in pairs to
create a competitive environment encouraging constant focus and fast task comple-
tion. Four target helipads were created at random offsets from the four corners of the
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screen. The targets were presented in cycles, with the four targets randomly arranged
each cycle. Each task set ran for 25 cycles, a total of 100 trials. Each subject per-
formed 12 sets over 3-5 consecutive days with 1-4 sets per day according to subject
availability. Subjects were given at least 30 minutes of rest between sets performed
on the same day. After completion of all 12 sets in the learning phase, subjects have
completed 300 cycles of targets for a total of 1200 trials.
Testing Phase The retention testing phase occurred one week after completing
the learning phase. Subjects were asked to perform the same tasks, but this time
individually. As in the learning phase, subjects were not given any practice time.
Targets were again presented in cycles, with the exception that every other cycle
used a different set of targets. The new target set was shifted 45◦ with small random
offsets from the original set. Subjects were not informed of the new targets so that
performance was indicative of dynamically adapting to new tasks.
Experiment 2
This experiment demonstrated a sample myoelectric-controlled robotic application
with a learning protocol which might be used in a practical setting. Subjects learned
to use the system by interacting with the robot for two 25 minute sessions once a week
for three weeks. An iLIMB was attached to a LWR 4 to simulate reach-to-grasp tasks
(see Fig. 4.1(b)). The LWR 4 restricted motion to a 2D plane, and fixed the iLIMB
to a constant orientation via Cartesian impedance control. Subjects were asked to
reach out and touch a cylindrical object with the palm of the iLIMB without knocking
the object off its stand (see Fig. 4.3). A single trial consisted of a subject moving
the iLIMB along a controlled path to approach the object from a specific trajectory.
The trial ended once the palm of the iLIMB was touching the object without having
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knocked the object off its stand. The iLIMB moved back to its starting position, and
the object was moved for the next trial after five seconds to prevent muscle fatigue.
(a) Beginning of trial. (b) Moving around the object. (c) Fitting the object.
Figure 4.3: Experiment 2 trial sequence. With the hand in a fixed orientation, the
subject moves around the object before fitting it for a potential grasp function.
The object was moved along eight target locations equally arranged around a
semi-circle. The targets were presented in cycles, with the eight targets randomly
arranged each cycle. Each session ran for two 25-minute sets, a total of 50 minutes
of interaction. Each subject performs 3 sessions, one session per consecutive week.
Subjects were given approximately 10 minutes of rest between sets performed on the
same day.
The third session tested both retention and generalization in two sets. The first set
measured retention through four cycles, or 32 total trials. The second set analyzed
generalization by rotating the robot hand 180◦ (see Fig. 4.4). This required the
subject to control different paths while reaching the same target location, indicating
the depth at which the subject has learned the controls.
4.2.5 Data Analysis
Experiment 1 learning and retention phases collected trial data from the sEMG
inputs, helicopter path, and completion time. These components are analyzed to
see the effects of learning the system dynamics with regards to efficient control and
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Figure 4.4: iLIMB hand configuration during tasks. Left: normal configuration for
beginning sets. Right: rotated configuration for the last set.
performance retention and generalization after the learning phase is completed. Ex-
periment 2 task completion times further demonstrated performance retention and
generalization in an application setting.
Learning Efficient Control
Learning phase performance is evaluated according to two metrics: completion time,
CT and path efficiency, PE (Simon et al., 2011a). CT is the time from the start of the
trial to successfully reaching the target. PE is the ratio between the optimal distance
to complete the task, D, and the actual path taken to reach the target (Williams and
Kirsch, 2008). Both metrics are modeled as learning curves dependent on trial number
t. Due to the non-intuitive decoder, both metrics are assumed to contain an initial
“fast” learning followed by a “slower” learning rate. The slow learning rate is of most
interest in this study, as it would reveal long-term continuous learning. Therefore,
both learning curves are fitted to a sum of exponential decays:
CT (t) = τce
−αct + κce−βct (4.4)
PE(t) = 1− τpe−αpt − κpe−βpt (4.5)
where t represents trial number, τ and α represent an initial “fast” learning com-
ponent, and κ and β represent a “slower” long-term learning component. α and β
represent the learning rate for each component, respectively.
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To confirm significant long-term learning, (4.4) and (4.5) are linearized with re-
spect to the long-term component and fit to the data, where a positive β indicates a
significant long-term learning component:
CTlin(t) = τcle
−αclt + (κcl − βclt) (4.6)
PElin(t) = 1− τple−αplt − (κpl − βplt) (4.7)
Performance Retention and Generalization
The experiment 1 testing phase evaluated performance retention and generalization
by comparing CT distributions between sets of the learning phase and retention
phase, for both old and new targets. Experiment 2 similarly analyses changes in
completion time distributions both after a week between sets, and after rotating the
iLIMB during the last set.
4.2.6 Results
At the end of both experiments, all subjects felt they had achieved good control of
the tasks such that they no longer had to consciously think about how to control their
device, but could “just direct it in the appropriate direction.” This is indicative of
subjects entering the autonomous learning stage and forming a good understanding
of the system dynamics for enhanced control.
4.2.7 Learning Efficient Control
In the learning phase, subjects initially showed poor performance in both com-
pletion time and path efficiency, but significantly improved both metrics over time.
All completion times were fit to (4.4), revealing significant fast and slow learning
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Figure 4.5: Completion time as a function of trial number for all subjects in the
learning phase. Box plots indicate distributions for all subjects over each set. The
gray (dashed) line represents the median performance for all subjects in each trial,
and the red (solid) curve represents the best fit curve over all data points with both
a fast and slow learning component:
CT (t) = 19.9e−2.05×10
−2t + 5.83e−9.68×10
−4
.
components (R2 = 0.990):
αc = 2.05× 10−2 (95% CI [2.01× 10−2, 2.10× 10−2])
βc = 9.68× 10−4 (95% CI [9.38× 10−4, 9.98× 10−4])
Figure 4.5 shows CT (t) closely following the median, with box plots indicating the
distribution for all subjects within each set. The data is also fit to the linearized model
in (4.6) to reaffirm significance of the long-term learning component (R2 = 0.669,
τcl = 20.0, αcl = 1.76× 10−2, κcl = 5.05):
βcl = 2.77× 10−3 (95% CI [2.25× 10−3, 3.29× 10−3])
This confirms that subjects continuously improved performance with increased expo-
sure to the interface.
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All path efficiencies were fit to (4.5), also indicating significant fast and slow
learning components (R2 = 0.156):
αp = 1.81× 10−2 (95% CI [1.31× 10−2, 2.30× 10−2])
βp = 5.74× 10−3 (95% CI [5.16× 10−4, 6.33× 10−4])
Figure 4.6 shows PE following the median despite the low correlation and high vari-
ance. The competitive environment caused subjects to focus on completion time, re-
sulting in occasional overshoot. Variance is more sensitive in higher efficiencies, and
thus small overshoots in optimal paths contribute to variance equally as larger motions
in indirect paths. The data is also fit to the linearized model in (4.7) to confirm the
significant long-term learning component (R2 = 0.155 τcl = 0.363, αcl = 1.60× 10−2,
κcl = 0.531):
βpl = 2.19× 10−4 (95% CI
[
1.96× 10−4, 2.41× 10−4])
Interpreting this metric similarly to Nazarpour et al. (2012), the significant increase
in path efficiency represents the formation of dynamic, task-specific muscle synergies,
despite the experiment not placing emphasis on path strategies.
4.2.8 Performance Retention and Generalization
Experiment 1
Subjects returned a week after completing the learning phase, using the same controls
to reach the original four targets as well as the four new targets. Completion times
are divided between the old and new targets and compared to the performance curve
shown in the learning phase (see Fig. 4.7). Subjects reached the original targets
significantly faster than the new targets (Welch’s t-test, p < 0.05). Compared to the
learning phase, subjects reached the original targets significantly faster than during
the initial six sets in the learning phase, similar to sets 7, 8, and 9, and significantly
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Figure 4.6: Path efficiency as a function of trial number for all subjects in the
learning phase. Box plots indicate distributions for all subjects over each set (100
trials). The gray (dashed) line represents the median performance for all subjects in
each trial, and the red (solid) curve represents the best fit curve over all data points
with both a fast and slow learning component:
PE(t) = 1− 0.338e−1.81×10−2t − 0.559e−5.74×10−4 .
slower than the last three sets (Welch’s t-test, p < 0.05). Subjects reached the new
targets significantly faster than during the initial four sets in the learning phase,
similar to sets 5 and 6, and significantly slower than the last six sets (Welch’s t-
test, p < 0.05). Despite one week between sets and no practice time to adjust to
sensitivity changes, subjects only regressed slightly and generalized control to new
targets without replicating the initial learning curve.
Experiment 2
Subjects control the robot once a week for three weeks, demonstrating retention at
the beginning of the second and third session. Generalization is tested by rotating
the hand during the last set of the third session. Despite a week between each
session, there are no significant degradations between session 1 and 2 (Welch’s t-test,
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Figure 4.7: Completion time distribution comparison between the learning phase
and testing phase. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. Asterisks over the
learning phase indicate significant performance differences between a particular set
in the learning phase compared to old (red) or new targets (green) during the testing
phase (Welch’s t-test, p < 0.05).
p = 0.397) nor between session 2 and 3 (Welch’s t-test, p = 0.2185) (see Fig. 4.8).
Rotating the hand slightly increases completion times compared to the retention test
(Welch’s t-test, p = 0.09). However, both tasks showed significantly better completion
times than were achieved after up to 75 minutes of total training time (Welch’s t-test,
p < 0.05). This shows that learning the controls does not require a long, intensive
training session, but can be split over time due to learning retention and generalization
while interacting with the device.
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Figure 4.8: Completion time distribution comparison between sessions during robot
interaction. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. The testing session shows
subject performance for both the original hand configuration (red) and rotated hand
(green). Asterisks under the first two sessions represent significant performance dif-
ferences between adjacent sets (blue) or a particular set in the learning phase and
either retention (red) or generalization (green) performance during the testing phase
(Welch’s t-test, p < 0.05).
4.2.9 Discussion and Implications
These experiments confirmed the long-term reliability of the embedded controllers
through performance generalization and retention characteristics after time off be-
tween sessions. Subjects demonstrated improved efficiency while completing tasks
over time revealing of a long-term learning component robust to some transient
changes in sEMG signal within and across sessions that often result in constant re-
calibration, retraining, and potential system failures in PR models (Gijsberts et al.,
2014).
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The learning component was associated with improved performance during pe-
riodic operation of a myoelectric interface with an arbitrary embedded controller.
These results suggest that myoelectric controls can be learned similarly to new motor
skills, providing an inherent reliability formed by motor learning. In addition to con-
tinual and long-term performance enhancements, the embedded controller naturally
provides a user-independent interface that has not yet been achieved through training
decoders. Although motivation is needed to overcome the initial learning curve that
comes with potentially non-intuitive controls, the second experiment demonstrated
that the initial exponential learning allows subjects to quickly converge to a satisfac-
tory performance level without requiring consecutive training sessions. The revelation
gives potential for myoelectric interfaces to expand beyond their current limitations
of mimicking and mapping precise human motion intentions.
4.3 Intuitive versus Non-Intuitive Mapping Functions
While investigating motor learning in myoelectric control, Radhakrishnan et al.
(2008) analyzed interactions with two mixing matrices, classified as intuitive and non-
intuitive, which map sEMG signal amplitude from six upper arm muscles to 2D cursor
position. The intuitive mapping transforms six sEMG signals to a vector along the 2D
plane that is most consistent with the action on the limb when the muscle contracts.
The non-intuitive mapping transforms the six sEMG signals randomly along equally
spaced vectors in the 2D plane. Subjects were able to learn the decoders in both
experiments with an exponential performance enhancement. More interestingly for
this research, the results indicated that performance for both decoders was almost
equal after 192 trials, despite the non-intuitive decoder having significantly worse
initial performance.
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This effect was examined in more detail with an experiment evaluating subject
performance using four distinct mixing functions while operating two distinct control
tasks. The goal of each task was to transition a virtual object from its initial state to
one of eight final states as quickly as possible. Performing a set of tasks on a single
control task, using a specific mixing matrix, provides information regarding a subjects’
control capability within the given combination. The objective of the study was to
evaluate the learning curves across each individual task, and determine whether the
choice of mixing matrix or control task had a significant effect on performance over
multiple days of use.
4.3.1 Experimental Setup
The experiments performed in this study are designed to evaluate the effect of
mapping functions on performance during control tasks. In the experiment, wireless
surface sEMG electrodes (Delsys Trigno Wireless, Delsys Inc) obtain sEMG signals
from four upper limb muscles of a human subject. A DAQ acquires and digitizes
the signals for input to a custom application running on a personal computer (PC).
The sEMG signals are processed in real time and converted to control variables for a
given task via a mixing matrix, and the effect is displayed to the subject for online
closed-loop visual feedback. The program is written in C++ using OpenGL API for
the graphical display.
4.3.2 Control Tasks
The two tasks tested in these experiments are shown in Fig. 4.9. Task 1 is a
standard center to reach out task, where the subject needs to control the center
(red) circle and move it on top of one of eight possible target (green) circles as fast
as possible. The eight target locations (blue circles) are symmetrically distributed
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Task 1 Task 2or
PC DAQ
EMG
electrode
Task 1 Task 2
Figure 4.9: Experimental setup including the sEMG system, the DAQ, and the
visual interface (top). The two tasks the subjects were asked to control using their
sEMG signals (bottom).
around the four quadrants of the circle with respect to an origin at the center of the
screen, and each quadrant represents a target area.
Task 2 consists of two rectangular objects, with a straight line bisecting one edge
of each object to provide orientation, as shown in Fig. 4.9. The goal of the task is
to control the red object by re-sizing and orienting it to match the stationary green
one. Similarly to Task 1, there are eight possible combinations of size-orientation
for the green object. Each combination maps along the control axes (see Section
4.3.3) equivalently to the target locations in Task 1. Those eight targets are similarly
grouped to four target areas equivalent to the four quadrants of a circle.
4.3.3 Mapping Functions
Myoelectric signals are obtained from four different muscles of the arm which are
namely: 1) BB, 2) TB, 3) Flexor Carpi Radialis (FCR) and 4) ECU. Following the
findings by Nazarpour et al. (2012) that muscle synergies were quickly developed
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between both antagonistic and biomechanically independent muscles, and de Rugy
et al. (2012) that habitual synergies between biomechanically dependent muscles are
difficult to alter, these four muscles were specifically chosen as two pairs of antagonistic
muscles (BB/TB and FCR/ECU) which are biomechanically independent in order to
enhance the potential for new synergies. The signals are sampled at 1 kHz frequency
by the DAQ. The linear envelope is computed from the raw sEMG signals (2nd order
Butterworth, cut-off frequency of 8 Hz). The smoothed signal provides a reliable
input signal to the mapping function for each trial.
For the embedded controllers, W is implemented as a 2 × 4 matrix which maps
the 4 × 1 vector Y(t) of filtered sEMG amplitudes to a 2 × 1 vector U(t) of control
outputs. Four different mixing matrices, Wi, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, were used in (4.2), with
each Wi defined as in Fig. 4.10. Each of the mapping functions transforms the sEMG
amplitude to control variables in a unique way that can be represented visually as
vectors in the 2D control space. The control axes correspond to the velocity of the
moving circle along the x (horizontal) and y (vertical) direction in the case of Task
1. For Task 2, the two control axes correspond to the angular velocity and change
in size of the rectangle. σ = 0.02 mV was set to ensure there was no control output
when the subject is resting, and g = 1 provided good sensitivity to the controls.
W1 was designed to be the most intuitive for the subjects, according to Radhakr-
ishnan et al. (2008). Each set of antagonistic muscles (BB-TB and FCR-ECU) maps
to only one of the two control axes required for the task. W2 and W3 were designed
such that a combination of two muscles was required to command along one control
axis direction. W4 is a random matrix with arbitrary weights given to each muscle,
normalized with zero mean so that there is no output at rest.
It should be noted that the subject’s arm is not constrained, which differs from
most other relevant studies (de Rugy et al., 2012; Nazarpour et al., 2012; Pistohl
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et al., 2013; Radhakrishnan et al., 2008). Instead of using position control with re-
spect to MVC, subjects are free to move their arm into any configuration to fully
explore each mapping and minimize the effect of potential biomechanical constraints
in a given configuration. It is hypothesized that with this freedom in forming the
inverse model, subjects can learn to respond and adjust appropriately to an unnor-
malized output when performing velocity control. Also by ignoring MVC, trends in
performance over multiple days are inclusive of the performance-diminishing impact
of intra-subject variability caused by sensor placement, and conclusions are robust to
these sensitivities.
Figure 4.10: Mapping of input sEMG amplitudes to two output control axes using
each Wi defined for this experiment.
4.3.4 Trials
A single experiment for a subject consists of a semi-random arrangement of trials
performed over a two day period. The trials are arranged so that the tasks alternate
and mapping provided by Wj is not repeated until every other mapping (∀Wi, i 6= j)
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has been seen in between, with an additional constraint that no mapping is seen twice
on the same day as an attempt to minimize the feeling of familiarity for each trial.
Each trial consists of a combination of task and mapping that are unknown to the
subject before the trial begins. The subject is assigned to repeatedly transition a
virtual object (red in Fig. 4.9) from a beginning state to one of eight target states
(green in Fig. 4.9) as quickly as possible. Targets appear in a quasi-random order
across trials, such that each cycle of 8 targets is randomly arranged.
Five healthy subjects (23-30 years old) participated in the experiments. All sub-
jects gave informed consent which was according to the procedures approved by the
ASU IRB (Protocol: #1201007252). Each subject performed eight sets of trials (four
mapping functions for each of the two types of control tasks), arranged as detailed
in Table 4.1. For each trial, subjects were given a break after 64 targets successfully
reached, in order to prevent muscle fatigue. With the targets grouped into pairs to
represent quadrants, each trial set of 16 repetitions per target gave 32 data points
representing time taken to reach the final state for targets in a given quadrant.
4.3.5 Results
At the end of the experiments, qualitative assessment showed that all subjects
considered Task 1 to be easier than Task 2, and found some mapping functions easier
than others. However, none were aware that both tasks required the same input
responses, though some noticed that a few of the trials required similar muscle activity
to move the virtual objects.
Quantitative evaluation of learning and performance consisted of (1) Confirmation
that learning occurred in the trials for each target area, and (2) Evaluation of overall
subject performance when presented with each mapping function.
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Table 4.1: Sequence of Experiments Done by Subjects
Subject 1
Day 1 D4 I2 D3 I1 D2 I2 D1 I1
Day 2 D4 I1 D3 I2 D2 I1 D1 I2
Subject 2
Day 1 D1 I1 D2 I2 D3 I1 D4 I2
Day 2 D1 I2 D2 I1 D3 I2 D4 I1
Subject 3
Day 1 D4 I2 D2 I1 D1 I2 D3 I1
Day 2 D4 I1 D2 I2 D1 I1 D3 I2
Subject 4
Day 1 D2 I1 D1 I2 D4 I1 D3 I2
Day 2 D2 I2 D1 I1 D4 I2 D3 I1
Subject 5
Day 1 D3 I2 D1 I1 D4 I2 D2 I1
Day 2 D3 I1 D1 I2 D4 I1 D2 I2
*D# corresponds to mapping function type and I# to task type.
Learning
From prior work (Chase et al., 2009; Radhakrishnan et al., 2008), a chronological
plot of CT zi , the time taken to reach each target i (i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}) for a given trial
z (z ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 8}), is expected to follow an exponential decay with respect to the
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number of attempts xzi :
CT zi (x
z
i ) = κ
z
i 10
−βzi xzi + ζzi , x ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 32} (4.8)
where κzi > 0, β
z
i > 0, and ζ
z
i are the initial performance, learning rate, and steady
state value, respectively, for trial z and target i. This equation represents an initially
high time required (κ) to successfully perform any task and a constant exponential
decrease (β) towards a final steady-state value (ζ). Thus, β gives the learning rate
for the system. For this analysis, as most subjects are unable to reach steady state in
any of the 8 trials, and perfect control of the system would give data points very near
0, each ζ is assumed to be negligible. Then, to better quantify the results in terms
of learning rate, the analysis here plots the data on a logarithmic scale and performs
least squares regression to fit a straight line, LCT zi , equivalent to the log of (4.8):
LCT zi (x
z
i ) = log10(CT
z
i (x
z
i )) = log10(κ
z
i )− βzi xzi (4.9)
In (4.9), steeper slope corresponds to better learning rate. Figure 4.11 shows an exam-
ple of a typical data pattern for one quadrant in a given trial, both with original data
and the corresponding logarithmic scale. These trends occur for all target quadrants,
trials, and subjects, with an overall mean β¯ = 0.0108 ms per attempt and standard
deviation SD(β) = 0.0074 ms per attempt. These learning rates are significant on
a student t-test with p = 3.4570e−41, consistent with previous findings that learning
occurs within each trial.
Overall Performance
Overall performance evaluation is quantified with a performance score incorporating
learning transfer, learning rate, and end performance specifically for each mapping
function. Each of these three quantities are deemed important components for evalu-
ating how well users can interact with a given mapping function. Then, this score can
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Figure 4.11: Typical chronological performance trend for a trial in a given environ-
ment, both raw data and logarithmic plots.
be compared with initial performance, or intuitiveness of a mapping function, which
is given by the start point of the best fit line for the first trial using the specified
mapping. This can be visualized in Figure 4.13 bottom plot. The intuitiveness is
measured by the leftmost point on the black line (the initial performance on the first
trial). The learning rate is measured by the slope of the magenta line (best fit over
all trials). The end performance is measured by the rightmost point on the black line
(the performance after the last trial). The transition index is computed via (4.10) in
Section 4.4.2.
The performance score is measured by equally weighing end performance, learn-
ing rate, and transition index. Learning rate and transition index are considered
because it is important that a mapping function should be quickly learned and eas-
ily transferred to new tasks in a dynamic environment. In order to compare the
variables directly, each is normalized to have zero mean and unit standard deviation
over all subjects, all mapping functions, and all quadrants. The normalized variables,
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summed over all quadrants, are shown for end performance and learning rate in Table
4.2 and 4.3, respectively. After normalization, the three variables are simply summed
to gain a final score for each subject and each mapping function. The more nega-
tive the score, the greater the performance a subject achieved for the given mapping
function, relative to the others. The final performance scores are presented in Table
4.4.
Table 4.2: Case 2 Normalized End Performance Score
Subject Mapping 1 Mapping 2 Mapping 3 Mapping 4
1 -0.6782 -0.3930 -0.7481 -1.9281
2 0.2469 -0.3148 0.5804 -0.1250
3 -0.3136 0.9024 0.1362 -0.6530
4 0.3843 0.1242 1.2811 -0.1974
5 -0.2091 0.8640 0.3908 0.6500
Table 4.3: Case 2 Normalized Learning Rate Score
Subject Mapping 1 Mapping 2 Mapping 3 Mapping 4
1 0.6513 0.3083 1.0034 -1.8112
2 0.6167 -1.5337 0.5842 -0.6533
3 0.2851 1.2302 -1.2346 -0.0387
4 0.7753 -0.8120 0.1603 -0.3948
5 0.4854 0.0082 -0.1782 0.5481
The “intuitive” Mapping Function, W1, (according to Table 4.5), does not have
the best performance score, and end performances for all mapping functions are sim-
ilar (see Table 4.6), despite significantly different intuitive scores. In fact, most sub-
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Table 4.4: Overall Performance Score
Subject Mapping 1 Mapping 2 Mapping 3 Mapping 4
1 -1.5083 -2.0746 0.8711 -4.5874
2 2.5210 -2.3720 2.4398 -0.8517
3 -0.0217 5.0269 -0.2808 -2.5989
4 0.8273 -0.6849 1.8123 -1.4534
5 0.3785 -0.5722 1.4096 1.7195
jects achieve better performance with the randomized mapping function, W4, indi-
cating that the choice of the mapping function may not matter as much as considered
in previous works. The closed loop feedback system allows users to learn the mapping
and develop new muscle synergies to retain the learning and perform better when sim-
ilar commands are introduced in new tasks, despite variabilities introduced through
sensor placement over multiple days.
Table 4.5: Raw Intuitive Score ( log(ms) ) across Tasks for each Mapping Function
Subject Mapping 1 Mapping 2 Mapping 3 Mapping 4
1 3.3947 3.5966 3.4070 4.0693
2 3.8330 4.4849 3.9445 3.9436
3 3.7284 3.7462 4.1692 3.6518
4 3.7133 4.2423 4.0469 3.9795
5 3.6850 3.8640 4.0252 3.7769
MEAN 3.6709* 3.9868 3.9186 3.8842
*Significant difference (p < 0.05, ANOVA)
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Table 4.6: Raw End Score ( log(ms) ) across Tasks for each Mapping Function
Subject Mapping 1 Mapping 2 Mapping 3 Mapping 4
1 3.1813 3.1171 3.1246 2.9117
2 3.3282 3.2823 3.5200 3.3634
3 3.1614 3.4795 3.3170 3.1269
4 3.4096 3.2311 3.5082 3.2457
5 3.2390 3.3739 3.4009 3.4438
MEAN 3.2639 3.2968 3.3741 3.2201
4.3.6 Discussion and Implications
This experiment investigated the role of specific embedded controllers in myoelec-
tric controlled interfaces. Subjects were able to learn the inverse model of arbitrary
controllers independent of their initial intuitiveness. The results indicated that per-
formance for all mixing matrices, regardless of initial “intuitive” performance, is not
significantly different after only a small set of trials. Although non-intuitive map-
pings had higher initial learning curves, they were associated with higher learning
rates and capable of equal or better performance over time compared to intuitive
mappings. This suggests that the specific choice of mapping function may not be as
relevant as previously emphasized in the literature.
Even though mapping W1 appears to be the most intuitive for a majority of the
subjects, the best overall performance occurs using the randomly generated mapping
W4, and end performance for all mapping functions after only one session is not
significantly different, despite significant differences in initial performance. This is
consistent with previous findings using closed loop feedback to learn inverse models
of mapping functions (e.g. Pistohl et al., 2013; Radhakrishnan et al., 2008). These
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results suggest that embedded controllers are a viable option for multifunctional my-
oelectric interfaces. Moreover, the interfaces are not required to be anthropomorphic
nor resemble any of the human counterparts due to lifted restrictions on kinematic
relationships between inputs and outputs.
4.4 Transfer to New Tasks
Using the same experimental setup, mapping functions, and control tasks as in
Section 4.3, data was analyzed across chronological trials to determine the effect of
changing the task and mapping function between trials. This revealed information
about the influence of previous trials on performance. The objective of the study was
to determine whether previously seen tasks or mapping functions effect performance
of subsequent trials using the same task or mapping function.
4.4.1 Experimental Procedure
The experiments performed in this study are designed to evaluate the effect of
new control tasks with common mapping functions on human motor learning. Five
healthy right-handed subjects (23-30 years old, 1 Female, 4 Male) participated in the
same experimental procedure as described in Section 4.3. Each gave informed consent
according to the procedures approved by the ASU IRB (Protocol: #1201007252). A
qualitative survey was given to the subjects after the experiment to determine their
conscious awareness of the differences in each trial. All subjects considered Task 1 to
be easier than Task 2, and suggested some mapping functions were easier than others.
None realized the same sets of input responses were required to reach the targets in
both tasks, although some noticed a few trials required similar muscle activity to
move the objects.
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4.4.2 Learning Transfer Evaluation
With significant learning occurring within each trial (see Section 4.3.5), learning
transfer can be compared among subsequent trials with either the same control task
or mapping function. That is, identify whether the subject is learning to operate
the controls of each mapping function irrespective of the control tasks, or whether
the subject is learning to interact with each control task better irrespective of the
different mapping functions. Learning transfer can be evaluated by analyzing trials
chronologically along similar control tasks (Case 1) or mapping functions (Case 2).
For a representative subject, two plots are generated to evaluate learning transfer
(see Fig. 4.13). The first plot (Case 1) contains the logarithmic data points for
all four trials performed with Task 1, and the second plot (Case 2) contains the
logarithmic data points for both trials performed with Mapping Function 2, both
plotted horizontally by chronological trial order. Learning transfer is indicated by a
smooth transition from the learning curve of one trial, LCT z0i (x
z0
i ), to the next one,
LCT z0+1i (x
z0+1
i ), for trial z and target i. In the logarithmic scale, a smooth transition
corresponds to two factors, the similarity between βz0i and its adjacent β
z0+1
i , and the
gap between the last data point of one trial, LCT z0i (32) and the first data point in
the next trial, LCT z0i (1). Both of these factors are quantified and incorporated into a
transition index to determine transition smoothness for a given set of chronologically
ordered trials:
• Root mean squared error (RMSE) between the line fitted over the entire
data (all chronologically-ordered trials) and each LCT zi in the set, shifted to
the appropriate order (see Fig. 4.12). A smaller value indicates that each
subsequent trial has roughly equal learning rate with increasingly better initial
performance.
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• Mean Gap (MG), or average difference, between each end point of a previous
trial’s best fit line (LCT z0i (32)) and the start point of the next trial’s best fit line
(LCT z0+1i (1)). A lower value indicates more performance continuity between
successive trials.
Figure 4.12: Example learning transfer plots to evaluate the transition index. The
top plot shows poor transition in Case 1, while the bottom plot shows better transition
in Case 2. In both cases, the transition index agrees with the amount of learning
transfer. Black lines represent the best-fit line for each individual trial, while the
magenta line represents best-fit over all trials.
Both variables are normalized for each target area to obtain the transition index,
with 0 representing a perfect learning transfer:
TI(s, i) =
RMSE(s, i)
n
+MG(s, i) (4.10)
where TI(s, i) is the transition index of subject s at target i, and n is the number of
trials used when calculating the RMSE, in order to normalize the index.
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The transition index indicates the relative smoothness of the learning transfer
between a set of trials, but it does not quantify the total amount of transfer. The
amount of learning that can be transferred is dependent upon the amount of learning
that took place within a given trial. That is, if no learning occurred in the initial
trial, there cannot be any learning transferred to subsequent trials, even though it is
possible to achieve a perfect transition index. Contrastingly, if the first trial has a
high learning rate, more learning can be transferred even without a perfect transition
index. Without a reference, the transition index does not quantify the amount of
learning that transferred to subsequent trials. If no transfer occurs, all subsequent
trials should look identical to the initial trial, regardless of its learning rate. This
case is the 0 reference quantifying the maximum amount of transfer possible (see
Fig. 4.13). Therefore, the transfer value, TV is a measure of the transition index of
the initial trial repeated n times, TI0(s, i), subtracted by the transition index of the
sequence of n trials, TI(s, i):
TV (s, i) = TI0(s, i)− TI(s, i) (4.11)
Figure 4.13: Example learning transfer plots to evaluate the transfer value. The
top plot shows the reference case of no learning transfer, with the first trial repeated,
giving TI0(1, 1) = 1.4660. The bottom plot shows the actual trial sequence, with the
learning from the first trial transferring to subsequent trials, TI(1, 1) = 0.3249. The
total transfer value TV (1, 1) = 1.1411.
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A higher learning rate in the initial trial, βz0i , results in a higher TI0, indicat-
ing more learning is available to be transferred, and vice versa. As TI → 0, TV
approaches its maximum value relative to learning achieved in the first trial. As
TI → TI0, no learning is transferred, and TV → 0. TV < 0 indicates that the
performance in subsequent trials is negatively influenced by or not related to the per-
formance of the first trial. TV > 0 indicates at least some learning from the initial
trial transferred to the subsequent trials.
The transfer values are calculated for both Case 1 and Case 2 for all subjects.
Case 1 has mean transfer ¯TV1 = 0.083 and standard deviation σ(TV1) = 0.47. A
student t-test shows insignificant learning transfer when the same task is presented
with a different mapping function (p = 0.27). Familiarity with the control task does
not help subjects achieve better performance when the mapping function changes.
Conversely, Case 2 analysis reveals a significant amount of learning transfer when
the same mapping function is presented with a different control task ( ¯TV2 = 0.32,
σ(TV2) = 0.45, p = 1.3e
−8). This suggests that the subjects learn new motor controls
the first time a mapping function is presented, and retain this learning for at least
24 hours to apply and refine the learning in a completely different task. These re-
sults confirm the presence of motor learning, and imply that efficient controls can be
transfered to any myoelectric interface implementing consistent mapping functions.
4.4.3 Discussion and Implications
This experiment demonstrated the natural motor learning and transfer properties
of embedded myoelectric controllers. The results indicate that performance enhance-
ments incurred using one control task translates to better initial performance with
different control tasks utilizing the same mapping function, even if subjects are not
aware of the mapping function. More specifically, there was a significant learning
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transfer when a new control task was presented to a subject using the same mapping
function as a previous control task, independent of any other controls learned by the
subject. This performance transfer verified the presence of motor learning, allowing
subjects to quickly re-adapt to previously-learned controls despite being interrupted
by both time and a set of different control schemes (Seidler, 2010).
These results give evidence that subjects do not only learn those mappings be-
tween their actions and the control task, but they can retain this learning and gen-
eralize it to different control tasks resulting in better initial performance and control
efficiency. The learning transfer is significantly higher across the two tasks for each
of the four mapping functions, rather than across the mappings for each of the two
tasks. This confirms that the performance enhancements seen by all subjects were
caused by learning the embedded controller rather than learning to perform the task.
This control was robust to variability caused by small changes in sensor placement
that occurred while performing the experiment over multiple days, demonstrating the
reliability offered by the embedded controller.
4.5 Muscle Synergy Development
Nazarpour et al. (2012) analyzed motor learning in the context of muscle synergies
using cursor position control tasks. They defined a task space that requires simul-
taneous control of a pair of muscles to achieve a task, and test subjects on different
combinations of biomechanically independent and antagonistic muscles. By examin-
ing user reactions to virtual perturbations in cursor position, they demonstrated the
ability of humans to learn flexible control through the formation of dynamic, task-
specific muscle synergies. They quantify these synergies in terms of inferred muscle
correlation structure from variance in cursor position. They evaluated evolution of
these synergies through a regression model with respect to IOC using trial block
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number as one of the dependent variables to show that these synergies develop over
a single session, corresponding to the increased control efficiency. With similar inter-
pretation of the results in Section 4.2, the significant increase in path efficiency across
trials represents the formation of dynamic, task-specific muscle synergies, despite the
experiment not placing emphasis on the particular path used to reach the target.
This effect is examined more directly by evaluating the evolution of sEMG in-
puts as subjects control a myoelectric interface over multiple days and weeks. Using
the same experimental setup, controller, and virtual interface as in Section 4.2, the
development and retention of muscle synergies was directly evaluated in correlation
with the enhanced performance trends. Previous studies related to motor learning
often restrict the user to specific muscle activation patterns to complete a task. In
contrast, this study examined long-term performance for simultaneous myoelectric
control applications in which infinite muscle activation sequences could accomplish
any particular task. Although the interface could potentially be controlled using only
individual muscle activations, it was hypothesized that users learning to operate a
redundant embedded controller will continuously develop and refine a common set
of muscle synergies as a natural consequence of understanding the system dynamics
introduced by the specific choice of W. These synergies are supposed to be related
to optimal control inputs, which are generally assumed to involve minimizing total
muscle effort (de Rugy et al., 2012). Moreover, as subjects approach the third, au-
tonomous, stage of learning (see Section 2.5.1), these new synergies are projected to
be retained over periods of non-use correlating with performance retention on old
tasks and fast adaptations when presented new tasks.
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4.5.1 Experimental Setup and Protocol
The setup and protocol for the experiment is identical to experiment 1 in Section
4.2 (see Fig. 4.1(a)). Wireless surface sEMG electrodes (Delsys Trigno Wireless,
Delsys Inc) are placed on four upper limb muscles of a human subject and acquired
as in Section 4.3. The input sEMG signals are processed in real time and converted
to control variables that depict the velocity of a virtual helicopter via (4.2). W is
as defined in (4.3). The helicopter responds to the velocities at a refresh rate of 100
Hz to provide visual feedback to the subject. Subjects competed in pairs to motivate
performance enhancements.
4.5.2 Data Analysis
Synergy Development
Synergies have been described via multiple metrics in the literature (see Section 2.3.2).
Fitting a model to path efficiency evolution in (4.5) is similar to the inferred muscle
correlation structure described by Nazarpour et al. (2012). A more direct evaluation
of synergy development was done with PCA to depict the evolution of continuous syn-
ergy space used as input to the interface as subjects learn better control of the system.
PCA is performed on linear enveloped sEMG inputs over each completed cycle in the
learning phase. The principal eigenvectors, or components, contributing to the ex-
plained variance indicate the entire input-space used by subjects to complete all tasks.
By including the entire population of data for each cycle, the components indicate
any population-wide development of time-invariant muscle synergies. Trends in the
explained variance of each component reveal potential optimizations with regards to
the input-space used by the subjects, and is used to determine the relevant number of
components to use in the synergy analysis. Finally, the mean angle between principal
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eigenvectors applied to each individual subject are compared via cosine similarities:
ϕ(p, q, c) =
∑N
i arccos(
pci ·qci
‖pci ‖2‖qci ‖2
)
N
(4.12)
where pc and qc are 4×N matrices of N principal eigenvectors (sorted by descending
eigenvalue) from subjects p and q at cycle c, and N is the number of components
considered relevant according to the cumulative explained variance. The mean angle
between PCA components for all subject pairs is analyzed as a function of cycle
number. A negative linear correlation would suggest all subjects converging to the
same set of population-wide synergies.
A complementary indirect measure of synergy development is normalized mutual
information (NMI). In this analysis, NMI confirms the adaptation of all subjects
to a common synergy space, ensuring that the synergies described by PCA are not
dominated by a single subject. NMI is found between all subject pairs for each trial t
of a given target. A positive correlation between NMI and t for a target indicates the
emergence of similarities in time-varying control strategies as subjects learn better
control of the task, and infers development of task-dependent, time-variant synergies
described by d’Avella et al. (2006).
Optimal Synergy Development
When interacting with myoelectric interfaces, the optimum muscle activation strat-
egy is often assumed to be the minimized sum of squared error, or nonnegative L2-
regularization, analogous to minimizing total muscle effort (de Rugy et al., 2012).
Using this strategy on the given W would result in subjects activating muscles in
proportion to the diagram shown in Fig. 4.14(a). An alternative hypothesis is that
subjects attempt to minimize the number of simultaneous muscles being activated
through nonnegative L1-regularization (see Fig. 4.14(b)).
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A final alternative is that subjects prefer to minimize the total set of muscles used
to reach the full task-space. This effectively removes the redundancy provided by the
control scheme. In this experiment, activating TB provided the lowest mechanical
advantage, as indicated by the disproportionately large TB activation needed to travel
left in an L1-Regularization strategy (see Fig. 4.14(b)). This, optimizing the set
of muscles would result in eliminating the column representing TB from W (i.e.
column 2 in (4.3)). With this extra redundancy removed, L1-Regularization and L2-
Regularization become equal, resulting in the optimal input strategy shown in Fig.
4.14(c). The developed synergies are compared to synergies expected through these
three optimization strategies.
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Figure 4.14: Optimal input strategies for the given embedded controller and W.
The diagrams show three different optimization strategies: (a) minimizing total mus-
cle effort during interaction using nonnegative L2-regularization; (b) minimizing si-
multaneous muscle activity using nonnegative L1-regularization; (c) minimizing the
set of muscles used for interaction, removing TB redundancy to make both L1- and
L2-regularization strategies equal. The diagram plots the optimal combination and
proportion of inputs, in polar coordinates, required to generate output in each direc-
tion on the 2D plane with unit magnitude.
Synergy Retention
In the retention testing phase (see Section 4.2.5), analysis was initially focused on
the ability to retain performance and generalize to new tasks. Corresponding syn-
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ergy retention was evaluated qualitatively by comparing the population-wide PCA
components with respect to the development seen in the learning phase.
4.5.3 Results
Five healthy subjects (all male, 19-28 years old) participated in the experiment
consisting of a multi-day learning phase and a retention testing phase a week after the
conclusion of learning. All subjects gave informed consent according to procedures
approved by the ASU IRB (Protocol: #1201007252). At the conclusion of the learning
phase, all subjects felt they had achieved good control of the tasks such that they
no longer had to consciously think about how to control the helicopter, but could
“just direct it in the appropriate direction.” This reduction in cognitive burden is
indicative of subjects entering the autonomous learning stage and forming a good
understanding of the system dynamics, which is hypothesized as the catalyst for
synergy development.
Synergy Development Analysis
The evolution of task-space, time-invariant synergies is evaluated through the PCA
projection on the entire population of data for each cycle. The cumulative explained
variance indicates the number of principal eigenvectors, ordered by the largest asso-
ciated eigenvalues, containing a high amount of information in the synergy space. A
plot of this evolution is shown in Fig. 4.15. The first (blue) component shows ex-
plained variance between 40% and 60% with a weak positive linear trend (R2 = 0.178),
while the explained variance between the first two components shows a strong pos-
itive linear increase from 70% to 85% (R2 = 0.622). The third component only
contributes around 15% of the explained variance by the end of the learning phase.
Thus, population-wide synergy development is analyzed using only the first two com-
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ponents. These two components form a principal plane in the muscle domain which
represents the population-wide synergy space used for control.
Figure 4.15: Cumulative explained variance for the first three components in
population-wide PCA as a function of plot cycle. The box plots are shown using
data from each full set of 25 cycles.
The evolution of the synergy space is shown in Fig. 4.16, plotting the principal
plane for each cycle in each set. The plots reveal the convergence of these planes as
a function of set number. Initially, the principal plane has high variability between
cycles and is roughly aligned with the input axes. This represents individual muscle
activations as subjects explore how to control the task-space. As the subjects perform
more sets and better identify the system dynamics, the synergy space rotates towards
a specific combination of muscles forming the plane. After the initial convergence and
rotation over the first 6 sets, this plane slowly evolves in correlation with the slow,
long term learning component over the last 6 sets.
To ensure the trends shown in Fig. 4.16 are not dominated by one subject, PCA
is projected on data from each individual subject for a given cycle. The mean an-
gle between the first two principal eigenvectors of all combinations of subjects is
calculated via (4.12) and fit to a line ϕ(p, q, c) = mc + b as a function of cycle c.
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Figure 4.16: Evolution of the synergy space formed by the first two components of
PCA projection during the learning phase. The principal plane, as identified from
the PCA, is shown on the 4-dimensional sEMG input space. This plane contains
between 70% and 90% of the explained variance while performing the tasks. Each
axis represents a corresponding muscle input, and the color represents the fourth
dimension. The evolution shows a clear convergence and rotation to a more steady
plane that represents a unique synergy space for the given task-space.
The linear fit shows a significant negative correlation, m = −6.37 × 10−2 (95% CI
[−6.81× 10−2,−5.93× 10−2]), with respect to cycle number (R2 = 0.524, b = 46.7),
indicating similar synergy convergence for all subjects.
Time-varying synergy convergence is verified with NMI trends between all subject
pairs with respect to trial t and target k = {1, 2, 3, 4}:
NMIp,q,k(t) = mkt+ bk
Each target had a significant synergy convergence despite initial NMI values indicating
near-random strategies (see Table 4.7).
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Table 4.7: NMI Linear Fit for each Target
Target mk [95% CI] bk R
2
1 3.12× 10−4 [2.85× 10−4, 3.38× 10−4] 0.3126 0.644
2 2.42× 10−4 [2.18× 10−4, 2.70× 10−4] 0.304 0.557
3 5.21× 10−4 [4.82× 10−4, 5.59× 10−4] 0.316 0.705
4 4.96× 10−4 [4.63× 10−4, 5.29× 10−4] 0.329 0.746
Optimal Synergy Analysis
The optimal strategies presented in Section 4.5.2 are compared to the actual population-
wide synergies developed while interacting with the interface. Following the three op-
timization strategies would result in the principal synergy planes shown in Fig. 4.17.
A qualitative comparison of these planes with the synergy plane used by subjects (see
Fig. 4.16) shows that subjects used TB much less than what would be required for
either L1- or L2-regularization on the full muscle set.
(a) L2-Regularization (b) L1-Regularization (c) Minimum Set
Figure 4.17: Optimal input synergy planes expected when using strategies from
Fig. 4.14. The plots show the synergy plane resulting from optimal interaction using
three potential strategies to move in any direction: (a) nonnegative L2-regularization,
(b) nonnegative L1-regularization, and (c) minimized muscle set to eliminate extra
redundancy.
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A qualitative analysis focuses on the two principal components making up the
synergy plane (see Fig. 4.18). The expected synergy planes are compared with the
evolving synergies used by subjects throughout the last three sets, when evolution
had slowed (see Fig. 4.16). The figure shows that these evolved synergies are closely
related to the synergies expected from following the minimum muscle set strategy.
The PCA components from each strategy are compared to the mean PCA components
of the actual strategy, as represented in 4.18, using cosine similarities. The mean
cosine similarity of each component was −0.15 for L1-regularization, 0.15 for L2-
regularization and 0.84 for the minimum muscle set strategy. The actual synergies are
significantly more similar to the minimum muscle set optimization strategy, suggesting
that subjects prefer to minimize the redundancy in the control scheme by removing
excess muscles providing the lowest benefit. This results in a local optimum in which
L1- and L2-regularization strategies are equivalent.
Synergy Retention Analysis
Retention and generalization are also analyzed qualitatively with respect to the
population-wide synergy space, as shown in Fig. 4.19. The original retention target
set shows consistent synergy spaces for all 5 cycles. The synergy spaces are similar to
the ones formed at the end of the learning phase, indicating retention of the muscle
synergies developed during learning. With respect to the new target set, the synergy
space is initially different from the spaces from the original targets. However, the
space evolves more quickly than during the learning phase and converges towards
a similar space given by the original targets. This indicates the that the synergies
developed in the learning phase generalize to the new targets introduced in the same
task-space.
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Figure 4.18: Optimal input strategy comparison. The bar plots represent the first
two components of PCA synergy decomposition of optimal strategies compared with
the actual strategy used by subjects. The actual synergies used by subjects represent
the evolution during the last three sets in Fig. 4.16, with error bars representing 95%
confidence intervals due to the variability in the evolution.
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Figure 4.19: Evolution of the first two components in PCA during the retention
testing phase. The top row shows the last four sets during the training phase. The
second row shows the planes formed by each of the 5 cycles having the same targets
as the learning phase. The bottom row shows the planes formed by each cycle of new
targets. The new target planes show initial uncertainty followed by a fast convergence
to a plane similar in orientation to the original targets. This convergence occurs much
more quickly than the training set in Fig. 4.16.
4.5.4 Discussion and Implications
This experiment evaluated the evolution of sEMG inputs as subjects learned to
control a myoelectric interface over multiple days and weeks with an embedded con-
troller. The learning correlated with natural development of a unique population-wide
synergy space that was refined over time and retained both after a week of non-use
and with the introduction of new tasks. Synergy development was analyzed through
changes in PCA of input sEMG across trials. Unlike in Nazarpour et al. (2012), redun-
dant velocity control did not force specific synergy development in order to accomplish
a task. Multiple solutions were available for reaching a given target within the space,
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including individual muscle activations. Therefore, the resulting population-wide
convergence to a common synergy space indicated the natural evolution of synergies
while interacting with a specific embedded controller. The developed synergies were
closely related to the optimal inputs expected from both L1- and L2-regularization
after minimizing the set of muscles needed to reach the full task-space.
The synergies proved to be robust to potential electrode shifts and time off during
the multi-day evaluation, and correlated with the enhanced control efficiencies during
interaction shown in Section 4.2. The ability to generalize to new tasks with similar
synergy distributions confirms proper system identification that resulted in the initial
synergy development. Rather than training the interface to be controlled specifically
by the specific synergies of a given user, the embedded controller allowed the subject
develop specific synergies, resulting in enhanced control of the interface. The results
from this study indicate that a shift in myoelectric control schemes toward embed-
ded controllers naturally encouraging synergy development may play a significant
role in the expansion and enhancement of myoelectric controlled applications beyond
commonly perceived anthropomorphic constraints.
4.6 Implicit Motor Control Training
The results presented in Sections 4.2-4.5 suggest that the specific set of muscle
synergies developed while interacting with an embedded controller are interface inde-
pendent and can be utilized for efficient control of a generic robotic device implement-
ing the same controller. The embedded controllers natively provide enhanced func-
tionality through proportional and simultaneous control and enhanced reliability by
encouraging muscle synergy development through motor learning. However, the learn-
ing process involves an initial learning curve due to the potential non-intuitiveness of
the embedded mapping function.
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An experiment was designed exploiting the natural transfer properties of motor
learning to generate a sense of intuitive control of robotic devices regardless of the
initial intuitiveness of the embedded controller. The method proposes the use of vi-
sual interfaces as implicit motor control training systems (IMCTS) to provide robust
and intuitive control of robotic devices through learning transfer. IMCTS is validated
through a 3-DoF robotic arm-hand application with non-intuitive embedded controls.
The hand can move along a 2D plane to reach out and grasp objects, with a fixed
hand orientation requiring indirect paths to reach an object. An analogous scenario
is simulated in a visual interface with 3D pursuit-like tasks, where subjects are in-
structed to control a helicopter in 3D along specific paths before landing on a target
helipad. Subjects learn a common non-intuitive embedded controller while interact-
ing with the interface, and increase their control precision by planning movements
along the specified paths within time limits. Despite a week between sessions, sub-
jects retain efficiency and then transfer control to intuitive operation of the physical
robotic device with performance similar to a control group which only trained with
the robot. The implications of this study are vast, as it suggests that IMCTS can be
used to train users to intuitively operate myoelectric controlled applications without
requiring intuitive controls or anthropomorphic devices.
4.6.1 Method Validation
Eight healthy subjects (3 male, 5 female, aged 19-28) are evenly split into two
groups, control and experimental, while learning a non-intuitive embedded controller.
The control group interacts directly with a 3-DoF robotic application using the LWR
4 and iLIMB to grasp objects. The experimental group interacts with an analogous
3-DoF visual interface to implicitly learn robot operation. Moving the robot arm in
2D is visually represented as moving a helicopter on the 2D screen, and grasping an
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Figure 4.20: Experimental setup including the Delsys sEMG system and either the
robotic or visual interface. The LWR 4 fixes hand orientation and restricts motion to
a 2D plane. The subject must control a path around the object before grasping it.
Similarly, the visual interface indicates a trajectory for the helicopter before landing
on the helipad. The top of the screen indicates an efficiency score based on the
percentage of particles collected.
object is visually represented as landing the helicopter onto a helipad. Both groups
interact with their respective interface over two 50-minute sessions, with one week
separating each session. A testing phase evaluates performance of both groups as
they perform a set of tasks with the robotic device a week after the completion of
the training phase. All subjects gave informed consent of the procedures approved
by the ASU IRB (Protocol: #1201007252).
Experiment Setup
The setup for this experiment is shown in Fig. 4.20. Four wireless surface sEMG elec-
trodes (Delsys Trigno Wireless, Delsys Inc.) are placed on a subject’s unconstrained
right arm to record muscle activity from the BB, TB, FCU, and ECU. The signals
are digitized at 2 kHz and sent over TCP/IP as input to a custom program using
C++ and OpenGL API to control either interface.
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Embedded Control
Both interfaces utilize 3 proportional control outputs corresponding to velocities as
defined in Table 4.8. Raw sEMG signals are rectified, filtered (2nd order Butterworth,
cut-off 8Hz), and normalized according to each signal’s MVC, recorded at the start
of each experiment. The processed signal provides a stable 4 × 1 input vector Y(t)
of normalized sEMG amplitudes which is mapped linearly to a 3 × 1 vector U(t) of
control outputs via (4.2). σ = 0.01 and g = 1.2 were used throughout the experiment.
W is a random matrix optimized with respect to a cost function maximizing the angles
between row vectors and subject to the following constraints (see Fig. 4.21):
1. One column vector is negative along the third control axis, and zero elsewhere,
to disconnect grasping/landing from 2D motion.
2. All column vectors are unit length.
3. All row vectors are zero mean to prevent motion at equal co-contractions.
W =

−0.9719 0.5775 0.3944 0.000
0.0118 −0.7757 0.7639 0.000
0.2361 0.2544 0.5098 −1.0000
 (4.13)
Table 4.8: IMCTS Interface Control Output Definition
Control Axis Robot Virtual
1 Planar X-axis Monitor X-axis
2 Planar Y-axis Monitor Y-axis
3 Open\Close Rise\Land
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Figure 4.21: Mapping of input sEMG amplitudes to three output control axes using
the embedded controller defined in (4.2).
Experimental Procedure
The experiment consists of both a learning and testing phase over a three-week span.
Subjects are initially shown example tasks with the interface, but not told how sEMG
maps to control outputs. The learning phase indicates performance trends as each
group learns to operate the respective interface. The testing phase compares perfor-
mance between groups as they both perform tasks with the robotic device.
Learning Phase During the learning phase, subjects interact with either the robot
or visual interface for 50 minutes over two separate sessions, with each session sepa-
rated by one week. Within each session, subjects operate the device for two sets of
25 minutes. Within each set, subjects attempt to perform as many tasks as possible
while discovering the control scheme. After each successful task, subjects rest for 7
seconds while the interface resets with a new target. At the end of the learning phase,
a subject has interacted with the interface for a total of 100 minutes, 50 minutes each
week.
Visual Interface: The visual interface presents a helicopter and a randomly generated
path to one of 16 helipads arranged around the unit circle. The helipads are randomly
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arranged within each cycle of 16 tasks. The path is generated using Bezier curves
with four control points, with 2000 particles distributed at random offsets along the
curve. After an allotted time has passed at a given point on the path, particles
turn black and can no longer be collected. A subject’s score is reflected by how
many particles the helicopter collects on the way to the helipad. A perfect score can
be achieved by traversing the center of the path within eight seconds, encouraging
constant improvements in both speed and precision while learning controls. Each
task is complete once the helicopter lands on the helipad.
Robot Interface: The robot interface presents the iLIMB hand which can move along
a 2D plane to grasp a cylindrical object at one of 8 different locations arranged around
a semi-circle. The locations are randomly arranged to appear twice within each cycle
of 16 tasks, and, due to the fixed hand orientation, subjects must move the hand along
a specific path in order to approach and grasp the object. If the object is knocked
off its location, the experimenter places it back. Each task is complete once the hand
grasps the object.
Testing Phase The testing phase occurs a week after completion of the learning
phase. Both groups control the robot interface, performing the same tasks as in
the learning phase for the control group, with an additional objective of returning
the object to the starting position. Moreover, after 2 cycles, or 32 tasks, the hand is
rotated (see Fig. 4.4). The changes are made to evaluate performance over generalized
tasks within the same control space. The experimental group is informed that the
controls require similar commands as learned in the visual interface, but are not given
the exact relationship, and the control group is assured the controls are the same as
the previous two weeks.
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Figure 4.22: Completion time as a function of total training time for all subjects in
the learning phase. The error bars represent a 95% confidence interval for aggregated
completion times over each half of each set. The consistent improvement, despite a
week between sessions, indicates the subjects are achieving robust control.
4.6.2 Data Analysis
Performance is measured in the visual interface by CT and task score, TS, a
measure of speed and precision following the indicated path. TS is related to PE, as
it is represented by the percentage of total particles collected along the desired path
for each trial. Performance is measured for the robotic interface by CT , defined as
the time elapsed from the start of the task to grasping the object.
4.6.3 Results
Learning Phase
Due to the non-intuitive control scheme, each subject experiences a large learning
curve with variable learning rates according to how efficiently the subject explores
the control space. Although both interfaces are similar in terms of required inputs
to complete a task, the visual interface is capable of consistently better completion
times due to the lack of physical constraints such as joint velocity limits with the
LWR 4, variable delays in Bluetooth communication with the iLIMB, and replacing
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the object if it is knocked off its location. These physical constraints slow the learning
rate of the control group, as visual feedback sometimes reinforces incorrect mappings
between input and outputs.
Figure 4.22 displays the learning curves of both groups with average completion
times as a function of total training time. Each 25 minute set of trials produces two
data points, the first representing completion times over the first 12.5 minutes, and the
second representing aggregated completion times over the second half of the set. The
experimental group generally improved performance within each set as they refined
controls. In constrast, the control group generally lowered performance between the
two halves of each set. Qualitative feedback from subjects suggests this results from
tension and fatigue due to inconsistent visual feedback. This effect is reduced as
subjects learn better control over time.
Despite having a week between sessions, both groups demonstrate performance
robust to significant degradation, with the control group achieving significantly better
performance between the end of session 1 and the start of session 2 (Welch’s t-test, p <
0.05). The experimental group traded slower performance in exchange for significantly
better efficiency with improved TS (Welch’s t-test, p < 0.05), as shown in Fig. 4.23.
At the conclusion of the 100 minute learning phase, subjects had generally learned the
mappings associating muscle activity with control outputs, but had not yet achieved
consistent performance associated with fully developed muscle synergies.
Testing Phase
Completion times from the testing phase validate the use of IMCTS for robust robotic
control. An example task sequence is shown in Fig. 4.24. Despite a week off and
not knowing how controlling the helicopter relates to controlling the robotic hand,
subjects in the experimental group are able to transfer their learning to intuitively
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Figure 4.23: TS, or control efficiency as a function of total training time for all
subjects in the learning phase experimental group. The error bars represent a 95%
confidence interval for aggregated task efficiencies over each half of each set. Asterisks
indicate significant improvements between adjacent points (Welch’s t-test, p < 0.05).
perform the tasks comparable to the control group, with initial performance signifi-
cantly better than the control group achieved after 75 minutes of total training time
(Welch’s t-test, p < 0.05, see Fig. 4.25). In addition, both groups adjust to tasks
with the rotated hand without a significant reduction in performance (Welch’s t-test,
Experimental: p = 0.73, Control: p = 0.15), indicating robust control of the full task
space. During the fourth cycle in the test phase, the experimental group performed
slightly better than the control group (Welch’s t-test, p = 0.17), and significantly
better than the control group after 100 minutes of training (Welch’s t-test, p < 0.05).
This, combined with the consistent learning shown in Figs. 4.22 and 4.23, supports
IMCTS as a viable tool in robotic control.
4.6.4 Discussion and Implications
This experiment validated the use of IMCTS to achieve intuitive and robust con-
trol of myoelectric applications. Subjects implicitly develop motor control patterns
needed to control a physical robotic application through an analogous visual inter-
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(a) Beginning of trial. (b) Moving around the
object.
(c) Grasping the ob-
ject.
(d) Returning object to
start point.
Figure 4.24: Trial sequence for robot control tasks. With the hand in a fixed
orientation, the subject moves around the object before grasping and retrieving it.
Figure 4.25: Comparison of completion times between groups relative to the perfor-
mance of the control group in the second session of the learning phase. The error bars
represent a 95% confidence interval for aggregated completion times over each cycle
of 16 tasks. The asterisk above cycle 2 indicates the only significant performance
difference between the two groups (Welch’s t-test, p < 0.5).
face without the associated physical constraints which may hinder learning. During
the learning process, subjects consistently enhance performance even after time off,
corresponding to robust identification of the non-intuitive mapping function. Despite
having a week off between sessions, subjects in the experimental group intuitively
transferred their learning to efficiently control the robotic device, with performance
similar to the control group which had learned the controls by explicitly operating the
robotic device for the same amount of time. These findings support the use of IMCTS
to achieve practical multifunctional control of a wide range of myoelectric applica-
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tions. Subjects can potentially be trained to operate a physical device through more
entertaining paradigms, so that controlling the device appears intuitive regardless of
the embedded controller used.
4.7 Embedded Controller Validation Summary
The studies presented in this chapter investigated the learning process while inter-
acting with embedded myoelectric controls in 2D and 3D. Experiments were designed
to explicitly evaluate user performance while learning different mapping functions,
analyze the performance effects of changing tasks and mapping functions between
trials, and describe muscle synergy development during the learning process.
By treating myoelectric interfaces as motor skills, users were able to learn non-
intuitive control schemes just as well as intuitive controls, and transfer this learning
to new tasks for better initial performance. Although non-intuitive mappings have
higher initial learning curves, they are associated with higher learning rates and ca-
pable of better performance over time compared to intuitive mappings. The learning
has an initial fast learning component while subjects are in the first stage of learning,
as well as a slow, long-term learning component as subjects transition to the final
autonomous stage. These two learning components are correlated with development
and refinement of unique muscle synergies associated with the mapping function, and
contribute to long term performance retention without requiring any system recali-
bration or retraining.
These results demonstrated the natural development of new population-wide mus-
cle synergies which enhance user performance while interacting with myoelectric in-
terfaces. The new synergies assist users to retain performance during long term use
and generalize to new tasks that were not practiced during a learning phase. This
long term performance enhancement and generalization has not been seen in state
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of the art PR methods. Given these results, an implicit motor control training sys-
tem was designed in which motor skills required to operate a physical myoelectric
interface were developed through interaction with an analogous visual interface. The
visual interface dissociates controls from natural arm movements and removes any
physical constraints from the control outputs for an efficient learning process. The
learned motor skills are then transferred for intuitive and robust control of the physi-
cal interface without requiring intuitive decoders nor anthropomorphic devices. Thus,
the proposed framework provides a basis for myoelectric control schemes providing
enhanced functionality without sacrificing reliability.
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Chapter 5
HIGH DENSITY ELECTROMYOGRAPHY FOR GREATER FUNCTIONALITY
The general control scheme studied in Chapter 4 assumes a set of biomechanically
independent sEMG to ensure the entire task space can be reached. In some myo-
electric interfaces, such as those controlling a larger number of DoFs or operated by
subjects with muscular deficiencies, the muscle set contributing to inputs may not
satisfy this independence. This chapter introduces an adaptation using HDsEMG
to remove the constraint on biomechanically independent muscles while still main-
taining the motor learning characteristics associated with embedded controllers. The
adaptation builds off the methods described in Section 2.4.2 to generate a session-
independent control scheme capable of controlling more than 2-DoFs.
5.1 High Density Extension
The proposed control algorithm was engineered to provide stable outputs using
the rich set of information obtained from HDsEMG. Muscle synergy-inspired dimen-
sionality reduction extracts robust control information from HDsEMG by separating
redundant signals into quasi-independent inputs robust to potential electrode shifts
over multiple sessions.
5.1.1 Muscle Synergy Based Model
The large number of observations provided by HDsEMG are reduced to a small set
of robust inputs using a muscle synergy-inspired dimensionality reduction. Namely,
the underlying model presented by Jiang et al. (2009) states that Y(t) can be inter-
preted as an instantaneous mixture of muscle activation signals, F(t). Muceli et al.
(2014) represent this relationship as:
Y(t) = M · F(t) (5.1)
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with M a matrix of channel weights indicating contributions of m activation signals
to n electrodes. Its columns, Mi, i ∈ {1 . . .m}, approximate a user’s muscle synergies
in the form of a high-level input. This model is proposed as the basis for extracting
robust control signals from HDsEMG (Muceli et al., 2014), and is similarly used as
the basis for this control paradigm.
M is obtained using the DoF-wise NMF algorithm as described by Jiang et al.
(2009). This algorithm assumes that two activation signals control a single DoF on
a joint, one in the positive direction, f+i (t), and one in the negative, f
−
i (t). Thus, M
becomes a n ×m matrix, where m = 2d, with n HDsEMG channels and d DoFs of
interest (Jiang et al., 2009):
Y(t) = [M+1 M
−
1 · · ·M+d M−d ] ·

f+1 (t)
f−1 (t)
...
f+d (t)
f−d (t)

(5.2)
5.1.2 Novel Activation Signal Extraction
This extension to HDsEMG proposes a novel method to extract k < m quasi-
independent activation signals by approximating a subset of k independent columns
in M. If all Mi are orthonormal, M is a semi-orthogonal matrix satisfying M
TM = I,
and the left inverse of M exists: M−1left = M
T . Y(t) can then be decomposed into
independent activation signals:
F(t) = MT ·Y(t), (5.3)
providing independent control inputs to the interface, similar to the biomechanically
independent inputs used in Chapter 4.
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The DoF-wise NMF algorithm does not guarantee a semi-orthogonal M. More-
over, the variability of sEMG causes uncertainty in the exact values of M. The pro-
posed algorithm produces a n × k semi-orthogonal matrix, Mˆ, decomposing sEMG
into quasi-independent control inputs, Fˆ(t), approximating activation signals F(t).
Given the 4× 4 Gaussian kernel, G, function δ(V) thresholding V to 0 at one stan-
dard deviation below the maximum element in V, and 2D convolution operator ∗,
the algorithm generating Mˆ is as follows:
1. Rearrange all Mi according to the 2D configuration of the electrode grid.
2. ∀Mi (i ∈ {1 . . .m}) : M′ i = δ(Mi) ∗G.
3. m − k times do: Merge M′a and M′b, where M′a and M′b have the closest
cosine similarity of all M
′
i pairs.
4. ∀M′ i (i ∈ {1..k}) : M′ i = δ(M′ i) ∗G.
5. ∀M′ i : Mˆi = M
′
i
|M′ i| , reshaped to a row vector.
Figure 5.1 demonstrates the algorithm visually. Mˆ, with Gaussian blurred, or-
thonormal columns, satisfies (5.3) and forms the basis of a session-independent control
scheme. The mixture of Gaussians, represented by Mˆ, act as a spatial low-pass fil-
ter on the noisy HDsEMG input signals. The sparser Mˆ also reduces the influence
of cross-talk for easier isolation of control outputs and enhanced simultaneous con-
trol. The consistency of the resulting decomposition is a function of overlap between
the approximated activation signals and the user’s true underlying activation points.
By only considering independent activation points, the robustness is a function of
electrode span within and electrode distance between each activation signal versus
potential electrode displacement.
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Figure 5.1: Summary of the proposed 5-step algorithm to generate Mˆ with four
quasi-independent control inputs from a noisy M. Each column of both M and Mˆ
is represented with elements rearranged according to their topographic position on
high-density electrode grids, as described in Fig. 5.4.
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5.1.3 Embedded Controller
With Mˆ producing quasi-independent activation inputs from Y(t), the embedded
controller is simply extended from (4.2) to include this additional transformation
while generating U(t):
U(t) = gW · MˆT · [(Y(t)− σ) ◦ u(Y(t)− σ)] , (5.4)
5.2 Validation Method
The HDsEMG extension proposed above was validated in an experiment operating
a 7-DoF myoelectric interface with 4-DoF simultaneous and proportional control.
The experiment evaluated performance characteristics and control capabilities, and
consisted of three sessions conducted on distinct days. In the first two sessions, a
user learns the control scheme by interacting with a helicopter in virtual reality (VR)
to complete a set of tasks. The final session involves controlling a LWR 4 and an
attached iLIMB to complete three precision tasks using the same control scheme.
Subjects are split into two groups. The experimental group interacts with the two
interfaces via HDsEMG inputs, while the control group uses keyboard inputs. The
control group acts as a reference for learning using definitive, noiseless inputs on the
non-intuitive control scheme.
5.2.1 Experimental Setup
The VR and robot control setups for the experimental group are shown in Fig.
5.3(a) and 5.3(b), respectively. HDsEMG signals are recorded from the right forearm
muscles, approximately two inches below the elbow at the ulnar bone, using three
equally spaced semi-disposable adhesive 8 × 8 electrode grids (see Fig. 5.2.1), with
10 mm inter-electrode distance. In contrast to previous studies involving multiple
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.2: Visualization of HD electrodes used in experiment. (a) A single 8 × 8
grid. (b) Three grids wrapped around the forearm. Images courtesy of Department of
Neurorehabilitation Engineering, Bernstein Center for Computational Neuroscience,
University Medical Center Goettingen.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.3: Experimental setup with HD sEMG electrodes. (a) Session 1 and 2:
VR interface controlling a helicopter’s position, orientation, and color. (b) Session 3:
LWR 4, iLIMB, and three target objects to grasp and move based on controls learned
in the VR interface.
sessions with untargeted electrodes (e.g. Gijsberts et al., 2014), exact electrode po-
sitioning was not marked in this study to simulate cross-session performance in a
realistic use scenario. The skin is cleansed with water and a reference electrode is
placed on the subject’s elbow.
192 monopolar HDsEMG signals are acquired using EMG-USB2, OT Bioelettron-
ica amplifier with gain set to 1000, bandpass filtered at 3-900 Hz, sampled at 2048
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Table 5.1: HDsEMG Finite State Machine Control Axes
Control Axis Position State Orientation State
1 X Yaw (φ)
2 Y Pitch (θ)
3 Z Roll (ρ)
4 Color (VR) or Hand Open/Close (Robot)
Hz with 12-bit A/D conversion, and broadcast via TCP for further processing, as in
Muceli et al. (2014). Two additional sEMG signals are recorded on the BB and TB
using wireless electrodes (Delsys Trigno Wireless, Delsys Inc.). These bipolar elec-
trodes are acquired with a gain of 500, digitized with 16-bit depth at a frequency of
1926 Hz and broadcast via TCP. Both signals are received by a custom program using
C++ and OpenGL API to control both interfaces. The sEMG signals are processed
in real-time and converted to control variable of the virtual helicopter (session 1 and
2) or robotic hand (session 3). The helicopter and hand respond to the outputs at
200 Hz.
5.2.2 Control Paradigm
The 7-DoF control scheme is implemented as a two-state finite state machine,
with each state offering simultaneous control of velocities over 4-DoFs (see Table 5.1).
Control Axes 1-3 switch between controlling the global position and local orientation
of the object. Co-contracting both BB and TB above a preset threshold induces the
switch. Control Axis 4 is constant among both states, controlling the color of the
helicopter and hand opening/closing of the robot.
The input sEMG is pre-processed to provide 194×1 (3∗64+2) linear envelopes as
Y(t), which are converted to 4×1 U(t) via (5.4). The resultant U(t) is averaged over
the last five outputs to reduce effects of any motion artifacts, electrode disconnections,
or unintended muscle twitches. σ = 0.01 mV prevented undesired outputs from
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resting muscles and g = 50 provided a conservative sensitivity balance between too
much and too little muscle activation required for movement.
Pre-Processing
Both sets of sEMG inputs are pre-processed to provide linear envelopes to the control
scheme. The HDsEMG signals are first subtracted from the mean of all signals to
remove external common noise, and then rectified and low-pass filtered (fourth-order
zero-lag Butterworth filter, cut-off frequency 3Hz). Finally, the signals are filtered by
a 3×3 median filter to minimize the effects of any local disturbances. The additional
TB and BB signals are rectified, low-pass filtered (fourth-order zero-lag Butterworth
filter, cut-off frequency 3Hz), and normalized with respect to the subject’s MVC, as
found during the initial calibration. Both sets are sub-sampled to 200 Hz and merged
to Y(t), with TB and BB as the last elements.
Calibration
An initial calibration phase generates the session-independent Mˆ unique for every sub-
ject, as described in Section 5.1. With 192 HD electrodes spanning the circumference
of the forearm, eight DoFs are considered here – four coarse wrist motions (wrist flex-
ion/extension, wrist pronation/supination, ulnar/radial deviation, hand open/close)
and four fine finger motions (flexion/extension of the index, middle, ring, and pinkie
fingers). The calibration data was collected following the procedure described by
Hahne et al. (2012). Subjects were prompted by a monitor to move along each di-
rection at a pace of roughly three seconds per motion. Each movement was repeated
four times, summing to a total of 64 three-second recordings across the sixteen listed
motions (half-DoFs) used to initialize a 192× 16 M.
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Because the TB and BB are not part of the HD grids, their contribution is ignored
until after the initial calculation of Mˆ with k = 4. The contribution of both TB and
BB are then appended to the fifth and sixth columns of Mˆ at the 193rd and 194th
row, respectively, with the remaining elements in those rows and columns set to zero.
Thus, the 194 × 6 Mˆ has the first four control inputs decomposed from forearm
muscles (see Fig. 5.4), and the final two coming from TB and BB.
During this calibration, subjects also performed their MVC for TB and BB to set
the switching threshold at 50% of it.
Mixing Matrix
To generate a control scheme capable of spanning the entire task space with minimal
inputs, W is a random matrix optimized with a cost function maximizing the angles
between row vectors and subject to the following constraints, where Wi is a column
vector in W:
1. W5 = [0, 0, 0, 1]
T and W6 = −W5 to disconnect grasping from motion.
2. ∀Wi : |Wi| = 1 for equal contribution from all activation inputs.
3. All row vectors are zero mean to prevent motion at rest.
For this experiment, W is as follows (see Fig. 5.5):
W =

0.52 −0.94 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.79 0.06 −0.85 0.00 0.00 0.00
−0.33 −0.34 −0.33 1.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 −1.00

(5.5)
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ulnar bone    anterior forearm     radial bone      posterior forearm        ulnar bone
Figure 5.4: Visualization of the first four columns of the muscle-synergy inspired
decomposition matrix Mˆ, transforming high density sEMG Y(t) to four of the six
quasi-independent control inputs Fˆ(t). Each column Mˆi is represented by a color,
with elements rearranged according to their topographic position on the HD electrode
grids. The intensity of the color indicates the weight of the elements in Mˆi. prox:
proximal, dist: distal. This representation shows the three 8× 8 grids as if they were
contiguous around the circumference of the arm. In reality, each grid is separated by
some distance depending on the subject’s forearm circumference.
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Figure 5.5: Visualization of mapping W, transforming activation inputs Fˆ(t) to
four output control axes U(t), where each axis is as defined in Table 5.1.
Robot Control
The robot control runs slightly different than the controls within VR due to joint lim-
its, singularities, and torques. LWR 4 operates in Cartesian impedance control using
inverse kinematics when the control state is in position, and joint impedance control
using forward kinematics of the wrist joints when the control state is in orientation
mode. The switch to joint impedance reduces the risk of exceeding joint velocity and
position limits while rotating through singularities in the null space. Global ρ, φ, and
θ are limited to ±pi
3
to avoid physical joint limitations while rotating. The iLIMB is
controlled via velocity commands to all fingers over Bluetooth.
Noiseless Keyboard Interface
The control group uses keyboard inputs, with US layout, as Fˆ(t), with simultaneous
control offered by pressing multiple keys:
U(t) = gW · Fˆ(t), (5.6)
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where U, g, and W are defined as in (4.2), and visualized in Fig. 5.5. Subjects
control color changes/hand grasping with their left hand (Fˆ5,6 = {1, 2}) and posi-
tion/orientation with their right hand (Fˆ1,2,3,4 = {j, k, l, ; }) without needing to move
their fingers off the keys. The magnitude of Fˆ was given by 90% of the maximum
synergy input used by all subjects in the experimental group, allowing them to sim-
ulate proportional control by tapping the keys. This provides an ideal scenario for
learning as subjects interact with the non-intuitive controls.
5.2.3 Experimental Protocol
Subjects interact with the control scheme over three sessions on distinct days.
None of the subjects were initially aware how to control the interface, although they
were shown how to switch between control states. They were asked to learn the
simultaneous controls simply by interacting with them. The experimental group used
sEMG inputs as described above, with an initial calibration phase before the first
session to generate Mˆ associated with the subject’s underlying muscle anatomy. The
control group used keyboard inputs as a noiseless substitute for sEMG.
Session 1
This session introduced the VR and its controls to the subject. All subjects were
initially given 20 minutes to become familiar with the controls, in which example tasks
were presented without requiring completion. Subjects were encouraged to explore
the interface and understand how to control the helicopter along all 7 available DoFs.
This time presumably encompasses the initial exponential learning documented in
Chapter 4.
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After 20 minutes, subjects were asked to complete 26 tasks. At this point, it is
expected that they will show more linear learning trends. Each task consisted of three
subtasks exercising control across all DoFs (see Fig. 5.6):
1. Move the helicopter to a ring displayed on the screen.
2. Rotate the helicopter toward a target displayed on a wall.
3. Change the helicopter’s color to match the top bar cue.
Once the subject completed the full task, the helicopter returned to an initial position,
orientation and color, and a ten second break was given. There was no task time limit
to encourage exploration and reduce any effect of einstellung (i.e. becoming stuck in
a non-optimal solution) while learning (Luchins, 1942).
In total, subjects were presented 26 distinct rings uniformly placed on a sphere
surrounding the starting point of the helicopter. 26 distinct orientation targets were
also presented, uniformly spread on the walls along the front half of the VR space.
Each trial presented a random combination of ring position, target position, and
prompted color such that after 26 trials each ring and target position, respectively,
were displayed exactly once. Thus, completing the full set on the first session ensures
that the subject can move in the full task space. The random arrangement of ring,
targets, and colors were constant for each subject to ensure a consistent learning
environment.
Session 2
This session occurred at least 24 hours after session 1. Subjects were asked to complete
as many VR tasks as possible for one hour to evaluate learning retention. Subjects
were not given any exploration time nor assistance during the interaction, and use
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.6: Subtask sequence for VR. The helicopter (a) starts from an initial
configuration, (b) moves to the center of the ring, (c) rotates to point toward the
target on the wall, (d) changes to the color shown in the top bar cue. The color task
can be completed simultaneously, but (b) and (c) must be completed in order. Once
all three subtasks are complete, the helicopter resets, and new ring, target, and color
are shown after a 10 second rest.
the same control scheme and Mˆ calculated during session 1. Each cycle of 26 tasks
presented a random combination of the complete sets of rings, targets, and colors
from Session 1, held constant across subjects.
Session 3
The final session occurred between one and eight days after session 2, and introduced
the robot interface while still using the same control scheme and Mˆ calculated dur-
ing session 1. Subjects were asked to complete three precision tasks by sequentially
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grasping a tennis-sized ball and two customized clothespins to place in a bin. The
clothespins were 3D printed extensions of conventional ones to provide a larger grip-
ping area. The 2 × 1.25 inch grasping pad allowed two iLIMB digits to close on the
area for a more stable grasp
Figure 5.3(b) shows the setup of the objects with ideal grasps shown in Fig. 5.7.
Subjects were required to activate all 7 DoFs with centimeter precision to grasp each
object successfully. The experiment was complete after grasping each object in any
order.
(a) Clothespin 1 (b) Clothespin 2 (c) Ball
Figure 5.7: Subtask sequence for the robot interface. The robot hand is controlled
to grasp two clothespins (a and b, subject perspective) and a ball (c, top view). The
object is then placed into the bin below the table. The order in which these tasks are
completed is determined by each subject.
5.2.4 Data Analysis
The first two sessions are split into eight equal blocks containing data from 25% of a
single session. Performance metrics are compared among the control and experimental
groups to determine the presence of motor learning. The final session records total
completion time to indicate precision performance capabilities and any influential
factors.
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Learning Trends
During the first two sessions, performance is evaluated according to three metrics:
CT , Throughput (TP ) and PE (Simon et al., 2011a; Wurth and Hargrove, 2013a).
TP measures both speed and accuracy by considering CT with respect to task dif-
ficulty, measured in bits/second according to Fitts’ law standards (Soukoreff and
MacKenzie, 2004). Index of difficulty of a task, IDgiven by the Shannon Formu-
lation (see Soukoreff and MacKenzie, 2004), is given by the Shannon Formulation
(Soukoreff and MacKenzie, 2004):
ID = log2(
D
WD
+ 1) (5.7)
where WD is the weighted cumulative error tolerance of all targets, held constant
throughout this experiment. D is formulated similar to in Jiang et al. (2014b):
D =
1
g
√
(λγ1 + γ2)2 + γ23 (5.8)
where g is as defined in (4.2), γ1 is the straight line distance from the starting position
to the center of the ring, γ2 is the angular distance between the starting orientation
of the helicopter and the target orientation with respect to the center of the ring, γ3
is the internal distance from starting color to desired color, and λ = 0.471 is the ratio
between output angular velocity in orientation state and output velocity in position
state for equal input Fˆ(t). gamma1 and gamma2 are additive because the position
and orientation subtasks are sequential, while color can be performed simultaneously.
TP is then:
TP =
ID
CT
(5.9)
The three metrics CT , TP and PE are evaluated with respect to block number
b to form a mean model of the learning curve. The metrics are assumed to contain
approximately linear trends, and are fit to first degree polynomials:
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CT (b) = κct − βctb (5.10)
TP (b) = κtp + βtpb (5.11)
PE(b) = κpe + βpeb (5.12)
where b represents the overall block number in session 1 and 2. For all metrics, a
positive β indicates better performance and a significant learning component.
Robot Control
In the third session, subjects are evaluated on how quickly they perform all three
precision tasks with the robot. This may be influenced by a number of immeasurable
factors such as strategy and adaptation to the physical constraints of the robot. It
may also be influenced by measurable factors such as performance in the virtual tasks,
time between session 2 and session 3, and, for the experimental group, the choice of
Mˆ. With a small number of data points, it is not expected to find a valid model
of these factors to predict the final completion time. Thus, correlation coefficients
between these factors and the final completion time identify relationships and rank
the importance of each factor.
5.3 Results
Eight healthy subjects (all male, age 19-40, 1 left-, 7 right-handed, forearm cir-
cumference 10−12in, forearm length 9.75−11.25in) formed the experimental group.
Five additional subjects (all male, age 20-25) served as the control group. All sub-
jects gave informed consent to the procedures as approved by the ASU IRB (Protocol:
#1201007252).
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Of the eight subjects in the experimental group, two subjects displayed outlier
tendencies. One subject experienced sudden confusion during the second session
(block 6), which caused a loss of control. This subject struggled to regain control
throughout the remaining experiment. In contrast, another participant learned the
controls almost entirely in the 20 minute exploration stage and performed signifi-
cantly better than any other subject, even those in the control group, throughout
all sessions. The results include both subjects, most noticeably through the learning
trend inconsistencies at block 6.
5.3.1 Learning Trends
The average time between session 1 and 2 was 30 hours for the experimental group,
and 25 hours for the control group. All but one subject found the controls easier at
the start of session 2, consistent with motor learning characteristics (Walker et al.,
2002).
Completion times for both groups follow a roughly linear trend throughout ses-
sions 1 and 2 (see Fig. 5.8 top). The fit for the experimental group reveals a significant
learning rate despite the non-intuitive control scheme resulting in initial poor perfor-
mance (see Table 6.2 first row). The control group also shows a significant learning
rate, though significantly less than the experimental group, as subjects found the
noiseless keyboard inputs easier to explore and quicker to learn. Consistent with pre-
vious studies (Chase et al., 2009; Radhakrishnan et al., 2008), the two groups trend
toward similar performance despite the initial gap.
The two groups similarly show significant learning trends in throughput (see Fig.
5.8 middle). The learning rates for both the experimental group and control group
are not significantly different, (see Table 5.2 row 2), although they are separated by
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Figure 5.8: Performance metrics as a function of block number for all subjects. The
error-bars represent a 95% confidence interval within each block. Both groups display
consistent improvement despite at least 24 hours between each session. With respect
to completion times, the experimental group shows worse initial performance but a
faster learning rate such that completion times are quickly converging. Both groups
have similar learning rates in throughput and path efficiency, with an offset indicative
of the additional exploration time needed for sEMG controls.
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Table 5.2: HDsEMG Learning Trends Fitting Parameters
Metric Group β β [95% CI] κ R2
CT (b)
exp 17.10 [12.40,21.70] 177.0 0.94
cont 1.66 [1.39, 1.92] 25.3 0.98
TP (b)
exp 0.024 [0.019, 0.029] 0.06 0.98
cont 0.033 [0.028, 0.038] 0.26 0.97
PE(b)
exp 0.031 [0.024, 0.038] 0.20 0.10
cont 0.037 [0.032, 0.042] 0.53 0.23
*exp: experimental group; cont: control group
an initial performance gap relating to the ease of discovering the appropriate control
inputs.
Both groups also show significant learning in path efficiency (see Fig. 5.8 bot-
tom). The learning rates for both the experimental group and control group are not
significantly different (see Table 5.2 row 3), although they are separated by the initial
performance gap, similar to throughput. The poor fit metrics are expected due to
the bias toward higher variance as the mean path efficiency increases.
Both groups maintained the learning trends despite the break between sessions,
as shown by block 4 and 5 in Fig. 5.8.
5.3.2 Robot Control
The average time between session 2 and 3 was 97 hours (∼ 4 days) for the exper-
imental group, and 119 hours (∼ 5 days) for the control group. All but one subject
found the controls consistent during the start of the third session, although all sub-
jects in both groups perceived occasional delays in the control outputs, caused by
generating outputs exceeding physical joint and velocity limits. An example grasp
sequence is shown in Fig. 5.9. A supplementary video demonstrating the various
precision tasks is available at: http://youtu.be/Qrel34jA4TQ.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.9: Example chronological task sequence completed by a subject, with an
example of an unsuccessful grasp (a) in red, followed by three successful grasps (b, c,
d) in green, demonstrating the precision required to complete the tasks.
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On average, the control group finished all three tasks in 14.4 minutes (95%
CI [10.8, 18.0]), while the experimental group finished in 30.6 minutes (95% CI
[18.0, 43.1]). Although significantly higher on a student paired t-test (p = 0.04),
the relative completion times, with the experimental group finishing twice as long as
the control group, are expected considering the trends in Fig. 5.8. At the end of
session 2, the experimental group finished tasks three times slower than the control
group, but was trending toward equal performance.
The relationship between the final completion time and identified sources of influ-
ence are considered by correlation coefficients between the metrics for each subject,
displayed in Table 5.3. For both groups, the only significant correlation is with
throughput (p < 0.05). Completion time and path efficiency at the end of session
2 are moderately correlated with final completion time (p < 0.1). In contrast, the
delay between session 2 and session 3 is not correlated with the final completion
time (p = 0.71), which suggests performance degradation is not a significant factor
in completion times. The choice of Mˆ is considered with respect to both activation
component-wise and merged-component cosine similarity to the subject with signif-
icantly better control than any other subject. This produces only weak correlations
(p > 0.4), indicating that the exact Mˆ is not a significant influence. An analysis
of electrode span and distance between activation components, expected to be the
major factors influencing robustness, also gave weak correlations with performance
(p > 0.5), likely due to variability across subjects. Future work will investigate these
relationships more closely.
5.4 Discussion and Implications
This study incorporated HDsEMG into the embedded control framework pre-
sented in Chapter 4. The method provides a generalized myoelectric control scheme
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Table 5.3: Influential Factors in HDsEMG Robot Completion Time
Factor Experimental (R) Control (R)
Throughput -0.82 -0.75
Completion Time +0.70 +0.66
Path Efficiency -0.61 -0.61
Delay -0.16 -0.41
Mˆ -0.28 –
capable of real-time simultaneous and proportional control of a large number of
DoFs, without requiring retraining between sessions, targeted electrode placement,
nor biomechanically independent muscle inputs. The novel muscle synergy-inspired
decomposition transforms HDsEMG into independent activation signals which lin-
early map to control outputs. Moreover, the method is designed to be robust to
small electrode displacements by approximating independent activation signals as
mixtures of Gaussians, effectively introducing a spatial low-pass filter on noisy EMG
while reducing them to more stable, low-dimensional inputs. The method is demon-
strated using concurrent control of 4-DoFs in a FSM to control a 7-DoF robot arm,
and validated via learning trends and session-independent characteristics identified in
Chapter 4. No other myoelectric control scheme has demonstrated real-time simul-
taneous and proportional control of 4-DoFs from untargeted sEMG of a single arm.
Moreover, previous attempts at myoelectric control of a 7-DoF robot arm required
retraining each session (Artemiadis and Kyriakopoulos, 2010a; Vogel et al., 2011).
All subjects demonstrated learning trends consistent with typical motor skill learn-
ing, despite not knowing the control inputs nor non-intuitive mapping. The controls
were improved over time simply by interacting with the interface, similarly to learn-
ing a new motor skill. This learning, combined with the robust decomposition, offers
robust long-term control desired in many myoelectric applications. The results con-
firm significant learning trends correlating with a feeling for more intuitive control,
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supporting this method for reliable long-term control of myoelectric interfaces with
enhanced functionality.
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Chapter 6
SIMULTANEOUS POSITION AND IMPEDANCE CONTROL
The embedded control scheme in Chapter 4 takes advantage of the natural con-
nection between sEMG signals and limb movement. The surjective mapping in (4.2)
introduces redundancies in the control, such that co-contractions do not necessarily
effect the control outputs. That is, the magnitude of the output, |U(t)|, is indepen-
dent of the magnitude of the input, |Y(t)|, because some muscle contributions may
cancel out the contributions of others with respect to the resulting motion. This
behavior is consistent with co-contraction when moving human limbs.
This chapter introduces a multi-directional impedance controller for myoelectric
interfaces. The controller correlates stiffness of the interface with sEMG during si-
multaneous muscle activations, similar to natural human kinematics (Kadiallah et al.,
2011). In contrast to previous myoelectric impedance controllers varying uniform stiff-
ness (Ajoudani et al., 2014; Ha et al., 2011; Hocaoglu and Patoglu, 2012; Jiang et al.,
2012a; Tsuj et al., 2000), the proposed controller allows subjects to adjust stiffness
and stabilize control in specific directions according to environmental perturbations.
6.1 Multi-Directional Impedance Control
The multi-directional impedance control algorithm is an extension of the veloc-
ity control method used in Section 4. Given i sEMG signals and c output controls,
c × i W forms the basis of the embedded controller in (4.2). When c < i, the map-
ping is surjective, introducing control redundancies. The proposed multi-directional
impedance control uses this redundancy to generate c directional stiffness outputs,
K(t), with magnitudes proportional to |Y(t)|. Thus,
K(t) = gS[(Y(t)− σ) ◦ u(Y(t)− σ)] (6.1)
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where S = abs(W) is the element-wise absolute value of W:
S = abs(W) (6.2)
Then, K(t) controls the stiffness for each DoF, and U(t) controls the change in set
point.
This definition of K(t) intuitively assigns stiffness directions for individual muscle
contributions to the same axis as its corresponding motion. However, the overall
stiffness direction is decoupled from motion outputs, as desired, despite both having
the same input space. Thus, with anisotropic stiffness, the primary stiffness direction
is not necessarily the primary motion direction. Similarly, isotropic stiffness can be
achieved without requiring motion.
6.2 Method Validation
A five-session experiment was designed for subjects to learn the multi-directional
impedance control with a 3-DoF VR myoelectric interface. Throughout each session,
performance metrics verified the subjects were demonstrating characteristics of a
standard motor skill-type learning (Fitts and Posner, 1967). Each subject learned
the general controls while performing tasks without any external forces for three
sessions on distinct days. Subjects returned for two additional sessions in which
additional tasks were introduced requiring either anisotropic or isotropic impedance
control. Finally, the method was demonstrated on a LWR 4 and iLIMB while grasping
objects and interacting with external forces.
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6.2.1 Control Paradigm
With both a motion and stiffness component, the impedance controller used in
this experiment is adapted from Hogan (1985) with the following dynamic equation:
a(t) = K(t) ◦ [x(t)− xd(t)]− bIcv(t) + fext(t) (6.3)
where x(t) and v(t) are the current position and velocity of the object, a(t) is the
resulting acceleration, Ic is the c× c identity matrix, b is a scalar (isotropic) damping
term, fext(t) is external force, and xd(t) is the commanded set-point:
xd(t) = x(t) + U(t)∆t (6.4)
where ∆t is the sampling rate. Inertia tensors are ignored in the virtual interface.
Mixing Matrix
In this experiment, sEMG inputs from four muscles (i = 4) – BB, TB, FCU, and
ECU – are mapped to three control outputs (c = 3) – x, y, and z (VR)/hand motion
(robot) – and W is arbitrarily chosen following the three criteria specified in Section
4.6.1 (see Fig. 6.1):
W =

−0.79 −0.06 0.85 0.00
−0.52 0.94 −0.42 0.00
0.33 0.34 0.33 −1.00
 (6.5)
The corresponding S is then (see Fig. 6.2):
S =

0.79 0.06 0.85 0.00
0.52 0.94 0.42 0.00
0.33 0.34 0.33 1.00
 (6.6)
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ECU
BB
TB
FCU
Control Axis 1 Control Axis 2
Control Axis 3
Figure 6.1: Visualization of mapping W from sEMG Y(t) to output motions U(t).
sEMG Processing
The raw sEMG signals of four upper arm muscles are collected, rectified, low-pass
filtered (fourth-order zero-lag Butterworth, cut-off 3Hz), and normalized with respect
to the subject’s MVC to generate Y(t). These signals are then subsampled to 1
∆t
=
200Hz for input to (6.4). To simulate continuous control, (6.3) is computed at f =
2000 Hz. For stability, b = 2f , and all elements of K(t) were scaled between 0 and b
2
4
based on MVC values. This ensures the system is both stable and critically damped
at its highest stiffness.
Before each session, subjects perform their MVC for each muscle to scale sEMG
and set external force magnitudes during isotropic and anisotropic tasks (see Section
6.2.3).
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ECU
BB
TB
FCU
Stiffness Axis 1 Stiffness Axis 2
Stiffness Axis 3
Figure 6.2: Visualization of mapping S from sEMG Y(t) to output stiffnesses K(t).
Robot Control
LWR 4 operates in Cartesian impedance control, effectively replacing (6.3) with its
internal system and actual external forces. During this session, (6.1) and (6.4) were
updated at 200 Hz according to the specifications of the robot. In contrast, only
velocity commands can be sent to the iLIMB, so all compliant interaction was reserved
for LWR 4. Velocity commands were sent over Bluetooth to the iLIMB for the purpose
of opening and closing all fingers, in correspondence with Control Axis 3, also at 200
Hz.
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6.2.2 Experimental Setup
Four wireless sEMG electrodes (Delsys Trigno Wireless) were acquired from the
BB, TB, FCU, and ECU with a gain of 500, digitized with 16-bit depth at a fre-
quency of 1926 Hz and broadcast via TCP. Both the VR and robot interfaces receive
commands at 200 Hz from a custom program using C++ and OpenGL API. The
setup for interacting with both the VR and robot are shown in Fig. 6.3 and 6.10,
respectively.
Figure 6.3: VR control setup including the sEMG system and monitor.
6.2.3 Experimental Protocol
Subjects, unaware how to control the interface, attended five sessions across a
span of two weeks.
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Tasks
Subjects completed tasks by controlling a virtual helicopter (see Fig. 6.4) with the
control paradigm described above. The goal of each task is to move a helicopter from
the center of the screen along a defined path towards a helipad near an edge of the
monitor. Paths were generated using Bezier curves, and points were accumulated by
collecting colored particles along the path within time constraints. After the allotted
time passed at a given point on the path, the particles could no longer be collected
for points. The trial was complete once the helicopter remains on the helipad for
one second. After each trial, the map shifted the helicopter back to the center of the
screen, and a new helipad and path appeared for the next trial following a five second
break.
Throughout the experiment three different task variations were introduced (see
Fig. 6.4):
1. Control Tasks: No external forces applied throughout the task. The helicopter
moves similar to velocity control.
2. Anisotropic Tasks: Constant external forces applied throughout the task.
Subjects must use anisotropic stiffness to negate the effects of the external
forces while moving along the path.
3. Isotropic Tasks: No external forces until the helicopter reaches the helipad.
Then forces are exerted in a random direction until the task is complete. Sub-
jects must increase isotropic stiffness while landing to negate the effects of the
external forces being exerted in an unknown direction.
External forces are applied with a magnitude proportional to 75% MVC, such
that subjects must use different control strategies for anisotropic and isotropic tasks.
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(a) Control Task
(b) Anisotropic
Figure 6.4: Example tasks in VR. (a) The normal control task with no external
forces. Subjects moved the helicopter as if it was velocity control. (b) Anisotropic
tasks. External forces, indicated by arrows, push the helicopter into one of the corners.
Subjects must follow the path while retaining high stiffness in the direction of the
external force to minimize its effect. Isotropic tasks are a hybrid, starting as (a)
and introducing external forces (b) in a random direction once the helicopter reaches
the helipad. Subjects must increase stiffness uniformly to minimize the effect of the
forces.
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With 75% MVC required to prevent external forces from displacing the helicopter, it
would be difficult and exhausting for subjects to use isotropic stiffness to complete
anisotropic tasks.
Sessions
The first session provided a ten minute exploration phase to help subjects learn basic
movements and become familiar with the tasks, as suggested in (Simon et al., 2012).
After ten minutes, subjects completed 50 control tasks.
Subjects returned on separate days for each of sessions two and three, completing
an additional 50 control tasks without the initial exploration time. With only con-
trol tasks, subjects focused on learning directional movements with both speed and
precision for the first 150 tasks.
Session four introduced external forces, and subjects were asked to complete 75
trials. The tasks were distributed as 50% control tasks, 25% anisotropic tasks, and
25% isotropic tasks. Subjects were able to detect anisotropic tasks before the task
started, but were unaware whether the other 75% of trials were control tasks or
isotropic tasks until arriving at the helipad. This encouraged subjects to land with
high isotropic stiffness in every trial. Session five provided the same task distribution
for 75 additional trials, for a total of 300 trials over the entire experiment.
Robot Demonstration
One subject returned after one month to demonstrate the control method on a robotic
system. The subject used the same controller as in the previous 5 sessions, but ap-
plied on the LWR 4 and iLIMB as described in Section 6.2.1. The subject completed
various tasks grasping clothespins, similar to those described in Section 5.2.3, while
compensating for external forces. The forces were exerted via an elastic band and
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Table 6.1: Impedance Control Evaluation Metrics
Metric Linear Learning Fit
Completion Time (CT ) CT (n) = κct − βctn
Throughput (TP ) TP (n) = κtp + βtpn
Task Score (TS) TS(n) = κts + βtsn
controlled by the experimenter. The forces were exerted to assist and impede (or-
thogonally as well as parallel) task completion to demonstrate the stabilizing effect
of compliance control.
6.2.4 Data Analysis
Trials were analyzed based on performance metrics from all subjects. No quantifi-
able data was collected for the robot demonstration, as its intent is a proof of concept
for intuitive transfer to physical systems.
Learning Trends
Metrics used for assessing performance throughout all five sessions are provided in
Table 6.1, using first degree polynomials to fit the results with respect to trial number
for control tasks.
CT is the task completion time and TP is the throughput. TS is the task score,
a measure of speed and precision following the indicated path. n is the overall trial
number, κ is initial performance, and β shows the learning rate indicative of better
performance over time.
Paths are randomly generated using cubic Bezier curves:
B(z) = (1− z)2p0 + 3(1− z)2p1 + 3(1− z)2p2 + z3p3 (6.7)
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where p0 and p3 are the origin and helipad position, respectively, and p1,2 are random
points on the screen. Particles are distributed at random offsets R + B(z),∀Ri ∈[− r
2
, r
2
]
through uniform samples of t ∈ [0, 1], with r the radius of the helicopter.
Particles begin to disappear sequentially along the path three seconds after the start
of the trial, until the last particle disappears eight seconds after the start of the trial.
This encourages the subject to balance speed and precision while reaching the target,
and TS is the number of particles collected over the total number of particles. TP is
given by (5.9), where WD is the constant helipad diameter and D =
∫
B(z)dt is the
path distance.
External Force Impact
The specific impact of external forces is observed through changes in percentage
of multiple muscle control PM . Although subjects could theoretically complete all
tasks using only single muscle activations, optimal performance, both with and with-
out external forces, requires a more direct path involving simultaneous activity from
multiple muscles. PM measures the percentage of time that subjects activate two or
more muscles for a given trial.
6.3 Results
Five healthy subjects (all male, age 20-28) participated in the experiment. All sub-
jects gave informed consent as approved by the ASU IRB (Protocol: #1201007252).
Subjects reported no fatigue throughout the first three sessions, but slight fatigue
during sessions four and five due to the high muscle activity required to overcome
external forces.
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Table 6.2: Impedance Control Learning Trends Fitting Parameters
Metric β β p-value κ R2
CT (n) 0.011 2.2×10−16 11.6 0.82
TP (n) 4.2×10−4 2.0×10−26 0.30 0.21
TS(n) 0.0011 1.1×10−25 0.59 0.11
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Figure 6.5: VR completion times per trial across all subjects, separated by task
type. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals within each session. Asterisks
directly over the bar represent significant difference compared to previous session of
the same task type (Welch’s t-test, p < 0.05). Asterisks between two bars indicate
significant differences between task types.
6.3.1 Learning Trends
CT , TP and TS from all control trials were fit to Table 6.1, with parameter values
presented in Table 6.2. Each metric shows a significant learning rate (β > 0, p < 0.05)
despite time off between sessions. Performance metric progression for each task is
shown in Fig. 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7. The introduction of external forces significantly
increased task difficulty, and accordingly reduced performance in session 4 compared
to control tasks. However, the increased performance between session four and five
show that subjects to control stiffness to stabilize control and improve performance
over time, similarly to the control tasks throughout all five sessions.
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Figure 6.6: VR throughput per trial across all subjects, separated by task type.
Asterisks and error bars are represented as in Fig. 6.5.
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Figure 6.7: VR scores per trial across all subjects, separated by task type. Asterisks
and error bars are represented as in Fig. 6.5.
Figure 6.8 visualizes the learning process for each task type with respect to the
desired and actual paths taken by subjects. For control tasks, subjects progressed
from primarily single muscle control, as indicated by straight lines, to simultaneous
inputs to more precisely follow the paths. With the introduction of anisotropic tasks,
external forces initially overpowered the subjects’ control, but subjects learned to
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eliminate those effects through anisotropic stiffness while moving in the desired direc-
tions. The introduction of isotropic tasks had a similar effect, where external forces
initially drove helicopters away from the target after the initial landing (red lines),
but had less impact as subjects learned to control isotropic stiffness more consistently.
6.3.2 External Force Impact
During control tasks, subjects can use single muscle contractions to coarsely follow
the path (see Fig. 6.8(a)). However, the optimal inputs involve multiple muscles
to smoothly transition around curves. The introduction of external forces required
simultaneous muscle activity to increase stiffness while traveling along the path. This
coordination transferred to the control tasks, where subjects significantly increased
the use of multiple muscle activations compared to the first three sessions (see Fig.
6.9). This correlates with significant performance improvements on control tasks in
sessions four and five, suggesting that subjects obtained better control of the overall
system while interacting with external forces.
6.3.3 Robot Control
One subject returned after one month to apply controls to the robot. The sub-
ject reported the controls easy to remember, and intuitive to transfer. Example
anisotropic and isotropic stiffness tasks are shown in Fig. 6.10. A supplementary video
demonstrating the compliant control is available at: http://youtu.be/Z7A3lQWQC2I.
6.4 Discussion and Implications
The novel multi-directional impedance controller introduced in this Chapter shows
the potential for sEMG as a natural interface for simultaneous, proportional and
compliant robot control. Using sEMG inputs from four upper limb muscles, users
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(a) Control Start (b) Anisotropic Start (c) Isotropic Start
(d) Control Middle (e) Anisotropic Middle (f) Isotropic Middle
(g) Control End (h) Anisotropic End (i) Isotropic End
Figure 6.8: Example tasks from VR. Each column shows the control progression
for each task type. Magenta lines represent the desired path, with green circles
indicating helipad position. Blue lines represent the actual path taken by the subject,
and red lines indicate the path taken after initially landing on the helipad until
finally completing the task by staying there for a full second. (a, d, g) Control task
progression. (b, e, h) Anisotropic task progression.: (c, f, i) Isotropic task progression.
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Figure 6.9: VR percent of simultaneous muscle activations during each trial across
all subjects, separated by task type. Asterisks and error bars are represented as in
Fig. 6.5. The anisotropic and isotropic tasks in session four caused a significant
increase in simultaneous muscle activations for all tasks.
(a) Anisotropic (b) Anisotropic
(c) Isotropic (d) Isotropic
Figure 6.10: Example tasks from robot demonstration. (a-b) Anisotropic stiffness.
(a) The subject provided high stiffness in the direction of the camera while moving to
the right with low stiffness. (b) The LWR was easily moved to the left due to the low
stiffness. (c-d) Isotropic stiffness. The subject provided uniform stiffness to prevent
the robot from moving in any direction.
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simultaneously controlled both the stiffness and set-point of 3-DoFs. This allowed
the user to stabilize control in the presence of external forces in an analogous way to
natural limb movements (Kadiallah et al., 2011). Subjects first learned the general
controls by interacting with a virtual interface devoid of external forces. Once the
directional controls were learned, tasks were introduced requiring both anisotropic
and isotropic control. Despite not having haptic feedback, subjects learned to tune
the stiffness of the device to stabilize movement along desired paths.
The controls were learned by interacting with the device as in normal motor
skill learning tasks, allowing subjects to enhance performance over time. A five day
experiment with a 3-DoF myoelectric interface verified performance trends consistent
with motor learning, both in the presence and absence of external forces. Subjects
learned to compensate for these external forces by increasing their directional stiffness
while maintaining stable motion in the desired direction. This required simultaneous
muscle activations for stable motion, which correlated with improved control in the
absence of external forces. This compliant control was also demonstrated on a robotic
system, indicating the capabilities offered by the proposed framework with respect to
compliant human-robot interaction.
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Chapter 7
FRAMEWORK SUMMARY
This dissertation aims to enhance the utility of myoelectric interfaces by present-
ing a framework for reliable long-term simultaneous and proportional control of 3+
DoF compliant robots. Chapters 4-6 presented the framework through experiments
designed to validate its reliability and functionality. This Chapter formalizes and
summarizes the framework for implementation on general myoelectric interfaces.
The proposed framework follows the design of motor learning-based myoelectric
control schemes shown as depicted in Section 1.3. This provides a foundation for
reliable controls through motor learning and, as found in Section 4.5, muscle syn-
ergy development. More specifically, this dissertation introduces a human-embedded
controller as the control mapping from the diagram presented in Fig. 1.1(b). The
generalized controller makes use of (4.2), (5.3), (5.4), (6.1), (6.2) and (6.4), resulting
in the block diagram shown in Fig. 7.
Muscles
Myoelectric
Interface
Z
K
Linear
Envelope reshold
Control Mapping
Figure 7.1: Embedded control framework for functional and reliable myoelectric
control. The control mapping from Fig. 1.1(b) is implemented as an embedded
controller using linear transformations between sEMG and desired output. Linear
enveloped sEMG, Y, is decomposed into quasi-independent activation signals, Fˆ, and
transformed into motion (U) and stiffness (K) outputs via W and S, respectively.
Based on the desired output and knowledge of the system dynamics, the brain
generates muscle activity, which is detected through sEMG. The linear envelope (and
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potential median filter, see Section 5.2.2) generates Y(t), which is passed through
the σ threshold to prevent unwanted output from noise and inadvertent contractions.
Mˆ transforms Y(t) into quasi-independent activation signals Fˆ(t) used for input into
the embedded controller via (5.3). Fˆ(t) is then transformed into motion outputs
U(t) through W, and into stiffness outputs K(t) through S, which are input into the
compliant myoelectric interface with desired amplification g.
7.1 Choice of Inputs and Outputs
The linear transformation from input to output ensures simultaneous and propor-
tional control of the interface. The number of DoFs being controlled is dependent
on the selection of sEMG location and definition of control outputs. If c control out-
puts are chosen, sEMG must provide at least i = c+ 1 independent inputs to ensure
the full task space can be reached. When i > c + 1, there is additional redundancy
(e.g. Section 4.5), providing subjects freedom to choose desired control patterns and
optimal inputs by removing excess muscles. In contrast, if i <= c, control outputs
will be coupled, and the myoelectric interface must be designed to compensate for
the coupling (e.g. Section 5.2.2).
The choice of sEMG locations also influences the design of Mˆ. Mˆ is generated
via the algorithm described in Section 5.1.2 to extract independent activation signals
from Y(t). This removes the influence of cross-talk and empowers correlated sEMG
channels to amplify their individual signals, providing the session-independent control
seen in Chapter 5. In the case that Y(t) originates from biomechanically independent
muscles (e.g. Section 4.3), Mˆ becomes the identity matrix, and Fˆ(t) = Y(t) for the
same reliable control (see Section 4.2).
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7.2 Design of W and S
As noted in Section 4.3, the choice of W significantly impacts the initial intuitive-
ness of the control scheme. However, due to the natural motor learning and synergy
development, long-term performance is independent of the exact choice of W, given
that it obeys rank(W) = c. This ensures the outputs are independent when assuming
independent inputs (i.e. subjects can reach the full task space). Other less essential
characteristics for user-friendly W (see Section 4.6.1) are unit length column vectors
(for equal contribution of each Fˆi(t)), zero mean row vectors (for preventing motion
at equal activation of all Fˆ(t)), and maximum angle between all column vectors. In
the case of non-compliant myoelectric interfaces, S is the null matrix. For compliant
interfaces, S is derived from W via (6.2) to ensure natural stiffness control decoupled
from motion and correlated to muscle input intensity, similar to normal joint control,
as demonstrated in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 8
CONCLUSION
This dissertation presents a framework aimed at enhancing the utility of myoelec-
tric interfaces by exploiting motor skill learning and flexible muscle synergies. The
framework offers reliable long-term simultaneous control for natural operation of 3+
DoF compliant robots. Experiments were presented studying the long-term perfor-
mance characteristics of the human-embedded control scheme, in which controls are
learned through interaction with a constant mapping function.
Although the studies presented in this thesis focused on healthy subjects, this
proposed framework has potential implications on myoelectric interfaces designed for
assistive and rehabilitation robotics (see Appendix B), particularly for individuals
who may not have voluntary control over muscles needed for intuitive and/or PR
controls. This may be a viable option for amputees undergoing Targeted Muscle
Reinnervation surgery (Miller et al., 2008) to learn new mappings between reinner-
vated muscles and commands to operate a prosthetic device, as well as individuals
suffering from multiple sclerosis, who can control myoelectric devices despite severely
atrophied muscles (Vogel et al., 2013). Both populations should be investigated in
future extensions and applications of the proposed framework.
While interacting with the proposed framework, subjects demonstrated the abil-
ity to learn the controls and enhance performance over time via a long-term learn-
ing component, removing any need for retraining or recalibration that hinders most
state-of-the-art control schemes. Although intuitive mapping functions were asso-
ciated with better initial performance, non-intuitive mapping functions had higher
learning rates and produced equal or better performance after only a single session.
Muscle synergy development was observed while learning novel control schemes, and
correlated with the long term learning component providing performance retention
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after periods of non-use. This development is task-independent, meaning learning a
mapping function through interaction with a given task translates to better initial
performance when given a new, novel task with the same mapping function. When
implemented in a virtual training system, the learned controls resulted in a feeling of
intuitive control when transfered to a novel robotic interface.
The method was demonstrated with HDsEMG to generate the same robust control
over a higher number of DoFs, and extended to provide multifunctional impedance
control for natural manipulation of compliant robots. These extensions are packaged
into a single framework capable of interaction with highly functional and reliable
myoelectric interfaces, without restrictions on kinematics, muscle availability, nor ini-
tial intuitiveness. Due to the presence of motor learning, synergy development and
learning transfer, the framework introduced in this thesis offers an opportunity for
myoelectric interfaces to finally reach their potential as natural mediums for compli-
ant human-robot interaction. Given these results, the proposed method is validated
as an option for robust and intuitive simultaneous control of multifunctional myoelec-
tric interfaces with commercial and clinical merit. Thus, this research contributes to
the expansion and enhancement of myoelectric controlled applications beyond com-
monly perceived anthropomorphic and “intuitive control” constraints and into more
advanced robotic systems designed for everyday tasks.
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APPENDIX B
PRELIMINARY IMPLICATIONS ON REHABILITATION
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The framework presented in this dissertation naturally encourages motor learning
and muscle synergy development while interacting with a myoelectric interface. This
suggests that myoelectric interfaces may be used as a rehabilitative device to help
patients recover from muscular impairments. Previous attempts at using myoelec-
tric interfaces for rehabilitation have had varied success (e.g. Anderson and Bischof,
2014; Armiger and Vogelstein, 2008; Brewer et al., 2007; de la Rosa et al., 2008; Lovely
et al., 1990; Ma et al., 2010; Oppenheim et al., 2010), but have not been evaluated for
effectiveness nor targeted specific synergy development. The population-wide muscle
synergy development, and its relationship to optimal inputs (see Section 4.5.3), sug-
gests that the proposed framework may provide a complementary exercise to existing
rehabilitation practices to help users obtain a specific coordination pattern through
implicit synergy development.
This appendix presents a preliminary experiment designed to investigate the abil-
ity for myoelectric interfaces to target specific muscle synergy development through
the framework presented in Chapter 7. A 3-DoF cooperative myoelectric interface
was designed for two users to interact with a virtual object to complete tasks. The
experiment investigated how the subjects split up controls without any verbal com-
munication or knowledge of the controller. After 3 sessions, subjects were given a
month off, and then brought back to test if they remembered their strategy. More
significantly, the partner was replaced with an AI agent mimicking the strategy em-
ployed by one of the subjects during the initial sessions. This replacement removed
the redundancy in the controller, encouraging other subjects to change strategies and
conform to the one employed by their ’virtual’ partner. This experiment is used to
validate the flexible synergy development and its dependency on the particular con-
troller used. Thus, this framework has potential use to drive users towards a specific
muscle synergy. With the results from this preliminary study, future work should
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investigate the precise parameters for the design of W to encourage specific synergy
development, and verify these effects on people with impairments.
B.1 Method
Six healthy subjects (5 male, 1 female, aged 20-26) were split into pairs to coop-
erate with the myoelectric interface. Each person in the pair is isolated visually and
auditorily, such that all communication between partners is done through the inter-
face. In the first three sessions, both subjects interact with the same helicopter and
must learn to cooperate with each other while also learning the controller. After one
month, subjects return for two additional sessions, where the partner is replaced with
an AI agent mimicking the strategy of one subject from the initial sessions. All sub-
jects gave informed consent of the procedures approved by the ASU IRB (Protocol:
#1201007252).
B.1.1 Experiment Setup
The setup for this experiment is shown in Fig. B.1. Four wireless surface sEMG
electrodes (Delsys Trigno Wireless, Delsys Inc.) are placed on a subject’s uncon-
strained right arm to record muscle activity from the BB, TB, FCU, and ECU of
each subject in the pair. The signals are digitized at 2 kHz and sent over TCP/IP as
input to a custom program using C++ and OpenGL API to control the 3-DoF VR
interface.
B.1.2 Cooperative Control
The VR interface uses 3 proportional control outputs corresponding to velocities
in x, y and z directions on the screen. Linear enveloped sEMG signals are normalized
according to each signal’s MVC, recorded for each subject at the start of each session,
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Figure B.1: Experimental setup including the Delsys sEMG system and both part-
ners controlling the VR interface. Subjects are separated visually and auditorily, but
see the same screen for the first three sessions. In the next two sessions, subjects do
not necessarily see the same screen while interacting with the ’virtual’ partner. The
screen displays the helicopter in 3D, and a target ring to move toward.
to prevent one subject from dominating the controls. The processed signals are com-
bined for both subjects, providing a 8× 1 input vector Y(t), with Yi, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}
belonging to subject 1 and Yi, i ∈ {5, 6, 7, 8} belonging to subject 2. Y(t) is mapped
linearly to a 3 × 1 vector U(t) of control outputs via (4.2), with W following the
design suggestions in Section 7.2 and providing the same controls to both subjects:
W = [Wp Wp]
Wp =

−0.2308 −0.6788 0.9096 0.000
−0.9123 0.6511 0.2612 0.000
0.3380 0.3392 0.3231 −1.0003

(B.1)
σ = 0.05 and g = 20 were used throughout the experiment.
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B.1.3 Experimental Procedure
The experiment consists of both a learning and testing phase separated by one
month. Subjects are initially given 10 minutes to explore the interface and learn to
cooperate with their partner without being required to complete any tasks.
Tasks
While interacting with the interface, subject pairs completed tasks by controlling a
virtual helicopter with the control paradigm described above. The goal of each task
is cooperate with the partner to move a helicopter from the center of the screen into
one of eight target rings (see Fig. B.2). After each trial, the helicopter moved back
to the center of the screen, and a new ring appeared for the next trial following a five
second break.
Figure B.2: Example task and visual feedback seen during interaction with the
interface.
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Sessions
After the initial ten minute exploration phase in the first session, subjects were asked
to complete 200 tasks. Subjects returned for an additional 200 tasks for session 2
between one and three days later.
Session three occurred between one and three days after session two, and consisted
of the same interface, with a minor variation in that the helicopter did not return to
the center of the screen between each task. This ensured that the strategies employed
by the subjects were not target specific, but rather a more complete control strategy
for moving around the full task-space. Subjects completed an additional 200 tasks in
this session.
Session four occurred between one and two months after the completion of session
three. Subjects were given five minutes of exploration time to re-familiarize them-
selves with the interface and control strategy used with their partner. They then
cooperated to complete 8 tasks, one in each target. After completing 8 tasks, the
partner was replaced with an AI agent mimicking the strategy employed by one of
the subjects during the initial three sessions (see Section B.1.4). All subjects com-
pleted as many tasks as possible for thirty minutes while interacting with the artificial
partner. Subjects were not informed they were no longer cooperating with their part-
ner until the end of this session, although a few subjects guessed this due to the AI
acting very different than their original partner.
Session five occurred one day after session four, and consisted of an additional
half hour of interaction. All subjects were aware they were now cooperating with an
artificial agent.
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B.1.4 Artificial Partner
The artificial partner was generated using statistics regarding the input strategy
from Subject 1 in the initial three sessions. These statistics included the overall
synergy used, as well as percentage of muscle activation and amount of contribution
both assisting and hindering the progress of completing a given task. Assistive (good)
contribution is defined by inputs used which agree with optimal inputs needed to move
in the direction of the target. In contrast, negative (waste) contribution is defined by
inputs used which disagree with optimal inputs needed to move in the direction of
the target. That is, assistive contribution results in the helicopter moving closer to
the target, and negative contribution results in the helicopter moving away from the
target. Based on these statistics, the artificial partner simulates a simplified version
of the control strategy used by this subject.
B.1.5 Data Analysis
The data of interest in this study is the control strategy used by subjects. While
cooperating with a partner, subjects must form a strategy to split up work. This
strategy is encapsulated in the same statistics used in Section B.1.4 to create the arti-
ficial partner. These include the prior probabilities designating each muscle’s activity,
number of simultaneously activated muscles, and good and wasteful contributions.
1. Muscle activity for each of BB, TB, ECU and FCU is the percentage of time a
particular muscle is activated, regardless of intensity.
2. Number of muscles activated is the percentage of time a specific number of
muscles are simultaneously activated.
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3. Percent assistance is the proportion each particular muscle was used to help
reach the target, according to the assistive contribution.
4. Percent waste is the proportion of negative contribution each time a particular
muscle is activated.
These metrics are used to define the strategy in the first three sessions, and qualify
the adaptations in the last two sessions when interacting with the artificial partner.
B.2 Results
The results are split into the human partner sessions and artificial partner sessions
to determine the flexibility in control strategies. During the first three sessions, these
strategies were evolving as subjects learned to better cooperate with each other. Each
session is split into four blocks, and strategy metrics are plotted chronologically in
Figs. B.3, B.4, B.5 and B.6 to show the strategies that evolved within each pair. The
third session, in which the helicopter did not move back to the center, forced subjects
to refine these strategies to encompass the full task space rather than task-specific
motions, as shown by the adjustments made between blocks 8 (end of session 2)
and 9 (start of session 3). These strategies are unique between pairs, but ultimately
involved one subject providing coarse control with a primary and secondary muscle
mostly individually activated, and the other subject providing fine control with more
simultaneous activation of two and three muscles. The primary and secondary muscles
driving the coarse control varied for each pair.
Although subjects had claimed to have forgotten the controls after over a month
between sessions, the five minute exploration and first 8 targets in session 4, in which
the partners were collaborating as normal, showed that all partners quickly returned
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Figure B.3: Muscle activation percentages over time for each pair of subjects.
Dotted lines represent one subject, solid lines the other.
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(c)
Figure B.4: Number of muscles activated percentages over time for each pair of
subjects. Dotted lines represent one subject, solid lines the other.
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(c)
Figure B.5: Percent assistance over time for each pair of subjects. Dotted lines
represent one subject, solid lines the other.
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(c)
Figure B.6: Percent wasted effort over time for each pair of subjects. Dotted lines
represent one subject, solid lines the other.
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to the strategies and performance they had developed in the first three sessions (see
block 1, Figs. B.7, B.8, B.9 and B.10).
After switching to the AI partner (simulating the strategy of Subject 1 originally),
all subjects adapted to a strategy similar to that used by Subject 2 originally. The
effectiveness of the AI partner is seen through the consistency in Subject 2’s strategy
throughout all five blocks in session 4 and 5 (see in Figs. B.7(b), B.8(b), B.9(b) and
B.10(b)). This is expected, as Subject 2 did not notice any change after switching
between its human partner (Subject 1) and AI partner (simulated Subject 1). Evi-
dence of the effectiveness in forcing subjects to change control strategies is seen most
glaringly in Subject 1, who had to use an opposite strategy in order to cooperate with
its own simulation.
Although other subjects had not yet fully adapted to their new ’partner’ after two
thirty minute sessions, two promising trends are seen in Figs. B.8 and B.9. Figure
B.8 shows a steady increase in simultaneous muscle activity for all human subjects,
indicating the development of the “fine” control in response to the coarse controls
provided by the AI partner. Figure B.9 shows all subjects adapting to provide the
percent assistance necessary to complete control tasks without significant performance
degradation. At the end of session 5 (block 5), all subjects had similar muscle ac-
tivation percentages (see Fig. B.7), increased simultaneous muscle activity (see Fig.
B.8), and similar contribution ratios for all muscles (see Fig. B.9). The only metric
still different between subjects was percent waste, as some subjects were slower to
adapt than others, and those whose original strategy was similar to the AI partner
tended to unnecessarily duplicate the efforts of the AI partner, contributing to more
waste.
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Figure B.7: Muscle activation percentages over time for each subject interacting
with artificial partner. Block 1 contains data from the subject cooperating with
his/her original partner. Blocks 2-5 are the adaptations while interacting with the
artificial partner. Dotted lines represent artificial partner, solid lines the human.
B.3 Discussion
Overall, this preliminary study showed that the choice of embedded controller
influences the specific muscle synergies developed by subjects. When given excess re-
dundancy in the cooperation tasks, subjects reduced the redundancy by splitting up
work according to primary and secondary muscles used. Fixing one of the partner’s
strategy forced the other to adapt to a specific synergy scheme. The simulated part-
ner used “coarse” controls mimicking the initial strategy used by Subject 1, which
encouraged all subjects interacting with the simulated partner to learn fine controls
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Figure B.8: Number of muscles activated percentages over time for each subject
interacting with artificial partner. Block 1 contains data from the subject cooperating
with his/her original partner. Blocks 2-5 are the adaptations while interacting with
the artificial partner. Dotted lines represent artificial partner, solid lines the human.
with enhanced simultaneous control. Although the short interaction time did not
allow subjects to converge to the exact same scheme, the metrics used to evaluate
strategy suggest eventual convergence to the strategy employed Subject 1’s original
partner. Thus, these preliminary results suggest that the framework proposed in this
dissertation has implications as a future rehabilitation tool encouraging subjects to
enhance coordination to a specific target synergy.
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Figure B.9: Percent assistance over time for each subject interacting with artificial
partner. Block 1 contains data from the subject cooperating with his/her original
partner. Blocks 2-5 are the adaptations while interacting with the artificial partner.
Dotted lines represent artificial partner, solid lines the human.
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(f)
Figure B.10: Percent wasted effort over time for each subject interacting with
artificial partner. Block 1 contains data from the subject cooperating with his/her
original partner. Blocks 2-5 are the adaptations while interacting with the artificial
partner. Dotted lines represent artificial partner, solid lines the human.
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